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Case No. 13500/1041/2022/155926
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4r11a1z 3r gar Rani4aa
COURT OF CHIEF COMMISSIONER FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES (DIVYANGJAN)

Reaninura gifhual Rt/Department of Empowennent of Persons with Disabilities (Divyangjan)
ti IS-I tRha qr; sit srf@raRa +inrcza/ Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment

'+fffif~/Government of India
Case No. 13500/1041/2022/155926

Complainant:
Shri Aditya Arvind Vichare
S/o Shri Arvind Vichare
Rio House No.1/303, Discovery Bldg,
Dattapada Road, Borivali East,
Mumbai - 400066 (MH);
Phone:9920280787
Email: adityavichare l l@gmail.com

Respondent:
Regional Director,
Staff Selection Commission Western Region (Mumbai)
1st Floor, South Wing, Pratishtha Bhawan
101, Maharshi Karve Road, Mumbai
Maharashtra - 400020
Email: examinquirysscwr@gmail.com; sscwr@yahoo.com

Affected Person: The complainant, a person with 82% Multiple Disability

1. Gist ofComplaint:

1.1 Shri G.R. Dube, MLC, Maharashtra Vidhan Parishad vide letter dated
29.08.2022 has forwarded the complaint of Shri Aditya Arvind Vichare, a
person with 82% multiple disability regarding denial of the use of a scribe
during a Staff Selection Commission Examination.

1.2 As per the mother of Shri Aditya Arvind Vichare, her son lost 3
opportunities because of the lackadaisical approach of the supervisors and
examiners who are not aware ofthe Rules and Regulations regarding the use of
scribes by candidates with disabilities in spite of the candidate with disability
mentioning the same in the online application form. As per the rules laid down
by the Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities, a candidate
with disability whose writing speed is adversely affected permanently by
cerebral palsy with locomotor disability may use the services of a scribe
whereas the examiner at the examination centre did not take it seriously due to
which Shri Aditya Arvind Vichare lost the opportunity to appear for the
Examination and thereby secure employment.

2. Submissions made by the Respondent:

2.1 The Respondent submitted that the candidate has applied for CGL Exam
2021,CHSL Exam 2021 and Selection Post Phase X Ef2022. His exam

s4 ifra, vrsn{qr8l ma, if ro. ut-2, lre-1o, ra, { f4cal-+1oors. qz1: 011 -20892364, 20892275
5 Floor, NISD Building, Plot No.G-2, Sector-10, Dwarka, New Delhi-110075; Tel.: 011-20892364, 20892275

E-mail: ccpd@nic.in ; Website: www.ccdisabilities.nic.in
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Case No. 13500/1041/2022/155926

was scheduled on 13.04.2022, 07.06.2022 and 02.08.2022 respectively. The
candidate applied under the category ofPwD-others. He has further submitted
that as per para 7.1 of CGL 2021 and Para 8.1 of CHSL and Selection Post
Phase X Exam 2022 notice states that "in case of persons with benchmark
disabilities in the category of blindness, locomotor disability (both arms
affected BA) and cerebral palsy the facility of scribe is provided if desired by
the candidate". The notice further states that "in case ofremaining categories
ofpersons with benchmark disabilities, the provision ofscribe will be provided
on production of a certificate at the time of examination to the effect that the
person concerned has physical limitation to write and scribe is essential to
write examination on his behalf, from the Chief Medical Officer/Civil
Surgeon/Medical Superintendent of a Government Health Care Institution as
per proforma."

2.2 In the instant case, the candidate has attached his disability certificate
and it is shown that the candidate is not both arms affected person therefore he
does not come under para 7 .1 of locomotor disability. The candidate is a case
of Multiple Disability with- (i) Intellectual Disability; and (ii) Locomotor
Disability (OAL-One Arm and Leg Affected) therefore, para 7.2 of the notice
will be applicable and the candidate has to produce a certificate regarding
physical limitation to write given in the notice from the prescribed Medical
Authority which the candidate did not produce.

3. Submissions made in Rejoinder:

The respondent's reply was forwarded to the Complainant vide letter
dated 29.11.2022 for submission ofrejoinder. However, no response has been
received from the Complainant.

4. Hearing: The case was heard via Video Conferencing by the Chief
Commissioner for Persons with Disabilities on 25.04.2023. The following
persons were present during the hearing:

1. Complainant: Shri Aditya Vichare
2. Respondent: Ms. Ruchika, ASO, SSC, Western Region

5. Record ofProceedings:

5 .1 After hearing the Respondent was directed to ensure that on the next date
ofhearing a Group 'A' Officer/Class-I Officer who is well versed with the case
will present for hearing.

5.2 Next hearing through Video Conferencing was scheduled on 22.05.2023.
The following persons were present during the hearing:

1. Complainant:
2. Respondent:

Shri Aditya Vichare
Ms. Chintha, Regional Director, SSC,
Western Region (Mumbai)
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Case No. 13500/1041/2022/155926

6. Observations & Recommendations:

6.1 As per DEPwD guidelines issued on 29.08.2018 vide O.M. No. 34
02/2015-DD-III, (Para IV) divyangjan with 'blindness', 'Both Arms affected or
with 'Cerebral Palsy' need not to produce 'limitation in writing' certificate.
However, other category candidates need to produce 'limitation in writing'
certificate in order to avail scribe facility. From the perusal of Disability
Certificate of the Complainant, it is certain that the disability of the
Complainant is 'one arm affected', hence, it was imperative for the
Complainant to produce 'limitation in writing' certificate.

6.2 However, during online hearing, Complainant claimed that when he
visited CMO's Office for getting the 'limitation in writing' certificate the
Office denied to issue any such certificate. This fact is new and was mentioned
for the first time during online hearing. However, the claim if true needs
intervention.

6.3 It is imperative to mention that in Para IV of DEPwD O.M. dated
29.08.2018, it is categorically mentioned that the candidates who are Persons
with Benchmark Disabilities having any disability other than blindness, Both
Arms affected or cerebral palsy shall obtain the limitation in writing certificate
from Chief Medical Officer/Civil Surgeon/Medical Superintendent of
Government Health Care Institution as per Performa at Appendix - I of the
O.M.

6.4 This Court recommends that the Respondent shall forward the copy of
DEPwD O.M. No. 34-02/2015-DD-III, dated 29.08.2018 to Chief Medical
Officer ('CMO') concerned along with annotation that it is duty of the CMO to
issue the certificate in accordance with the O.M. and Appendix attached. It is
also recommended that the Respondent shall also forward the copy of this
Order to the concerned CMO.

6.5 Copy of DEPwD O.M. No. 34-02/2015-DD-III, dated 29.08.2018 1s
attached along with this Order.

6.6 Respondent is directed to submit the Compliance Report of this Order
within 3 months from the date of this Order. In case the Respondent fails to
submit the Compliance Report within 3 months from the date of the Order, it
shall be presumed that the Respondent has not complied with the Order and the
issue will be reported to the Parliament in accordance with Section 78 of
Rights ofPersons with Disabilities Act, 2016.

6.7 Accordingly, the case is disposed of.

Dated: 01.06.2023
Upma Srivastava)

C ief Commissioner
for Perso s with Disabilities

Encl.: As above
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F, No. 34-02/2O15-DD-III
Government of India

.!Winis try of Social Justice & Empowerment
Department of Empowerment of ofPersons with Disabilities (Divyangjan)

***
Pt. Decndayal Antyodaya Bhawan,

C.G.O. Complex, New Delhi -1 10003
Dated: the 29August, 2018

Office Memorandum

Subject: Guidelines for conducting \·Vritten examination for Persons with Benchmark
Disabilities

'The undersigned is directed to say that this Department had issued the
guidelines for conducting written examination for persons ·with disabilities defined in
terms of e1·stwhilc Persons lvith Disabilities (Equal Opportunities, Protection for
Rights and Full Participation) Act, 1995 vide OM No. I6-II 0/2003-DD.TII dated
26/02/2013. The Department had constilutcd a Committee under the Chairmanship of
Secretary. DEPwD in March, 2015 to review thc said guidelines based on the issues
raised by Union Public Service Commission mid others. Meanwhile the Central
Government enacted the Rights of Persons with Disabilities Act, 20 I 6 (RPwD Act,
2016 ) which came into foree from 19.04.2017. 'The et provides for reservation in
Government jobs for persons with benchmark disabilitics as defined under section 2
(r) of the said Act.

Based on the findings of the Committee, the Central Government hereby lays
down the revised guidelines for conducting written examination for persons with
benchmark disabilities in superscssion of the earlier guidelines issued vide OM No.
16-110/2003-DD.III dated 26/02/2013 as under:

I. These guidelines may be called as "Guidelincs for conducting written
examination few persons with benchmark disabilities 2018".

II. There should be a uniform and comprehensive policy across the country for
persons with benchmark disabilities for written examination taking into account
improvement in technology and ncv.· avenues opened to the persons with benchmark
disabilities providing a level playing field. Policy should also have flexibility to
accommodate the specific needs on casc-to-casc basis.

III. There is no need for fixing separme criteria for regular and competitive
examinations.
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IV. The facility of Scribe/Reader;Lab Assistant should be allowed to any person
with benchmark disability as defined under section 2(r) of the RPwD Act, 2016 and
has limitation in writing including that of speed if so desired by him/her.

In case of persons with benchmark disabilitics in the category of blindness.
locomotor disability {both m-m affectcd-13/\) and cerebral palsy, the facility of
scribe/reader/lab assistant shall be given, if so desired by the person.

In case of other category of persons with benchmark disabilities, the provision
or .scribe/reader/lab assistant can be allowed on production of a certificate to the effect
that the person concerned has physical limitation lo write, and scribe is esscn1ial to
write examination on his behalf. from the Chier Medical Ollker/Civil Surgeon/
Medical Superintendent of a Government health care institution as per proforma at
APPENDIX-I.

V, The candidate should have thc discretion of opting for his ow
scribe/reader/lab assistant or request the Examination Body for the same. The
examining body may also identily the scribe! reader?lab assistant to make panels at the
District/Division!' State level as per the requirements of (he examination. Tn such
instances the candidates should be allowed to meet the scribe two days before the
examination so that the candidates get a chance to check and verify whether the scribe
is suitable or not.

VI. In case the examining body provides the scribe/reader/lab assistant, it shall be
ensured that qualification of the scribe .should not be more than the minimum
qualification criteria of the examination. However, the qualification of the
scribe/reader should always be matriculate or above.

In case the candidate is allowed to bring his own scribe, the qualification of the
scribe should be one step below the qualification of the candidate taking examination.
The persons with benchmark disabilities opting for own scribe/reader should submit
details of the own scribe as per proforma at APPENDIX.I

VII. There should also be llexibility in accommodating any change in
scribe/reader/lab assistanl in case of emergency. The candidates should also be
allowcd to take more than one scribc/reader for writing different papers especially for
languages. However. there can he only one scribe per subject.

VIII. Persons with benchmark disabilities should he given, as for as possible, the
option of choosing the mode for taking the examinations i.e. in Braille or in the
computer or in large print or even by recording the answers as the cxamining bodies
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can easily make use of technology to convert question paper in large prints, e-text, or
Braille and can also convert Braille text in English or regional languages.

IX, In case, the persons with benchmark disabilities are allowed to take
examination on computer system. they should be allowed to check the computer
system one day in advance so that the problems, if any in the sofh,vare/systcm could
be rectified. Use of own computer/laptop should not be allowed for taking
examination. However, enabling accessories for the computer based examinations
such as keyboard, customized mouse etc should he allowed.

X. The procedure or availing the facility of scribe should be simplified and the
necessary details should be recorded at the time of filling up of the forms. Thereafter,
the examining body should ensure availability of question papers in the format opted
by the candidate as \.VC!l as suitable seating arrangement for giving examination.

XL The disabiliLy certificate issued by the competent medical authority at any
place should be accepted across the country,

XII. The word "extra time or additional time" that is being currently used should be
changed to ··compensatory time'' anti the same should not be less than 20 minutes per
hour ofexamination for persons who arc allowed use of scribe/rcader/lab assistant. All
he candidates with benchmark disability not availing the facility of scribe may he
allowed additional time of minimum of one hour for examination of 3 hours duration.
In case the duration or the examination is less than an hour, then the duration of
additional lime should be allowed on pro-rata basis. Additional time should not be less
than 5 minutes and should be in the muliiple of 5.

XIIl. The candidates should be allowed to use assistive devices like talking
calculator (in cases where calculators are allowed for giving exams), tailor frame,
Braille slate, abacus, geometry kit, Braille measuring tape and augmentative
communication devices like communication chart and electronic devices.

XIV. Proper seating arrangement (preferably on the ground floor) should be made
prior to the commencement of examination to avoid confusion or distraction during
the day of the exam. The time of giving the question papers should be marked
accurately and timely supply of supplementary papers should be ensured.

XV. As far as possible, the examining body should also provide reading material in
Braille or E-Text or on computers having suitable screen reading software for open
book examination. Similarly online examination should be in accessible formal i.e.
·websites, quest.ion papers and all other study material should be acce8siblc as per the
international standards laid down in this regard.
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XVI. Alternative objective questions in lieu of descriptive questions should be
provided for Hearing-Impaired persons, in addition to the existing policy of giving
alternative questions in lieu of questions requiring visual inputs. for persons with
Visual Impairment.

XVII. As for as possible the examination for persons with disabilities should be held

at the ground Floor. The examination centres should be accessible for persons with

disabilities.

2. It is requested lo ensure that the above guidelines arc scrupulously followed
while conducting examination for persons with benchmark disabilities. All the
rccrnitmcnt agencies, Academics/Examination Bodies etc. under the administrative
control of each MinistryiDeaparLment may be advised appropriately to ensure
compliance of implementing these guidelines. Action taken in this regard may be
intimated to this of'/ice.

3. The above guidelines are issued with the approval of Hon'blc Minister (Social
Justicc & Empowerment).

Yours faithfully,

1/pt',> _
(D.K. Panndaj

Under Secretary to the Government of India
Tele. No. 24369059

To

1. Secretary of all Ministl'ics/DepartmenL

2. Secretary, UPSC, Shahjahan Road, New Delhi.

3. Chairman, SSC. Block No.12, COO Complex, Lodhi Road, New Delhi-1 10003.

4. Chairman, University Grants Commission with a request to issue necessary
instructions to all universities including Deemed Universities for compliance.

5, Chairman, Railway Board

6. All National Institutes and RCI under administrative control of Department of
Empm:vcnncnt of Persons with Disabilities (Divyangjan). Ministry of SI&1. New
Delhi

Copy for information to: CCPD, Sarojini [hawan, Bhagwan Dass Road. New Delhi
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APPENDIX-I

sical limitation in an examinee to write

This is to certity that, have examincd Mr/Ms/Mrs

__ . (name of the candidate with disability), a person

with (nature and percentage

mentioned in the certificate of disability), S/o/D/o . ,

of disability as

a resident or
--- --- ---- -- (Village/District/State)

and lo state that he/she has physical limitation which hampers his/her

writing capabilities owing to his/her disability.

Signature

Chief Medical Officer/Civil Surgeon/ Medical Superintendent of a

Government health care institution

Name & Designation.

Name of Government Hospital/Hcalth Care Centre with Seal

Place:

Date:

Note:

Certificate should be given by a specialist of the relevant stream/disability

(cg. Visual impairment - Ophthalmologist, Lcomotor disability - Prthopacdic

specialist/PMR).
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APPENDIX- II

Letter ofUndertaking for Using Own Scribe

examination) bearing Roll No.

(name

(name .of the

at

__ , a candidate with

or the disability) appearing for the

qualification is _

I do hereby state Lhat

(name of

__ ,_
the centre) in the District

(name of the State). My

(name of the scribe) will

provide the service of scribe/reader/lab assistant for the undersigned for

taking the aforesaid examination.

I do hereby undertake Lhat his qualification is ___. In

case, subsequently it is found that his qualification is not as declared by the

undersigned and is beyond my qualification, I shall forfeit my right to the

post and claims relating thereto.

(Signature of the candidate with Disability)

Place:

Date:
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Case No. 13577/1024/2022
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uranuu gr 3rgaa Rani+Gara
COURT OF CHIEF COMMISSIONER FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES (DIVYANGJAN)

farintur agrfkiaUy Ra/Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities (Divyangjan)
am;fa uzr .3jh 3pf@rarRa inaza/Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment

'+Tffif~/Government of India

Case No.13577/1024/2022/166600

Complainant: C7[
Shri Kishan Makhecha Ir>
Email: makhechakishan@gmail.com __./"\V

Respondent:
The Managing Director & CEO
ICICI Bank
ICICI Bank Towers, Bandra Kurla Complex
Mumbai- 400051

1. Gist ofComplaint:

1.1 Shri Kishan Makhecha, a person with 50% locomotor disability, filed his
complaint dated 28.10.2022 alleging that the ICICI Bank has transferred him to his
hometown Junagadh but the work allocated to him is not suitable according to his
health. He had reported this matter to the Regional Head of ICICI Bank through
mail on 21.08.2022 but has not received any reply from respondent.

2. Submissions made by the respondent:

2.1 I response, Jinan R, Asst. General Manager stated that since Mr.
Makhecha, has 50% permanent disability, they had allotted him a suitable role and
he is comfortable with the same. They also submit that there is no discrimination,
whatsoever, on the grounds of disability. They also assure thatMr. Makhecha, will
always be given similar roles in their organisation.

2.2 Respondent submitted that Mr. Makhecha, is being well supported by his
colleagues at the branch. Mr. Makhecha duly confirmed the same during a recent
discussion with him. The Respondent also submitted a copy of an e-mail sent in
confirmation to the Complainant. The Respondent further assured that the
Complainant can reach out to them for any support required by him at any point of
time.

2.3 He stated that there is no violation of any of the provisions ofRights of
Persons with Disabilities Act, 2016, in the instant case.

SI Page
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Case No. 13582/1024/2022

3. Submissions made in Rejoinder

3.1 The Complainant filed rejoinder dated 02.02.2023 and submitted that he
had been posted in Junagadh (0308) branch and is assigned duties at a cash
window, which is not suitable for his health because he has to sit for 8 hours in the
cash counters. For any leave, he has to take permission from his boss. So he
requested to help him to get some counter work like customer services or credit
customer services whichwill help him to relax his spinal cord.

4. Observations and Recommendations

4. 1 This Court is of the opinion that the jobs assigned with Teller Counter or
Cash Window is not unsuitable for a person with 50% locomotor disability such as
the Complainant. However, in order to get optimal output by the Complainant, it is
recommended to the Respondent to consider the request sympathetically within
the norms ofthe Bank.

4.2. The case is accordingly disposed of.

Dated: 01.06.2023 ...t
(Upma Srivastava)
ChiefCommissioner
ons with Disabilities

. ···~·.
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Case No. 13582/1024/2022

Teri rq

arzircza gr 3rgrr f@acaninrua
COURT OF CHIEF COMMISSIONER FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES (DIVYANGJAN)

[4arirura qgrfhray fqrT/Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities (Divyangjan)
al1Ra zmrq 3jh 3pf@era7Rat inc/ Ministry of Social Justice and Empowennent

mm~/Government of India

Case No. 13582/1024/2022/167590

Complainant:
Shri Vinod Kumar Agarwal
Rio A-348, Divider Road,
Ganga Nagar Mawana Road,
Meerut- 250001
Email: agarwal.vinod86@gmail.com

Respondent: r1l
The Commissioner, 4 _\/\/' ....Respondent No. 1
(By name: Shri Govind Krishna Dixit), 1
Directorate of Data Management,
Department ofRevenue, Ministry of Finance
A-Wing, 3rd Floor,
Pushpa Bhawan, Madangir Road, New Delhi- 110062

(we]z"dent».
Directorate ofData Management,
Department of Revenue, Ministry of Finance
A Wing, 3rd Floor, Pushpa Bhavan,
Madangir Road, New Delhi- 110062

The Joint Commissioner,
(By Name: Smt. Samrita Kaur Gill),

1. Gist of Complaint:

1. 1 Shri Vinod Kumar Agarwal, father of Shri Raj at Agarwal, a person with 60%
hearing impairment, filed a complaint dated 03.11.2022 and submitted that his son Rajat
Agarwal who is currently posted as Tax Assistant in Directorate of Data Management,
CBIC, New Delhi, has been selected for the post of Tax Assistant through SSC CGLE
2019.

1.2 The Complainant further submitted that in order to join his new appointment, the
candidate needed a 'No Objection Certificate' from current employer and resign on
technical grounds The same was applied for by him in his respective office i.e. to Smt.
Samrita Kaur Gill, Joint Commissioner, DDM on 15.09.2022. Upon verbal denial of the
same by the Joint Commissioner on 15.09.2022, he requested Sh. Govind Dixit,
Commissioner, DDM to issue an NOC.

1.3 The Complainant submitted that DDM wrote a letter to Directorate General of
Performance Management, CBIC (DGPM) to clarity-" Why should we give the NOC?"
~.:~• the DGPM, Smt. Samrita Kaur Gill, Joint CommissiontD:enied to give the

# 7vs
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Case No.13582/1024/2022

The case is accordingly disposed of.4.2.

Dated: 01.06.2023

1.4 He further stated that a colleague of his son, namely, Sh. Bhuvnesh Bhunwal, who
was also selected for another post in CBIC department, was given NOC by Sh. Govind
Dixit along with Technical Resignation. But his son has been denied the same without
any reason.

2. Submissions made by the respondent:

2.1 In response, Smt. Samrita Kaur Gill, Additional Commissioner, Central Board of
Indirect Taxes & Customs, replied vide letter dated 03.02.2023 and furnished a copy of
letter dated 21.12.2022 received from Central Board of Indirect Taxes & Customs, where
it has been stated that the complainant is presently posted at Directorate General of
Systems & Data Management, CBIC. His resignation from the post to join another
appointment with prior intimation to this department has been accepted.

3. Submissions made in Rejoinder

3.1 In his rejoinder dated 05.03.2023, the Complainant stated that the respondents in
their reply have not submitted para-wise defence against his allegations in the original
complaint, providing the fact that there is no defence available with them for the said
allegations. He stated that the respondents have simply submitted that since Rajat
Agarwal has been relieved from the Office and joined the new place of posting, the
complaint becomes null and void. But mere acceptance of the resignation doesn't absolve
the respondents from the acts committed by them.

3.2 THe Complainant submitted that no positive response was received from
respondents, his son Rajat Agarwal sought extension from his joining in the Income Tax
Department from 14.10.2022 to 02.12.2022. They were kind enough to grant the final
extension of his joining for 2" January 2023 but they also added that failing the said
joining, the candidature of his son was liable to be cancelled by the Income Tax
Department.

4. Observations and Recommendations

4. 1 The main grievance of the Complainant has been redressed by the Respondent.
His other prayers such as departmental inquiry against the officers who allegedly
harassed his son or levying fine, imprisonment etc. are beyond the mandate and
jurisdiction of this Court . However, it is recommended that the officers in the Respondent
Organisation be trained and sensitised to examine such cases with due sensitivity in
future so as to avoid such incidences with Persons with Disabilities.

(Upma Srivastava)
Chief Commissioner

for Per ons with Disabilities
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<nuzu gr en7gar RariruGra
COURT OF CHIEF COMMISSIONER FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES (DIVYANGJAN)

Ranjrura azfhuaq fa/Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities (Divyangjan)
a(lfia mrq 3jk 3pf@ran +inc!/ Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment

371d iaI /Government of India

Case No. 13673/1021/2023

Complainant:
Shri M. Ramaiah
SDENOC 1 NOC
BSNL, Nagercoil - 629001
Email - ramaiahbsnl@bsnl.co.in

Respondent:
The Chairman and Managing Director,
Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited,
Janpath Rd, HC Mathur Lane,
New Delhi - 110001
Email - cmdbsnl@bsnl.co.in; scticcbsnl@gmail.com

Affected Person: The complainant, a person with 60% Locomotor Disability

1. Gist of Complaint:

1.1 The Department ofEmpowerment ofPersons with Disabilities vide email
dated 30.08.2022 has forwarded the emails dated 30.08.2022, 29.08.2022 and
27.08.2022 regarding reservation in promotion for person with disability.

1.2 The Complainant, in his email dated 27.08.2022 has submitted that
presently he is working as SDE at Nagercoil Business Area. He was recruited
as Junior Telecom Officer (Executive Cadre) at Nagercoil SSA on 04.07.2003
under PwD quota. The JTO to SDE residency period is 03 years. But LDCE was
not conducted upto 2012. On 26.10.2010 BSNL had notified the LDCE on
04.07.2010, but due to court case the LDCE notification was cancelled. Another
LDCE notification was called on 03.01.2012 and exam was conducted on
04.03.2012. The result was announced on 28.06.2013. He joined as Sub
Divisional Engineer on 04.07.2013 and got selected as SDE for the vacancy year
2006-07 under general category and the seniority was fixed as per general
category.

1.3 He also submitted that AGM DPC is in advanced stage to issue promotion
orders for total 2100 vacancies with DPC crucial date is 01.02.2020. The
previous AGM promotions DPC date is taken as cutoff date. The previous AGM
DPC was conducted on 27.07.2018 with cutoff date as 30.06.2018. He has
requested that horizontal reservation should be considered on cadre
vacancies. He is eligible for getting promotion in the above said DPC vide
DOPT's guidelines dated 17.05.2022. The VC was not called for till date though
he had completed 9 years' service as SDE. The eligibility period for SDE to
AGM is only 07 years.

s4i if, van{grl sr, «iic o. ft-z, lre-1o, la1, +{ fcf1-110015, {HIT 014 -20892364, 20892275
5" Floor, NISD Building, Plot No.G-2, Sector-i0, Dwarka, New Delhi-110075; Tel.: 011-20892364, 20892275

E-mail: ccpd@nic.in ; Website: www.ccdisabilities.nic.in
(gal 4fqtaarar frg sulaa Iz /a irr raga fa)
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1.4 As per D/o P&T's O.M. dated 17.05.2022, 4% of vacancies are to be
reserved for persons with disabilities from 19.04.2017. The DPC process is
going on for 2100 vacancies and 84 vacancies (4%) are for persons with
disabilities candidates.

2. Submissions made by the Respondent:

2.1 Assistant General Manager (Pers II), BSNL filed their reply dated
28.03.2023 and inter-alia submitted that BSNL has already notified the policy
for reservation in promotion to PwBD employees of BSNL vide letter dated
05.01.2023, which is in accordance with DoPT's O.M. dated 17.05.2022. Para
2 (i) ofthe aforesaid policy states thatDoPT's OM may be implemented in BSNL
w.e.f. 17.05.2022 i.e., it will be implemented for the vacancies arising on or after
17.05.2022 i.e., date of notification of DoPT's O.M. dated
17.05.2022. Accordingly, claim of any executive implying retrospective
implementation ofDoP&T's OM dated 17.05.2022 is not in consonance of the
aforesaid policy on reservation in promotion to PwBD and is not tenable. The
Complainant is requesting for provision ofPwBD quota from 19-04-2017 i.e., a
date prior to 17-05-2022 and therefore, the same cannot be acceded to.

2.2 The Respondent further submitted that the matter of reservation on
promotion to PwBD employees with regard to SDE(T) to AGM(T) promotion is
sub judice in OA No. 1657/2022(Delhi) and Hon'ble PB-CAT has issued an
interim order dated 07-09-2022. In accordance with the above order ofHon'ble
PB-CAT Delhi the DPC has been conducted for the vacancy years 2020 & 2021
but the recommendations ofDPC have not been given effect to because the said
OA is yet to be disposed off by the Hon'ble PB-CAT Delhi.

3. Submissions made in Rejoinder:

The respondent's reply was forwarded to the complainant vide letter dated
31.03.2023 for submission of rejoinder. However, no response has been
received from the complainant.

4. Observations & Recommendations:

4.1 The reply filed by the Respondent found satisfactory. Since the subject
matter is sub-judice before the Hon'ble PB-CAT Delhi the intervention of this
Court is not warranted.

(Upma Srivastava)
Chief Commissioner

for Persons with Disabilities

Dated: 01.06.2023

4.2 Accordingly, the case is disposed of.
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COURT OF CHIEF COMMISSIONER FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES (DIVYANGJAN}

fearirura agff4uaor fa/ Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities (Divyangjan)
amt~Gia Ira sit a@eras1Rat +ia1a/Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment
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Case No. 13480/1014/2022/155699

In the matter of

Shri Sunny Kacher,
Ward No. 15, Gali No. 02,
In front of Sardar Petrol Pump,
Bansagar Road, District- Rewa,
Madhya Pradesh,
Mobile No. 9755478592 (SMS);
Email: Sunnv .kacher88(Zi),gmail.com

Versus

The sets«a, aM«('\\4
National Institute of Design (NID) /\v •
Madhya Pradesh, Acharpura,
Eint Khedi, Post Arwaliya,
Bhopal-462038;
Email: registrar@nidmp.ac.in

.... Complainant

.... Respondent

Affected Person: The Complainant, 80% Speech & Hearing Impairment

1. Gist of Complaint:

1.1 Shri Sunny Kacher, a person with 80% Speech & Hearing Impairment filed a
complaint dated 24.08.2022 regarding inaccessible practices in examination
conducted by National Institute of Design, MP for recruitment to the post of
Superintendent under PwD quota.

1.2 The Complainant submitted that in the advertisement published by NID MP
vide Notification No.NIDMP/Rectt./Admin/2021/01 dated 23.08.2021, one post was
reserved from the persons with disabilities for which deaf. blind and other kinds of
disabled persons were eligible. The Complainant had applied for the post of
Superintendent and after document verification he was shortlisted for written and skill
tests.

1.3 The Complainant further submitted that National Institute of Design also
issued notification No./NIDMP/1 ..70/Rectt./Admin/2021/02/2022-23 dated
28.05.2022. Resolution of Tie cases and minimum qualifying marks in Written
Examination for the administrative positions were UR Category 30%, OBC, EWS
25% and other categories including persons with disabilities 20%. One more
notification was issued vide NIDMP/Rectt/ Admin/2021/01/2022-23 dated
11.05.2022-Schedule of Written
administrative positions at NID, MP.

ExaminatioySkill Test for various

ljPage
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Case No.13480/1014/2022/155699

1.4 The Complainant submitted that the written examination for the post of
Superintendent was conducted on 11.07.2022 and skill test was conducted on
12.07.2022.

1.5 The Complainant alleged that during the written exam the instructions were
given orally by the invigilator and no facility of a Sign Language Interpreter was
provided. He missed the instructions and due to which he could not qualify. The
examination was totally inaccessible. No person was selected from disability quota
and the post is still vacant.

2. Submissions made by the Respondent:

2.1 The Respondent filed its reply dated 03.11.2022 and inter-alia submitted that
the examinations/tests for the post of Superintendent were conducted in accordance
with the provisions of the notification published. As regards. the allegations made by
the Complainant, in the examination hall, the invigilator had personally asked the
Complainant, if he was facing any problems. In reply, the Complainant had said that
he had no problem. The Complainant never had communicated with the Respondent
for providing Sign Language Interpreter during examination.

2.2 The Respondent also submitted that the recruitment process has now been
completed.

3. Submissions made in Rejoinder:

The Complainant filed his rejoinder dated 30.11.2022 and reiterated his
complaint. However, he added that he had not been allowed to appear in skill test on
the very next day. He prayed that he would be given an opportunity to appear in the
test.

4. Hearing: The case was heard via Video Conferencing by Chief Commissioner
for Persons with Disabilities on 27.04.2023. The following persons were present
during the hearing:

(1) Shri Sunny Kacher, the Complainant

(2) Shri Yogesh Bhatnagar, Legal Advisor for the Respondent

5. Observations & Recommendations:

5.1 The complaint is related to inaccessible practices in examination conducted by
the Respondent for recruitment to the post of Superintendent under PwD quota.

5 .2 During online hearing, Respondent submitted that written instructions 1n
English as well as in Hindi were given to the Complainant.

5 .3 This Court concludes that there is no merit in the case. Reply filed by the
Respondent is satisfactory. Intervention of this Court in the present complaint is not
warranted.

5.4 Accordingly, the case is disposed of.

Dated: 02.06.2023
"..$.

r (Upma Srivastava)
bhief Commissioner

for Persons with Disabilities
21+a¢
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Case No - 13680/1141/2023
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COURTOF CHIEF COMMISSIONER FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES (DIVYANGJAN)

Reaqryura vznfhuaa fa+/ Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities (Divyangjan)
am(Rias zr sit st@raRa +ina/Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment

1Id 7ql/Government of India

Case No - 13680/1141/2023

Complainant:
Shri RN Bhastar AI\66
Email - bhaskar.rn@gmail.comqi'
Mobile No-9820097256

Respondent:
( 1) The Director

Directorate General ofCivil Aviation
Technical Centre, Opposite SafdarjungAirport
Aurobindo Marg, New Delhi - 110003

(2) CEO, Vistara
Tata SIAAirlines Ltd
Intellion Edge, TowerA, 9 and 10Floor
South Peripheral Road, Sector - 72
Gurugram, Haryana - 122101

Affected Person: The complainant, a person with 45%muscular dystrophy

1. Gist ofComplaint:

Shri RN Bhaskar vide e-mail dated 24.12.2022 has submitted that he is a
seniorjournalist and on 5th December 2022, he flew by Vistara from Hyderabad to
Mumbai. Initially, the airline refused to register his request for wheelchair and aisle
seat facility. Then, almost grudgingly, airline gave him the wheelchair and finally
gave him a seat on row 28.

2. Submissions made by the Respondent:

2.1 Respondent No. 01 vide e-mail dated 27.04.2023 has submitted that with a
view to safeguard the interest of persons with disability/reduced mobility without
affecting the safety aspects of aircraft operation, DGCA, has issued CARSeries M,
Part-I on, "Carriage byAir ofPersons withDisability and/or Persons withReduced
Mobility". The regulationhas been revised from time to time based on the feedback
received from stakeholders. The latest Revision 7 of the above said CAR was
amended on 21.07.2022 and is available in public d-:-main on DGCA website.

2.2 As per para 4.1.13 of the CAR, the airlines shall provide convenient seats
that are designated as accessible for persons with disabilities with adequate leg
space free of charge, which should remain blocked until close to the time of
departure. Airlines shall not allocate those seats to persons with disability or
reduced mobility where their presence would impede the crew · perfo ing their
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Case No - 13680/1141/2023

duties, obstruct access to emergency equipment or impede the emergency
evacuation path of the aircraft.

2.3 Respondent further submitted that DGCA is a regulatory body to oversee the
safety of aircraft operations as per provisions ofAircraft Act, 1934. Further, reply
ofM/s Vistara also may be considered.

3. Submissions made in Rejoinder:

3.1 Complainant vide rejoinder dated 03.05.2023 has submitted that airline has
almost taken two months' time from the date of the incident and submitted the
following stipulated points:

o "We have shared very strongfeedback with the team regarding this incident
as we totally understand that this might have resulted in great
disappointment, discomfort, and inconveniencefor you.

o We acknowledge that the staffat the airport and our cabin crew team could
have been more cognizant and should have taken more initiative to assist.
When we endeavour to provide a seamless experience, these are
opportunitiesfor us to delight our customers andwin themfor life. We take
this as a missed opportunity.

® With reference to your concern regarding the preferredseat not provided to
you, we wish to mention here that at Vistara consider safety of our
passengers to be ofparamount importance to us andwe have taken up this
matterfor close review.

e Please be assured that we have made a note ofyour complaint and have
highlighted this to the highest management and department heads.
Necessary reiterations shall be done and the staffhas been sensitized and
counselled to avoidany such occurrences infuture.

® Mr. Bhaskar, we understand that the experience cannot be undone however,
we assure you that we shall take allpossible steps to ensure that such is not
repeated.

e Wle once again apologizefor the unpleasant experience and lookforward to
servingyou better on afuture Vistaraflight."

3 .2 He further submitted that except for this communication, there is no other
categorical assurance (it has been made elliptically, though) that an aisle near the
gates would be provided to him. Nor does there appear to be any attempt to make
amends for this terrible lapse on its part and a violation ofprocedures. He is still
scared to travel by Vistara after that episode.

4. Observations & Recommendations:

4.1 The issues raised by the Complainant relate to availability ofwheelchair and
allocation of seat. It is pertinent to note that Director General of Civil Aviation
(hereinafter called 'DGCA') issued Civil Aviation Requirements Section 3 -Air
Transport Series 'M' Part I Issue III, dated 28 February 2014 as amended on
21.07.2022 (hereinafter called 'the guidelines'). These guidelines are framed to
prioritize the inclusivity and ensure that all individuals regardless of their abilities
can travel through airplanes comfortably and safely.

4.2 It is pertinent to mention some Paras ofthe guidelines which are relevant for

the present Complaint. Para 4.1.1 and Para 4.1.4 of the guidefel::::::
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information and communication. These paras contain guidelines for providing
details about the process of requesting accommodations and the availability of
specialized equipment or services. The Paras are mentioned below:

Para 4.1.1 No airline shall refuse to carry persons with disability or reduced
mobility and their assistive aids/devices, escorts and guide dogs including
their presence in the cabin, provided such persons or their representatives, at
the time of booking, inform the airline of their requirement(s). The airlines
shall incorporate appropriate provisions on theirwebsite within three months
from the date of issue of this CAR, so that while making bookings,
passengers with disability have the option to select the required facilities,
which he/she will require during the journey.

Para 4.1.4 To facilitate the carriage of persons with disability or reduced
mobility, airlines shall obtain necessary information about the specific
requirements of such persons at the time ofticketing/online booking process
or through the call centers. Once the ticket is confirmed no further enquires
shall be made.

4.3 Further, Para 4.1.13 provides for accommodation of Persons with
Disabilities, i.e., accessible seating option and comfortable leg room. The Para is
mentioned below: 

4.1.13 Airlines shall provide convenient seats that are designated as
accessible for persons with disabilities (Divyangjan) with adequate leg space
free of charge, which should remain blocked until close to the time of
departure. Airlines shall not allocate those seats to persons with disability
(Divyangjan) or reduced mobility where their presence would impede the
crew in performing their duties, obstruct access to emergency equipment or
impede the emergency evacuation path ofthe aircraft.

4.4 The guidelines are mandatory for all airlines which are operating in India.
Providing accommodation to PwD passengers is not merely an ethical obligation
but also legal necessity. This Court recommends that the Respondent shall
implement the guidelines delineated above in letter and spirit. Furthermore, the
Respondent is also recommended to train its staff so as to sensitize them with
respect to needs and rights ofPersons withDisabilities so as to reduce the possibility
ofrecurrence of similar instances.

4.5 Accordingly, the case is disposed of.

Dated: 05.06.2023
(Upma Srivastava)
hiefCommissioner

for Persons with Disabilities
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COURT OF CHIEF COMMISSIONER FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES (DIVYANGJAN)

[arirura gufhuaur fqaT/Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities (Divyangjan)
aInlfha z; 3th arf@afar +in1cu/Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment

1TRc'f~/Government of India

Case No - 13737/1141/2023

Complainant:
Shri Mandeep Singh Dhody
Mobile: 9041426598 A\09«
E-mail: mandy4952@gmail.com\

Respondent:
National Highways Authority of India
Through the Chairman \\0\o
G 5 & 6, Sector - 10, Dwarka • \
New Delhi - 110075
Tel: 01 l-25074200/25074100
E-mail: suniljindal@nhai.org; umeshtaneja@nhai.org

Affected Person: Shri Arvinder Singh Dhody, a person with 60%
mental illness

1. Gist of Complaint:

The Complainant, a legal guardian of Shri Arvinder Dhody has
submitted that as per the National Highways Authority of India, all
divyangjan owned vehicles are exempted from paying toll charges but
in the case of Shri Arvinder Dhody, the vehicle cannot be registered
under his name due to the nature of disability. Therefore, complainant
has requested to get the exemption based on the disability certificate
when Shri Arvinder Dhody is travelling in some other vehicle.

2. Submissions made by the Respondent:

2.1 The General Manager (Commercial Operation), National
Highways Authority of India vide letter dated 21.02.2023 has inter
alia submitted that complainant Shri Mandeep Singh Dhody is
requesting for exemption for his vehicle as the mentally disabled
person is also travelling in the same vehicle but complainant is not
eligible for the exemption from the payment of user fee at NH Free
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plazas since neither the class of vehicle is "adapted/invalid carriage"
nor the ownership type should be "DIVYANGJAN.

3. Submission made Jin Rejoinder:

The respondent reply was forwarded to the complainant vide
letter dated 27.02.2023 with a direction to submit his rejoinder.
However, no response was received from the complainant.

4. Observations & Recommendations:

4.1 From perusal of reply of the respondent, it is seen that the reply
of the respondent is satisfactory and there is no violations of
rules/instructions issued in this regard.

4 .2 Accordingly, the case is disposed of.

(Upma Srivastava)
Chief Commissioner

for Persons with Disabilities

Page I 2
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COURTOF CHIEF COMMISSIONER FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES (DIVYANGJAN)

Ra;rrura vzu[haw fqT/Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities (Divyangjan)
GI(fa arr 3jk 3r@rarRa +ia1a/ Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment

':llRq mcfITT"/ Government of India

Case No - 13598/1141/2022

Complainant:
Ms. Sarika Dabral
Flat No 479, 3'Floor
DDA MIG L&T Flats
Sector - 18 B MIG, Phase
Dwarka, New Delhi - 110078
Mobile No - 9899257717
Email - sarika05dabral@gmail.com

assn. p)\l
The Commissioner (Personnel) V\
Delhi Development Authority
Vikash Sadan, INA
New Delhi - 110023
Mobile No - 9899522998
Email- kc.gandhi1998@dda.gov.in; personnelbranchl@ddaorg.in

Affected Peirson: Both Children of the Complainant are persons with 100%
intellectual disability

1. Gist ofComplaint:

1.1 Ms. Sarika Dabral, Complainant filed a complaint dated 25.11.2022
requesting for re-allotment/re-location of DDA MIG Flat from 3rd Floor to
Ground Floor on the grounds ofmental/physical disabilities ( 100%) ofher both
children.

1.2 She submitted that during 2006, she and her husband Shri Rajesh Dabral
were jointly allotted Flat no. 479, 3rd Floor, DDA MIG L&T Flats, Sector 18-B,
MIG, Phase-2, Dwarka, New Delhi -1 10078 under DDA MIG Flats Housing
scheme 2006. Accordingly, on 06.09.2007, they got the possession ofthe above
said flat situated at the third floor i.e., the top floor, with stairs facilities. On
26.08.2008, her elder son Master Swaraj Dabral, at an age of three and a half
years, met with a fatal road accident and since then he is 100% mentally retarded
(as on date he is almost 18 years of age). Moreover, her younger son Master
Rudra Dabral diagnosed with neurological genetic disorder i.e., infantile
Neuroaxonal Dystrophy 1, and he too is a 100% mentally challenged and is also
bed ridden (as on date he is 8 years old).

1.3 The Complainant requested for intervention ofthis Court to help her in re
allotment a flat on the ground floor or installation of lift/elevator. She also
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submitted that the building in which her current DDA flat is situated is having
staircase entrance from three sides. So DDA has an option to install a lift/an
elevator to any one side ofthe building.

2. Submissions made by the Respondent:

2.1 Dy. Director (MIG)H, DDA vide letter dated 09.02.2023 filed their
comments in the matter. He submitted that DDA offered different categories of
flat at various locations with all the terms and conditions mentioned in DDA
Housing Scheme brochure 2006. As per clause 3 (iv) ofbrochure, 1% ofthe flats
offered in that scheme was reserved for physically handicapped persons and as
per clause 4 (ii) no preference for sector/pocket/floor can be exercised by the
applicant and no request for change of sector/pocket/floor shall be entertained
by the DDA. The allotment was subject to terms and conditions given in
brochure ofthe scheme and DDA (Management ar:d Disposal ofHousing Estate)
Regulations 1968. The same was mentioned in Demand cum Allotment letter
dated 19.01.2007 issued to the Complainant.

2.2 The Respondent further submitted that the Complainant belonged to
General category at the time of allotment of the flat and the flats are reserved
based on category ofthe allottee and not based on category ofdependents. There
is no policy ofDDA for accepting requests for change of floor after taking over
possession of the flat. Further, the flat has also been converted into freehold on
19.02.2008. Therefore, the request ofthe Complainant cannot be acceded to.

3. Submissions made in Rejoinder:

The copy of Respondent's reply was forwarded to the Complainant vide
this court's letter dated 17.02.2023 but no rejoinder has been filed by the
Complainant.

4. Hearing:

After considering the documents on record it was decided to hold a
personal hearing in the matter and accordingly, the case was listed for personal
hearing on 09.05.2023. The case was heard via Video Conferencing by Chief
Commissioner for Persons with Disabilities on 09.05.2023. The following were
present:

e Ms. Sarika Dabral with Shri Rajesh Dabral for Complainant
0 Shri Barish Kumar, Director (Housing) with Shri Akshay Kumar, Asst.

Director (Pers.) Branch- I on behalf of the Respondent

5. Observations & Recommendations:

5 .1 The Complaint is related to allotment offlat on ground floor. Complainant
submitted that she applied for flat under DDAMIG Flats Housing Scheme 2006.
She was allotted Flat in Sector 18, Dwarka and got possession in 2007 on 3rd
Floor. In 2008 her son acquired disability, i.e., Mental Illness- 100%. Later her
younger son was also diagnosed with genetic disorder which resulted into
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Mental Illness - 100%. She requested that she may be allotted flat on the ground
floor or lift may be installed in her residential facility.

5.2 The Respondent submitted that DDA offered different categories of flats
at various locations with the terms and conditions mentioned in DDA Housing
Scheme brochure 2006. It was mentioned in clause 3 (iv) of brochure, and also
in allotment letter that no request for change of sector/pocket/floor shall be
entertained by the DDA. There is no policy ofDDA for accepting requests for
change of floor after taking over possession ofthe flat. Further, the flat has also
been converted into freehold on 19.02.2008. Therefore, the request of the
Complainant cannot be acceded to.

5.3 It is understood that no intervention is possible for changing the flat in
view of the flat being owned by private individuals. However, taking into
consideration the specific and genuine needs of the Complainant this Court
recommends that the Respondent may take up the issue with its site engineer and
explore the possibility of providing lift in the same building in terms of such
functions which allow the Respondent establishment to make intervention
towards the cause ofespecially abled persons.

5 .4 Accordingly, the case is disposed of.

(Upma Srivastava)
ChiefCommissioner

for Persons with Disabilities

Dated: 05.06.2023
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COURTOF CHIEF COMMISSIONER FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES (DIVYANGJAN)

fa,rrua vazff#aa fqa/ Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities (Divyangjan)
ariRa arr .3it 3r@raRa +iaza/Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment

'+fTW fficpR/ Government of India

Case No -- 13552/1121/2022/159130

Complainant:
Shri Amit Kumar Das
S/o Shri Tripti Dulal Das
Rio 37A/l, GobindaAuddy Road
Kolkata -- 700027 (West Bengal)
Mobile No - 9123726446
Email - amitkumards04@rediffmail.com

Respondent:
(01) Major General

(By Name: Shri NR Indurkar)
SMMD (ECHS) Army Headquarters
AG's Branch Maude Lines, Delhi Cantt
New Delhi-110010

(02) Major General
(By Name: Dr SR Ghosh)
Command Hospital Eastern Command
Pin - 900285 C/0 99APO
Email - karansc@rediffmail.com; singhdrrk@yahoo.com

(03) Medical Superintendent
(By Name: Col. SK Singh)
Command Hospital Eastern command A(· \
Pin - 900285, Clo 99APO \v
Email - sksingh2468@gmail.com

1. Gist of Complaint:

Shri Amit Kumar Das vide complaint dated 14.09.2022 has inter-alia
submitted that respondents are not issuing disability certificate to his father
Shri Trupti Dulal Das and his mother Smt. Putul Das.

2. Submissions made by the Respondent:

2.1 Answering for Respondent No 01, Col. AC Nishil, Dir (Med),
Central Organization ECHS, Adjutant General Branch, Integrated
Headquarters, Delhi vide letter dated 05.01.2023 submitted that ESM, Shri

stwet, gssgrst, ii ro. sf-2, hare--to, ra1, +{ ff--110015.qr o11-20892364, 20892275
5 Floor, NISD Building, Plot No.G-2, Sector-10, Dwarka, New Delhi-110075; Tel.: 011-20892364, 20892275
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Trupti Dulal Das, was enrolled into Army (Rajput Regt) on 08.12.1971 and
prematurely retired on 16.03.1974. Hence, total service of the ESM is 02
years 03 months & 08 days only. Since the ESM is a non-pensioner, a one
time subscription is mandatory to get ECHS benefits as per policy in vogue.
The esteemed ESM has completed his application and paid the requisite
amount for membership. As per ECHS guidelines, there is no such
provision for PMR/Non pensioner to continue ECHS med facility 'Free of
cost' which ESM is claiming frequently and asked for disability certificate
from CH EC. Apropos, presently they are no ECHS members. CO ECHS
has previously on 19.10.2022 very clearly advised the ESM that only
competent med authority can issue disability cert and ECHS one time
contribution via MRO at the time of online ECHS application is required
to get ECHS medical benefits.

2.2 He further submitted that the ESM has now become disabled due to
old age and is asking for disability certificate from Army Authority. As the
ESM claimed that he is a disabled soldier, he was sent to Command
Hospital, Eastern Command for a disability certificate for self and his wife
and they were assessed by the Orthopedic and Medical Specialist of
Command Hospital, Eastern Command. After the assessment the
Command Hosp, Eastern Command refused to issue disability certificate
as they did not conform to the requisite criteria as per PwD Act 2016 and
GOI Gazette notification.

2.3 On behalf of respondents 02 & 03, Brig VK Patra, Brig I/C Adm &
Cdr Tps Command Hospital (EC) vide letter dated 06.12.2022 has inter
alia submitted that after assessment of their disabilities, it was found that
Shri Trupti Dulal Das suffers from Osteoarthritis of both knees and
assessed disability percentage of less than 40% hence does not merit
disability certification. Smt. Putul Das suffers from COPD and high Blood
Pressure as per evaluation by the department of Medicine. Both the
disabilities are not amongst the 21 listed disabilities meriting disability
certification as per the Rights of Persons with Disability Act, 2016. Hence
disabilities of Shri Trupti Dulal Das, Ex-serviceman and his wife Smt.
Putul Das are not within the ambit of disorders listed in the Rights of
Persons with Disability Act, 2016.

3. Hearing:

After considering the respondent's replies & complainant's
complaint, it was decided to hold a personal hearing in the matter and
therefore, the case was listed for personal hearing on 26.05.2023. The case
was heard via Video Conferencing by Chief Commissioner for Persons
with Disabilities on 26.05.2023. The following were present:

o Shri Amit Kumar Das - Complainant
qj) Respondent No 01: Maj General (By Name: Shri NR Indurkar),
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ID Re:,pondent No. 2: Major General (By Name: Dr SR Ghosh),
Command Hospital Eastern

o Respondent No. 3: Medical Superintendent, (By Name: Col.S K
Singh), Command Hospital Eastern Command - Col. Dr. Sampath
Kumar (on behalf of all the Respondents)

4. Observations & Recommendations:

4.1 During online hearing the Complainant vehemently explained his
case, however he fell short of proving discrimination on the basis of
disability. Respondent conducted medical examination and evaluated the
disability of the Complainant's parents hence this Court cannot conclude
that the Respondent has discriminated against the Complainant's parents.
This Court is satisfied with the Reply of the R.espondent. Intervention of
this Court in the present Complaint is not warranted.

4.2 Accordingly, the case is disposed of.

(Upma Srivastava)
Chief Commissioner

for Persons with Disabilities
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COURT OF CHIEF COMMISSIONER FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES (DIVYANGJAN)

~ol.li•IGJv'I fl~IFc¼d¢x0 1 ~/Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities (Divyangjan)
rlRhas arr.3jh 3rf@aarRa +in1ca/Ministry of Social Justice and !Empowerment

irmr~/Government of India

Case No - 13596/1141/2022/160352

Complainant:
Adv.Jayesh AMudaliyar \ A\o\f.)-
Mole No - 9819757594 _/i.-·
Email - advjayeshmudaliyar@gmail.com

Respondent:
(01) The Commissioner of Police

Mumbai Railway
Wadi Bander, 4 Floor, Area Manager Building q ((
P. D. Mello Road, Sandhurst Road pl
Near Central Railway, Godown Mazgoan
Mumbai - 400010
Email - cp.railway.mumbai@mahapolice.gov.in

(02) Sr. PI Smita Valmik Dhakhe
Dadar Railway Police Station
Platform No. 04, Dadar, Mumbai
Email - dadar-mumrly@mahapolice.gov.in

Affected Peirson: The complainant, a person with 67% locomotor
disability

1. Gist of Complaint:

Adv. Jayesh A Mudaliyar vide complaint dated 16.09.2022 has inter
alia submitted that on 11.09.2022, he got a call from one of his friends Shri
Mangesh Shinde, who asked him to help one of their mutual friends named
Shri Adinath Dhende whose son was found dead at Railway track. Shri
Mangesh Shinde requested the Complainant to look into this matter. When
the Complainant visited the office of the Mumbai Railway Police, he faced
misbehaviour and harassment at the hands of the police personnel.

2. Submissions made by the Respondent:

2.1 The Assistant Commissioner of Police, 0/o the Commissioner of
Police, Mumbai Railways filed an Affidavit reply dated 05.04.2023 and ~
submitted that the present reply is filed on behalf of all the respondents. He
also submitted that the Complainant had not approached this Court with

sf Hi~ra, Pr3n{val aa, aie ro. st-2, are-1o, ri, +{ Ra)-110075; <ns: 011-20892364, 20892275
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clean hands. The Complainant misbehaved with a public servant with intent
to provoke breach of peace. An NCR No. 0165 of 2022 dated 16.09.2022
was registered against the Complainant at Dadar Railway Police Station
U/s 112, 117 of Maharashtra Police Act, 1951. On the alleged day of the
incident as mentioned in the Complaint, the Complainant not only tried to
exercise undue influence upon the police personnel but also tried to elicit
third party public information under investigation by using provocative
language and indecent conduct. The Complainant made video recording in
the Police Station without seeking any permission from the concerned
authorities.

2.2 He further submitted that the Complainant accompanied with one
Shri Adinath Dhende to inquire into the progress of investigation into death
of his deceased son Shri Abhijeet Adinath Dhende, and made baseless
allegations that he was ill treated by the concerned police officers at Dadar
Railway Police Station, Mumbai. The said investigation is pending vide
Accidental Death Report No. 72/2022 registered at Dadar Railway Police
Station. He also submitted that PSI Koshti informed the Complainant that
he has no relation with the said deceased son and therefore, Complainant
cannot seek public information and documents under investigation.

2.3 The recording contains the arrogant and provoking conduct of the
Complainant and he himself doesn't want the Hon'ble Commissioner to see
it, therefore, the Complainant alleged that the concerned police officers
deleted the said video recording. The Respondent no. 1 ordered an enquiry
by ACP rank Officer after receipt of complaint dated 16/11/2022 from the
Complainant. The said video recording was perused by the concerned
inquiry officer and on perusal of the said video recording, it was revealed
that the concerned officers at Dadar Railway Police station informed the
Complainant that he has no locus standi in the aforesaid case, after which
the Complainant was furious and began to use provocative language. The
Complainant was made to leave the police station, therefore in retaliation
the Complainant is making false and malafide allegations against them.

3. Submission made in Rejoinder:

Complainant vide rejoinder dated 28.04.2023 reiterated his grievance
and has inter-alia submitted the following prays:

e Respondent be directed to produce the said Video Recording before
this Court,

o To produce the CCTV footage from the Police Station for the date of
incident i.e., 13.09.2022

e To provide details of the unknown Police Officer who physically
abused and assaulted the Complainant
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4. Observations & Recommendations:

4.1 This Court observed that the premise of the case is
investigation/inquiry related to a homicide within the jurisdiction of
Railway Police. The complaint is about harassment by police authorities,
but it doesn't appear to be on the grounds of disability.

4.2 In view of the above, no further intervention of this Court is required
in the matter.

4.3 Accordingly, the case is disposed of.

Dated: 05.06.2023
Upma Srivastava)
hief Commissioner

for Persons with Disabilities
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~&li•IGF'f tl~il4t!ct,x0 i ~/Department of Empowennent of Persons with Disabilities (Divyangjan)
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lo Submnssnons made by the RespondleR111t:
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3. Observations & RecoITTnmen,dations:

3.1 In light of the facts and material available on record, the
reply of the respondent was found satisfactory, no further
intervention is required.

3.2 Accordingly, the case is disposed of.

Dated: 05J)6.2023 ..5-.
-) (Upma Srivastava)
/chuef Commissioner

for !Persons with DisabHities
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COURT OF CHIEF COMMISSIONER FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES (DIVYANGJAN)

famjyra qgrfqay R@aT/Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities (Divyangjan)
amlRhla arr 3jt srf@rarRar iarea/ Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment

7ld #ql/Government of India

Case No: 13568/1022/2022

Complainant:

Shri Chandraveer,
W-703, Eden Tower,
Godrej Garden City,
Ahmedabad-382470,
Email: chandraveermalik.@grnail.com
Mobile No:9015265905

Respondent :

1. The Chairman,
Central Board of Indirect Taxes and Customs,
North Block, New Delhi-110001
Email:

2. The ChiefCommissioner,
Central Goods and Services Tax and Central Excise,
OST Bhavan, Revenue Marg,
Near Polytechnic College,
Behind Panjarapole,
Ambawadi, Ahmedabad,
Gujarat-380015
Email:

3. The ChiefCommissioner,
Central Goods and Services Tax and Central Excise,
Mangal Pandey Nagar,
Ivieerut, Uttar Pradesh-250004
Email 

4. The ChiefCommissioner,
Central Goods and Services Tax and Central Excise,
2nd Floor, Central Excise Building,
Race Course Circle,
Vadodara, Gujarat -390007

11
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GIST OF COMPLAINT

Shri Chandraveer, a person with 40% locomotor disability, working as

Intelligence Officer, Directorate General of Good and Service Tax

Intelligence, Ahmedabad filed his complaint 22.11.2022 stating that despite

several representations to the respondents, his requests for Inter

Commissionerate transfer to his native place. i.e. Meerut, Uttar Pradesh, has
not been acceded to.

2. The Complainant stated that due to his disability related issues he

requested many times for inter-Commissionerate transfer and deputation to his

native place. I-le joined the service of Respondent department on 27.05.2016.

Under the Recruitment Rules, 2002, ICT was permissible, but the department

has been insisting that ICT is not available for the Inspectors. On 20.09.2018,

Board had issued a Circular holding that no ICT application can be considered

after corning into force of the RR of 2016. Further he stated that his 62 years

old age mother is diagnosed with cancer. She needs special care and support

both mentally as well as physically.

3. Replying on behalf of the respondents, the Asst. Commissioner vide his

letter dated 03.01.2023, submitted that no application for transfer on Inter

Commissionerate basis of the Complainant was received before the receipt of

the complaint dated 22.11.2022. The complaint addressed to the CCPD was

received in Meerut Zone from the Complainant vicle email dated 23.11.2022.

It was immediately forwarded to the CCA, Lucknow for further necessary

action, since all Inter Commissionerate Transfer (ICT) matters ofthis Zone are

being dealt by Cadre Controlling Authority Lucknow only. Vide establishment

Order No. 86/2022 dated 26.12.2022 CCA, Ahmedabad zone has issued the

order for transfer and posting ofthe Complainant to Meerut Zone on loan basis
for 2 years.

4. The Complainant submitted his rejoinder vide affidavit dated

07.02.2023 reiterating his earlier submission and denying the

assertions of the respondents. He stated that his transfer to Meerut

on loan basis for 2 years is not a permanent solution. He requested
for an ICT to Meerut Zone.
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5. Hearing: The case heard via Video Conferencing by Chief

Commissioner for Persons with Disabilities on 22.05.2023. The following
were present:

Complainant

i) Shri Chanderveer

Respondents

ii) Shri Manish Kumar Sahai Dy. Commissioner,

Dept. of revenue CBIC

iii) Shri Prasad Varwantkar

Dy. Commissioner, CBIC, Ahmedabad Respondent No. 2

Respondent No.1

iv) Shri Rajiv Kishor

Asst. Commissioner, CCO Meerut

v) Shri Satish Kumar

Asst. Commissioner, CCO Luck.now

6. OBSERVATIONS /RECOMMENDATIONS:

Respondent No. 3

Respondent No. 4

6.1 During online hearing the Complainant confirmed that he has

been transferred to his native place on loan basis, hence further

intervention ofthis Court in the present Complaint is not warranted.

7. The case is disposed of

Dated: 06.06.2023

PMA SRIVASTAVA)
ChiefCommissioner for
Persons with Disabilities
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COURT OF CHIEF COMMISSIONER FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES (DIVYANGJAN)

f'&clli~IGF'I xHlfctdcth!DI ~/Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities (Divyangjan)
'tl 1&11fticf> ~ .afix~~/Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment

i:rffif 'ffiqITT"/Government of India

Case No: ]3569/1022/2022

Comjplainant:

Shri Ajit Kumar.
Office Superintendent,
Tola Badlu Vigaha,
Post Arkdivariya, Thana Tikri,
District Gaya, Bihar 824236
Email: kajitl 00 l 1990@gmail.com

Respondent

The Secretary, Al \\" °\J'.}
Ministry ofRailway, / \v
Rail Bhawan. 256-A,
Raisina Road,
New Delhi-110001.
Email: Respondent. ... I

General Manager (P),
Southern Railway Headquarters, Jl •
Personnel Branch, / +
Chem1ai, Park Town,
Chennai, Tamil Nadu-600003 Respondent. ...2

GIST OF COMPLAINT
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REPLY OF THE RESPONDENT

2. The Dy. Chief Personnel Officer, Southern Railway submitted reply dated

21.12.2022 on behalf of Respondent No. 2 and stated that the Complainant was

appointed as Office Peon in Level- I on I l /06/2013 after being selected through

Railway Recruitment Cell/Chennai. He was later promoted as Junior Clerk in

Level-2, Senior Clerk in Level-5 and as Office Superintendent in Level-6 with

effect form 26.12.2016, 03.01.2019 and 12.01.2021 respectively. As per para 312

of Indian Railway Establishment Manual, Inter Railway Transfers are permissible

only in grades/posts where there is an element of Direct Recruitment Quota.

Element of direct recruitment exists only in the grade of Senior Clerk in Level-5

and not in the present working grade of the applicant, viz. office superintendent in

Level-6. The complainant submitted his application dated 1 1/10/2021 for One Way

Inter Railway Transfer to East Central Railway (ECR)at Hajipur, Bihar in the

lower grade of Senior Clerk in Level - 5.

3. The Respondent further submitted that the Railway Board issued a

Comprehensive Transfer Policy on Inter Railway Transfer on 31/08/2015, whereby

the minimum service of 5 years was stipulated for Inter Railway Transfer requests.

In modification to the said policy in the year 2022, General Manager of Zonal

Railways was given the powers to increase this minimum service required for

submission of application for Inter Railway Transfer from 5 years to 10 years.

Accordingly, the request was forwarded to the GM (Pers) of ECR at Hajipur,

Bihar. The ECR responded by saying that no DR quota vacancy existed in the

grade of Senior Clerk in Level- 5. This was informed to the applicant

4. The Respondent also submitted that the complainant had not

approached his office for redressal of his grievance

complaint with this Hon'ble Commission.
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REJOINDER OF THE COMPLAINANT
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6. Hearing: The case was fixed for hearing 26.05.2023. The case was heard

via Video Conferencing by Chief Commissioner for Persons with Disabilities. The

following were present:

Complainant
1. Shri Aj it Kumar

Respondent
i. Shri D. Joseph, Director (Estt.);
ii. Shri Sanjay Kumar, Dy Director (Estt.
iii. Senthil Kumar, Dy. CPO; Shri Indusekar, Asst. Personal Officer

7. Observations /Recommendations:

7.1 During online hearing, the Respondent No. 2 reiterated the rule position that

the Complainant can be adjusted in Eastern Railways only when there would be a

vacancy under the 'Direct Recruitment' vacancy in clerk cadre. Further

Respondent No. 2 submitted that they are ready to relieve the Complainant and his

transfer application was also forwarded to Eastern Railways, where Hajipur station

is located. Eastern Railways expressed their inability to adjust the Complainant

because of non-availability of a Direct Recruitment vacancy in clerical cadre.

Respondent further submitted that the Complainant is always given promotions on

time and currently he is working as 'Office Superintendent'. Respondent No. 2

further requested to delete the name of Secretary, Railway Board from the array of

parties because it does not have any role to play in the present Complaint.

7.2 Considering the fact that the Respondent No. 2 has promoted the Complainant

on time and is ready to relieve the Complainant subject to the condition that the

Eastern Railways are ready to adjust when vacancy arises, this Court concludes

that discrimination on the basis of disability is not made out in the present

Complaint. This Court recommends that whenever there is Direct Recruitment

3



vacancy in clerical cadre in Eastern Railways, the Complainant shall be transferred

near to his hometown situated in region which falls under Eastern Railways.

8. The case is disposed of.

UPMA SRIVASTAVA)
/ cHierCommissioner for
Persons with Disabilities

Dated: 06.06.2023
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COURT OF CHIEF COMMISSIONER FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES (DIVYANGJAN)

f4clli'IGFI tl!;!lf4tl4ht0 1 fcta:il1T/Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities (Divyangjan)
aItfa arr shh 3era7Ra +ins/ Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment

Idal/Government of India

Case No. 13623/1014/2023/174322

Kn the matter of-

... Complainant

Mr. Souvik Manna,
22/D Avenue South Sontoshpur,
Kolkata- 700075 (WB)
Mob: 8617229768; Email: souvikmanna496@grnaiI.com
Through Counsel:
Advocate Subhash Vashisth,
Email: subhashcvashishthra)gmail.com

Versus

... Respondent No.1

(1) The General Manager, State Bank of India, /) \J\,,i:'q6
Central Recruitment & Promotion Department, •
Corporate Centre, State Bank Bhawan,
6th Floor, Madame Cama Road,
Mumbai - 400 021
Email: crpd(cv,sbi.co.in

(2) The Chairman,
State Bank of India
Corporate Centre, State Bank Bhavan,
Madame Cama Road, Nariman Point,
Mumbai - 400021
Email: chairman@sbi.co.in ...Respondent No.2

Affected Person/Beneficiary: The complainant, a person with 50% Visual
Impairment

1. Gist of Complaint:

1.1 Mr. Souvik Manna, a person with 50% visual impairment filed a
complaint dated 07.12.2022 through Advocate Subhash Chandra Vashishtha
regarding ambiguity in language of the vacancy notification by the State Bank of
India as well as against non-selection of the Complainant to the post of
Probationary Officer despite his securing more marks than the last candidate
from the EWS vertical parent category by the Respondent in its Advertisement
No. CRPD/PO/2021-22/18 published on 05.10.2021.

I .2 The Complainant submitted that he is from Economically Weaker Section
(EWS) category and a person with benchmark visual disability namely, low
vision. The aforesaid post of Probationary Officer is identified for persons with
visual impairment. He cleared the written examinations and interview and got a
final score of48.60 (Total Normalized to I 00]. As per theiv::::~nt, the Cut
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Case No.13623/1014/2023/174322

Off Marks for Final Selection for EWS category is 47.94; and for VI is 49.93
(the Final Normalized Score out of 100). The SBI denied him the post on the
ground that he used PwD benefits compensatory time and fee exemption, so he
would be treated as a PwD (with a higher cut-off) and not EWS (with lower cut
off), despite the fact that EWS is vertical and PwD is horizontal reservation.

1.3 The complainant further submitted that on declaration of result and not
finding his name. he wrote a representation to the Central Recruitment and
Promotion Department (CRPD), of State Bank of India at Mumbai concerning
this matter and received the reply dated 16 March 2022 as under:

"The final result is processed by considering the own merit in the
exam i.e., if a PWD candidate has not availed any relaxation/concession,
he she will be considered for selection in general category/ parent
category. Since you have availed the concessions/relaxations available,
you have been considered under the VI category."

1.4 The complainant did not claim any age relaxation or qualifying marks
relaxation. At the time of examination, the age of the petitioner was 24, while
the maximum age for taking this exam is 30 years.

1.5 The complainant has alleged that the language of the notification is
misleading as under:

S1. Provision in Notification
No.

Comments/ Objections of the Petitioner

I. (B) Age Limit: (As on
01.04.2021):
Not below 21 years and not above
30years as on 01.04.2021 i.e.
candidates must have been born
not later than O 1.04.2000 and not
earlier than 02.04.1991 (both days
inclusive). Relaxation in Upper age
limit shall be as below:
Persons with Benchmark
Disabilities(PWD)
PWD(SC/ST) 15 Years
PWD (OBC) 13 Years
PWD (Gen/ EWS) 10 Year

The petitioner did not claim any
relaxation in upper age limite.

2. RESERVATION FOR PERSONS The language of notification 1s
WITHDISABILITY (PWD): misleading. Merely submitting a
Note: A person who wants to avail disability certificate should not force the
benefit of reservation will have to person to reservation quota of PwD.
submit a disability certificate This leaves no opportunity for disabled
issued by a Competent Authority candidates to be selected on their own
as per Government of India merit in their respective categories and
guidelines. Such certificate will be 'they are forced into disability quota.
subject to verification/ re- Also, if the disabled candidate also
verification as maybe decided by belongs to a vertical category of
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the competent authority. The
certificate should be dated on or
before last date of registration of
application.

case N0.13623/1014/2023/174322

vulnerability, she/he should be selected
on the lower threshold cut-offs
whichever 1s more beneficial. The
concept of separate disability cut-of
lwas brought in to accommodate those
who do not make it to the higher cut
offs for jobs in their vertical categories,
but this cannot be used to limit their
opportunities.

3. Use of Scribe & compensatory This is against the recent Supreme
time: The facility of scribe would Court judgment in Vikas Kumar Vs.
bellowed to a person who has Union Public Service Commission &
disability of 40% or more if so Others dated 11 Feb 2021, wherein
desired by the person and is meant scribe facility is to be treated as a
for only those persons with reasonable accommodation which is
disability who have physical need based and not linked to
limitation to write including that of percentage of disability or benchmark
speed. In all such cases where a disability. Future Notification should
scribe is used, the following rules refer to DEPWD OM on Guidelines for
will apply. Conducting Written examination for

IPersons with specified disabilities
covered under the definition of Section
2(s) of the RPwD Act, 2016 but not
covered under the definition of Section
2(r) of the said Act, i.e., persons having
less than 40% disability and having
difficulty m writing, issued vide
DEPwD OM Number F. No. 29-6/2019
DD-III Dated 10 Aug 2022.

4. 8. APPLICATION FEE AND The language of section 8 of the
INTIMATION CHARGE (Non- notification is misleading and is a trap
Refundable): Application Fee will which is used by respondent to disallow
be750/- for General/ EWS/ OBC lthem to be considered for post even
candidates and 'Nil' for SC/ ST/ when they clear the cut-off of theiI
PWD candidates. Application Fee !vertical category. It simply says 'NIL'
once paid will NOT be refunded on fee for SC/ST/PWD candidates. So it is
any account nor can it be held in not a relaxation of standards. It simply
reserve for any other examination guides and advised people from
or selection. SC/ST/PwD categories that no fee is to

be paid by them. It doesn't say that they
will be forced into disability quota or
will not be considered under their parent
vertical category they don't pay. Hence,
it can't be used against the petitioner at
this stage to disallow him, his selection.
f the payment of Rs.750/- is the only
catch, the petitioner is ready to pay it
any time. However, it should not be
used by respondent like a trap to
discredit their efforts.
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5. 10. NUMBER OF CHANCES:
Category Max. Permissible
Number of Chances General I
EWS 4, General (PWD) / EWS
(PWD) 7

Case No.13623/1014/2023/174322

Petitioner has not used any relaxation
in number of chances. This was his
first attempt at the Examination.

6. IAnnexure II- Guidelines for This 1s a huge barrier for blind
scanning and Upload of candidates as they do not write with
Photograph, Signature, Left-Hand their hand but type on their computers.
Thumb Impression & Hand The advertisement does not provide a
Written Declaration Before reasonable accommodation to this
applying online, a candidate will condition. Handwritten declaration
be required to keep ready a should note forced upon the blind
scanned (digital) image of his/ her candidate and a printed or audio option
photograph, signature, left-hand /with a tick mark or an alternate
thumb impression and hand-written accessible
declaration as per the option must be allowed.
specifications given below. a. The
[text for the hand-written
declaration is as follows:
"I(Name of the
candidate),(Date of
Birth) hereby declare that all the
information submitted by me in the
application form is correct, true
and valid. I will present the
supporting documents as and when
required. The signature,
photograph and left-hand thumb
impression is of mine".

2. Submissions made by the Respondents:

2.1 The Respondent No. I filed their reply dated 31.01.2023 and submitted

that Shri Souvik Manna applied under PwD-Vl category and availed relaxation

applicable to him. He scored 95.33 in Main exam, which is below his PwD-Vl

category cut off Marks of 97.72 but higher than parent category (EWS) cut off

Marks of 90.01. Accordingly, he was called for interview.

2.2 Shri Manna scored 48.60 in the final merit list. The cut-off score for

PwD-VI was 49.93 and his parent EWS category cut-offwas 47.94.

As regards GOI OM No 36035/022017-Estt. (RES) dated 15.01.2018, a PWD

candidate selected without relaxed standards along with other candidates, will

not be adjusted against the reserved share of vacancies. The reserved vacancies

will be filled up separately from amongst the eligible candidates with benchmark

disabilities which will thus comprise of candidates with benchmark disabilities
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who are lower in merit than the last candidate in merit list but otherwise found

suitable for appointment, if necessary, by relaxed standard.

As the applicant Shri Manna availed relaxation available to the PWD category

both in Preliminary and Main examination, he was not considered under his

parent category and considered under his PwD-VI category while processing

of final result. Further, there were 21 vacancies reserved for persons with

visually impaired category and all vacancies have been filled up by candidates

belonging to visually impaired category scoring marks equal or more than the

cut-offmarks for PwD-VI category.

2.3 Shri Souvik Mana did not score the cut-off marks to qualify under PWD

category, as such he cannot allege that he has been discriminated under Person

with Disabilities Act, 2016. It is humbly submitted that this Honorable Court is

not the competent to adjudicate the grievance of Shri Souvik Mana.

2.4 No reply was received from the Respondent No.3.

3. Submissions made in Rejoinder:

The complainant filed his rejoinder dated 14.03.2023 and refuting the

reply filed by the respondent, reiterated his complaint.

4. Hearing: The case was heard via Video Conferencing by Commissioner

for Persons with Disabilities on 26.05.2023. The following persons were present

during the hearing:

(I) Shri Souvik Manna, the complainant; and Shri S.C. Vashishths,
Advocate for the complainant

(2) Shri S.T. Rama, General Manager, SBI on behalf ofRespondents

5. Observations & Recommendations:

5.1 The main cause in the present Complaint is appointment of Complainant

against vacancy reserved for 'EWS' category. However, the Complaint warrants

limited intervention of this, by virtue of S.3(3) of Rights of Persons with

Disabilities Act, 2016 (hereinafter referred as 'the Act') because the appointment

is denied on the basis of mis-interpretation of guidelines relating to disability.

Section 3(3) of the Act is mentioned below for perusal 

'"Section 3: Equality and non-discrimination - (3) No person with

disability shall be discriminated on the ground of disability, unless it is
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shown that the impugned act or omission is a proportionate means of

achieving a legitimate aim."

5 .2 The fact from which the issue emerges is that the candidature of the

Complainant was rejected by the Respondent establishment giving reason that

the Complainant obtained relaxations available for Persons with Benchmark

Disabilities. The two kinds of relaxations obtained by the Complainant, as

claimed by the Respondent, are- a) compensatory time; and b) fee exemption.

5.3 The issue which requires contemplation of this is whether the Respondent

has correctly considered 'compensatory time' and 'fee exemption' as relaxations.

5.4 As far as compensatory time, the attention of the Respondent is attracted

to DoPT O.M. No. 36035/02/2017 Estt(Res.) dated 27.09.2022. In Para 4(ii) of

the O.M. it is clarified that the compensatory time along with scribe shall not be

considered as related standards. Para 4(ii) is mentioned below 

"In accordance with Para 3 of the OM No.29-6/2019-DDIII, dated

10.8.2022, issued by the Department of Empowerment of Persons with

Disabilities, the facility of scribe, along with compensatory time shall not

be treated as relaxed standard. DoPT, in agreement with this provision,

reiterates that the facility of scribe taken by a PwBD candidate, along with

compensatory time, shall not be treated as relaxed standard."

5.5 It is absolutely clear from the plain reading of the guideline that

'compensatory time' shall not be treated as relaxed standards. On this point this

concludes that considering 'compensatory time' as 'relaxed standards' is in direct

conflict with DoPT O.M. dated 27.09.2022.

5.6 Furthermore, on the issue of 'fee exemption', it is pertinent to note that

the fee is exempted for all the candidates with Benchmark Disabilities

irrespective of EWS status and also irrespective of caste. If 'fee exemption' will

also be considered as 'relaxation' and candidature is rejected on this basis, then

in such case Persons with Benchmark Disabilities shall never be adjusted against

unreserved vacancies or against vacancies which are reserved on the basis of

caste, economic status or any other criterion. Hence, this concludes that rejection

of candidature against EWS category because of 'fee exemption' is against the

tenets of equality as enshrined in Constitution and given effect by various

guidelines issued by DoPT on issues of recruitment and promotion of Persons

with Benchmark Disabilities.
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5.7 This Court recommends that the Respondent shall consider the

candidature without considering 'compensatory time' and 'fee exemption' as

relaxed standards for Persons with Disabilities.

5.8 Respondent is directed to submit the Compliance Report of this Order

within 3 months from the date of this Order. In case the Respondent fails to

submit the Compliance Report within 3 months from the date of the Order, it

shall be presumed that the Respondent has not complied with the Order and the

issue will be reported to the Parliament in accordance with Section 78 of Rights

ofPersons with Disabilities Act, 2016.

5.9 Accordingly the case is disposed of.

(Upma Srivastava)
hief Commissioner

for Pers ns with Disabilities

Dated: 06.06.2023
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[aqrrura agukuaut f@a/Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities (Divyangjan)
I1Ra qr, .3jk an@ra»Ra +ianra / Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment

I7d lql/Government of India

Case No. 13621/1012/2023/177810

In the matter of-
Shri Korra Pradeep Naik
Rio H.No.8-20/12,
SAI Nagar Colony
Balapur,
Hyderabad (Telangana); Pin - 500069
Email: pradeepnaik1 02@gmail.com ... Complainant

Versus

The Director/CEO,
Ms Soware Technology Parks of India (SPT1» pa,
Cyber Pak, 6" Floor, No.76 &77,
Electronic City, Hosur Road,
Bengaluru 560100
Email: gnr.info@stpi.in; blr.career@stpi.in
Cell Phone: 9490775826/9848304372 ... Respondent

Affected Person/Beneficiary: 'fbie complainant, a person with 100% Hearing
Impairment

1. Gist of Complaint:

Shri Korra Pradeep Naik, a person with 100% hearing impairment, filed a

complaint dated 27.12.2022 challenging his disqualification for appointment to the

post of MTTS (ES-4) by the Software Technology Parks of India despite getting 44

marks in the recruitment examination conducted on 5th November, 2022. The

Complainant alleged that the respondent is not considering a I 00% deaf candidate

eligible for job.

2. Submissions made by the Respondent:

2.1 The respondent vide their reply on affidavit dated 02.02.2023 submitted inter-

alia that the recruitment exam was conducted on 05.11.2022 for a total of 150 marks.

As per the Standing Operating Procedures of STPI, the qualifying marks for a

General candidate are 50%. The candidates belonging to SC/ST and OBC are given

10% and 5% relaxation respectively. The candidates belonging to disabled category

are given additional 5% relaxation in their respective categories.
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2.2 The Complainant, Shri Korra Pradeep Naik who belongs to ST category was

given 15% relaxation in qualifying marks i.e. 10% + 5%, meaning thereby he should

have obtained more than 52.5 marks out of the total 150 marks to qualify for

selection to the post of MTSS (ES-IV). However, he failed to score more than 52.5

marks. And thus, he was not eligible for further consideration by the STPI.

3. Submissions made in Rejoinder:

Reply of the Respondent was forwarded on 24.02.2023 to Complainant for

filing rejoinder. However, no response was received from the Complainant so far.

4. Observations & Recommendations:

4.1 The Complainant raised the issue of being disqualified for appointment to the

post ofMTSS despite securing 44 marks. The Respondent vide their reply dated 2nd

February, 2023 submitted that the complainant was allowed relaxations of qualifying

marks both as an ST candidates (10%) as well as a PwBD (5%). While the

cut off for General candidates was 50%, the Complainant required 35% to qualify.

He, however, secured only 44 out of a total of 150 marks, i.e. 29.33%. Accordingly,

he was declared as not qualified.

4.2 Since, the Respondent has allowed relaxation of 5% to the PwBD candidates

over and above the relaxation allowed to the vertical categories of backward class

and as a result, the overall relaxation is more than the SC and ST candidates, there

does not appear to be any cause for intervention of this court.

4.3 Accordingly the case is disposed of.

Dated: 06.06.2023
(Upma Srivastava)
hief Commissioner

for Persons with Disabilities
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Raritaa var[quay RT/ Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities (Divyangjan)
aralfGa ra.3jk 3pf@era7far +in, /Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment

7d aT/Government of India

Case No. 13578/1011/2022

In the matter of

Shri M. Naga Prasad,
President, VPT Disabled Employees Association,

1 6Door No.19-230/1, Sector-2, A\4o
4th Street, Sri Sai Madhava Nagar, / ~ v
Naiduthota,
Visakhapatnam-530047 (Andhra Pradesh);
Email: vptdea2020@gmail.com;
Phone: 7981268541; 9703839363 ... Complainant

Versus

The Chairman,
Visakhapatnam Port Trust,
Port Area,
Visakhapatnam - 530035
Email: chairman.vpt@gov.in

Affected Person I Beneficiary: Persons with Disabilities

... Respondent

1. Gist of Complaint:

1. 1 Shri M. Naga Prasad, President, VPT Disabled Employees Association,
Visakhapatnam (Andhra Pradesh) filed a representation vide email dated
14.09.2022 regarding non-implementation of 4% reservation for Persons
with Benchmark Disabilities in Direct Recruitment (DR) as well as in Promotion
at all Groups; non filling up of all backlog posts of 4% reservation in Direct
Recruitment as well as in Promotions.

1.2 The Complainant has submitted that he is requesting the Chairman,
Visakhapatnam Port Trust (VPT) for implementation of 4% reservation in DR as
well as in Promotion, but no information has been received by their
Association till filing of the Complaint. He has also requested the Chairman to
stop and not to regularize all categories of posts (A, B, C and D) till all backlog
posts for persons with disabilities filled up but they have not been
stopped to recruit/regularize the posts and all despite several requests made by
their Association. The Respondent is continuing to make the promotions/
regularization in all the posts.

1.3 The Complainant further alleged that the Respondent is going to fill up
ATM (Class-I)(Group A post) which came under identified t for persons with
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disabilities without arnvmg backlog @ 4% reservation for persons with
disabilities and the said post supposed to be filled up with persons with
disabilities as backlog post.

1.4 This Court in Case No.11453/1011/2019 had recommended as under:-

"6. After hearing both the parties, this Court apprised the respondent
that they are obliged to implement all provisions ofthe Rights ofPersons
with Disabilities Act, 2016 both in letter and spirit, they have to maintain
a roster and reserve 4% of the vacancies for persons with benchmark
disabilities; they also need to identify the backlog vacancies and
undertake a Special Recruitment Drive to fill all the vacancies reserved
for persons with benchmarkdisabilities.

7. The respondent requestedfor a period ofthree months in which all
the aforesaid necessary action shall be complied with.

8. This Court directs that a compliance report in this matter may be
sent within 90 days ofreceipt ofthese orders along with details ofaction
taken with a copy to the complainant.

9. The case is disposed off

Sd/
(Upma Srivastva)

Commissioner
for Persons with Disabilities"

1.5 Since no compliance report was received from the Respondent within the
stipulated time in terms of Section 76 of the RPwD Act, 2016 despite assurance
made by the Respondent during the hearing, the matter was taken afresh again
with the Respondent.

2. Submissions made by the Respondent:

2.1 The Respondent filed their reply dated 28.12.2022 and inter-alia
submitted that an earnest effort was made to implement 3% reservation in
promotional posts to VPA employees with Benchmark Disabilities and finalized
the number of Group C&D posts to be filled up in all departments. The
Complainant was one of the beneficiaries, as he was promoted to the post of
Head Assistant (Class-III) from the post of Junior Assistant (Class-III) under 3%
Reservation.

2.2 THe Respondent further submitted that the Ministry of Ports, Shipping and
Waterways vide letter dated 04.07.2022 has forwarded the copy of D/o P&T's
O.M. dated 17.05.2022 duly directing to implement 4% reservation for
employees with disabilities of VPA. The same was forwarded to all the
Departments of VPA for compliance and accordingly all the Departments are in
the process of recasting the rosters in line with the DoP&T's OM dated
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17.05.2022 for implementation of 4% reservations for employees with
disabilities. In this connection, a meeting was conducted on 09.11.2022 with the
Establishment Officers and the Complainant was also present in that meeting.
During the meeting, the Departments have infonned that the existing
Rosters of PwD would be continued without any break, duly adjusting the
backlog points identified for Employees with Disabilities with effect from
19.04.2017 as mentioned in the OM 17.05.2022.

2.3 The Complainant has stated that Rosters maintained so far had to be
stopped along with all the recruitments/regularizations immediately, till the posts
under 4% reservation for PwDs are identified and filled to avoid further loss of
vacancies identified for candidates with disabilities. The Respondent has clarified
to the Complainant that the issue of stoppage of promotions/regularizations
might cause certain posts to be abolished on the two years abolition concept and
the Complainant was assured that identification of vacancies of PwDs would be
finalized as early as possible. The Complainant has also been informed that the
promotions/recruitments to be filled involved many aspects such as subject to
availability of vacancy and its continuation. A time line had also been fixed as
30.12.2022 to identify the 4% backlog vacancies reserved for persons
with disabilities and submit the Rosters, duly completing in all respects. A
majority of the Departments have completed its process for identification of
posts.

2.4 To update the status a meeting with all the Departments was again
conducted on 23.12.2022 to evaluate the progress in recasting the Roster for the
PwDs with 4% reservation in which the Complainant has expressed
satisfaction over the exercise made by the Departments for implementation of
4% reservations.

3. Submissions made in Rejoinder:

The Complainant filed his rejoinder dated 03.01.2023 and has partially
affirmed the action taken for complying of the aforesaid recommendations of this
Court. The Complainant has further submitted that with regard to
reservation of 4% seats in DR, the matter is pending with the Ministry of Ports,
Shipping and Port Waterways, and hence, the Ministry may be made one of the
parties in this case.

4. Hearing:

The case was heard via Video Conferencing by the Chief Commissioner
for Persons with Disabilities on 18.04.2023. The following persons were present
during the hearing:

(1) Shri M. Naga Prasad, the complainant

(2) Shri B. Sam Murti, Sr. Personnel Officer, for the Respondent
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(Upma Srivastava)
Chief Commissioner

For Pe sons with Disabilities
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Dated: 06.06.2023

5. Observations & Recommendations:

5.1 Complaint is related to not extending 4% reservation in Direct
Recruitment as well as in promotion. The Complainant submitted that in past this
Court had recommended the Respondent to extend 4% reservation in Direct
Recruitment and in promotion, however, the Respondent failed to perform his
duties. Complainant prayed before this Court to direct the Respondent not to
conduct any recruitment unless reservation roster is prepared. as per DoPT O.M.
dated 17.05.2022.

5.2 Respondent submitted that the Ministry of Ports, Shipping and Waterways
vide their letter dated 04.07.2022 had forwarded a copy of the DoP&T's O.M.
dated 17.05.2022 directing the VPT to implement 4% reservation
for employees with disabilities of VPA. The same was forwarded to all the
Departments for compliance and accordingly all the Departments are in the
process of recasting the rosters in line with the DoP&T's OM dated
17.05.2022 for implementation of 4% reservations for employees with
disabilities. In this connection, a meeting was conducted on 09.11.2022 with the
Establishment Officers and the Complainant was also present in that
meeting. During that meeting, the Departments were informed that the existing
Rosters of PwD would be continued without any break, duly adjusting the
backlog points identified for Employees with Disabilities with effect
from 19.04.2017 as mentioned in the O.M. dated 17.05.2022.

5 .3 Complaint is not related to any particular recruitment process.
Furthermore, the Complainant has sought relief from this Court to stop the
Respondent from making any recruitment till the reservation roster is made. On
this point, it must be noted that the Rights of Persons with Disabilities
Act, 2016 does not empower this Court to grant prohibitory injunctions or other
interim directions.

5 .4 This Court shall not grant the prayer sought by the Complainant.
However, this Court recommends that the Respondent shall extend 4%
reservation in all appointments, whether by Direct Recruitment or Promotion, in
accordance with O.Ms. dated 15.01.2018 and 17.05.2022 issued by DoP&T.

5.5 Respondent is directed. to submit the Compliance Report of this Order
within 3 months from the date of this Order. In case the Respondent fails to
submit the Compliance Report within 3 months from the date of the
Order, it shall be presumed that the Respondent has not complied with the Order
and the issue will be reported to the Parliament in accordance with Section 78 of
Rights of Persons with Disabilities Act, 2016.

5.6 Accordingly, the case is disposed of.
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In the matter of-

Dr. Umesh Kumar Vates (Master Ji) C ~
House no 425 Near Church, Gali No % A\9st
Panchsheel Part 2 r
Ismailpur, Sec 91, Faridabad,
Haryana, 121013
Email: u.k.vates@gmail.com;
Phone: 97 18924655 ... Complainant

Versus {i
The Reeta, 7
National Institute ofTechnology Kurukshetra,1
Haryana 136119
Email: registrar@nitkkr.ac.in

Affected Person: The complainant, a person with 64% Locomotor Disability

1. Gist of Complaint:

1.1 Dr. Umesh Kumar Vates, a person with 64% locomotor disability filed a

complaint dated 26.10.2022 regarding Non-selection to the post of Assistant

Professor-I under disability quota in NIT Kurukshetra under Advertisement
No.08/2022.

1.2 The complainant submitted that he had applied for the post of Assistant

Professor-I in Production / Mechanical Engineering at NIT Kurukshetra, appeared

and successfully defended his interview on 21.10.2022. As per the notification

details, 07 seats were reserved for PWBD like him. He did his Ph.D. from National

importance and world class institute IIT (ISM) Dhanbad, Published more than 70

research articles and 16 years teaching experience. As per the Notification 20 API

were required and he got 78 API. After successfully defending his interview he was

very sure that his academic profile and interview performances were very good. But

he was not selected as per the result declared.
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2. Submissions made by the Respondent:

2.1 Respondent filed their reply on Affidavit dated 14.03.2023 and inter-alia

submitted that they had invited online applications for the recruitment of 99 number

of Assistant Professors Grade-I including 07 posts reserved for Persons with

Benchmark Disability (PwBD) on horizontal basis vide advertisement no. 08/2022

for various departments. The reservation of posts in Teachers' Cadre was as per

Gazette notification [The Gazette of India, No.29; The CEI (Reservation in Teachers'

Cadre) Act, 2019 dated 9th July, 2019; The Gazette of Indian No.2289, dated 12

July, 2019] and further direction of HRD vide notification F.No.33-3/2018-TS.III

dated 5th November, 2019. Total 1714 number of applications were received upto

the last date 05.09.2022 and the last date of receipt of hard copy of application along

with requisite documents was 10.09.2022.

2.2 The applications were scrutinized by the respective Department Level

Scrutiny Committee and their recommendations were placed before the Advisory

Committee on Faculty Recruitment (ACoFAR) constituted as per Recruitment Rule,

2017. A final list of shortlisted candidates to appear for interview before the

Selection Committee was prepared by the ACoFAR. The Selection Committee

meetings for the recruitment ofAssistant Professors Grade-I were held on 11.10.2022

to 21.10.2022. Based on his educational qualification, research and teaching

experience the complainant was shortlisted provisionally and called for interview.

The Selection Committee did not recommend the name of the Complainant for the

post ofAssistant Professor Grade-I.

3. Submissions made in Rejoinder:

The Complainant filed Rejoinder reiterating his complaint. He also submitted

that the final result of selected candidates was not appropriate and was not published

on the website. He, however, sought the following clarifications-

(1) How many PWD candidates appeared in 499 called candidates (department

wise)?

(2) How many PWD candidates were finally selected (department wise)?

(3) How many PWD candidates finally joined?

(4) What were the selection criteria (marks division for each event)?

3°
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(5) what was his position in the whole recruitment process?

(6) Reservation roster for PWD candidates had been followed or not?

4. Hearing:

The case was heard via Video Conferencing by the Chief Commissioner for

Persons with Disabilities on 18.04.2023. The following persons were present during

the hearing:

(1) Dr. Umesh Kumar Vates, Complainant

(2) Shri G.R. Samantaray, Registrar, NIT, Kurukshetra for Respondent

5. Observations & Recommendations:

5.1 Complaint is related to non-selection of the Complainant against the post of

Assistant Professor-I. Complainant submits that the Respondent establishment issued

advertisement No.08/2022 for the post of Assistant Professor in Production/

Mechanical Engineering. 7 vacancies were reserved for divyangjan. Complainant

applied for the post. He was called for interview. He claims that he performed well in

his interview and his qualification was much more than the minimum eligibility

criterion, however he was not selected.

5 .2 During online hearing, this Court made inquiry from the Respondent relating

to appointment of persons with disabilities against the posts reserved for them. The

Respondent informed that no person with disabilities was appointed, all 7 reserved

vacancies are lying vacant which will be readvertised again.

5.3 This Court does not agree with the Complainant's contention. The

Complainant failed to provide any evidence of discrimination on the basis of

disability. However, the issue of not selecting any divyangjan is serious and needed

to be addressed.

5.4 To resolve the issue assistance of concept of 'Reasonable Accommodation' is

indispensable. Concept of Reasonable Accommodation is defined in Section 2(y) of

Rights of Persons with Disabilities Act, 2016. As per provision, it means necessary

and appropriate modification and adjustments, to ensure to Persons with Disabilities

the enjoyment or exercise of rights with others. Further, Section 20(2) makes it

positive obligation of every government establishment to p ovide 'Reasonable
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Accommodation' and appropriate barrier free and conducive environment to divyang

employee.

SECTION 2y) - "reasonable accommodation" means necessary and
appropriate modification and adjustments, without imposing a
disproportionate or undue burden in a particular case, to ensure to persons
with disabilities the enjoyment or exercise of rights equally with others

SECTION 20(2) -Every Government establishment shall provide reasonable
accommodation and appropriate barrier free and conducive environment to
employees with disability.

5.5 This principle is incorporated m RPwD Act, 2016 for effective

implementation of rights recognised or guaranteed by the Act. Concept of

'Reasonable Accommodation is not new in Indian legal jurisprudence. Hon'ble

Supreme Court in JEEJA GHOSH v. UNION OF INDIA; (2016) 7 SCC 761, noted

that a key component of equality is the principle of reasonable differentiation and

specific measures must be undertaken, recognizing the different needs of persons

with disabilities, to pave the way for substantive equality. Principle of 'Reasonable

Accommodation' acknowledges that in order to rectify the social problem of

discrimination with divyang persons, affirmative conditions have to be created for

facilitating the development of Divyangjan. This principle is not merely a formality,

it is component of duty not to discriminate with Divyangjan hence the state is bound

to provide these facilities to its Divyangjan. Hon'ble Supreme Court explained this in

VIK.ASH KUMAR v. UPSC; 2021 SCC OnLine SC 84.

54. The principle ofreasonable accommodation hasfound a more expansive

manifestation in the RPwD Act 20I6. Section 3 ofthe RPwD Act 2016 goes

beyond aformal guarantee ofnon-discrimination by casting affirmative duties

and obligations on government to protect the rights recognized in Section 3 by

taking steps to utilize the capacity ofpersons with disabilities "by providing

appropriate environment". Among the obligations which are cast on the

government is the duty to take necessary steps to ensure reasonable
accommodation for persons with disabilities. The concept of reasonable

accommodation in Section 2(y) incorporates making "necessary and

appropriate modification and adjustments" so long as they do not impose a

disproportionate or undue burden in a particular case to ensure to persons

with disability the enjoyment or exercise of rights equally with others."
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Equality, non-discrimination and dignity are the essence of the protective

ambit ofthe RPwD Act 2016."

5.6 This concept is connected with the principle of equality mentioned in Article

14 of Indian Constitution. The concept helps Divyangjan to eliminate the limitations

on the performance of divyang employees. This concept is not limited to making

modification in physical infrastructure only. Modifications must be made in every

aspect of the job which can cause substantial disadvantage to divyang employee in

comparison with enabled employee. In addition to modification in physical features

of infrastructure, modification can also be made in working hours, assessment of

divyang employee, pre-promotion training, providing assistive aids and devices etc.

5.7 In the present circumstances 'Reasonable Accommodation' can be applied by

relaxing the criterion adopted for recruitment. Since the Respondent found no one

suitable hence qualifying marks can further be relaxed to accommodate any

candidate who qualified all the stages of recruitment process despite of challenges

she/he might have faced because ofhis disabilities.

5.8 Reference can be made to DoPT OM No 36035/2/2017-Estt.(Res) dated

15.01.2018, whereby Para 11 talks about relaxation of standard of suitability. As per

the OM if sufficient number of candidates is not able to qualify, the examination on

the basis of general standards, candidates belonging to PwBD category may be

selected as per relaxed standards to fill up remaining vacancies reserved for them.

5.9 Further, a plethora of Complaints are filed before this Court relating to the

issue of recruitment. This Court had an opportunity to delineate laws and guidelines

related to various aspects of recruitment process in Order dated 15.06.2021, issued in

Complaint No. 12678/1011/2021, titled as NEHA NEMA v. CENTRAL

UNIVERSITY OF HIMACHAL PRADESH, copy ofwhich is attached herewith.

5 .10 Hence this Court recommends that Respondent shall pursue the Copy of the

Order attached along with and shall follow all the guidelines delineated while

conducting recruitment in future. Further, it is recommended that the Respondent

shall carry forward the vacancies in next recruitment cycle and in place of keeping

the vacancies unfilled, Respondent shall relax the criterion and appoint divyangjan

against the vacancy reserved.
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5 .11 Respondent is directed to submit the Compliance Report of this Order within 3

months from the date of this Order. In case the Respondent fails to submit the

Compliance Report within 3 months from the date of the Order, it shall be presumed

that the Respondent has not complied with the Order and the issue will be reported to

the Parliament in accordance with Section 78 of Rights of Persons with Disabilities

Act, 2016.

5.12 Accordingly the case is disposed off.

Encl.: As above

Dated: 06.06.2023 ..
(Upma Srivastava)

Chief Commissioner
for Persons with Disabilities
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Complainant:
Dr. Neha Nema,
H. No.254/255, Gandhi Vihar,
Near Mukherjee Nagar,
New Delhi - 110 009.

Versus

Respondent:
Central University of Himachal Pradesh
(Through the Registrar)
Camp Office, Near HPCA Cricket Stadium,
Dharamshala,
Dist. Kangra,
Himachal Pradesh-176 215.

Disability : 50% locomotor

Gist of Complaint:

Dr. Neha Nema, the complainant, a person with 50% locomotor disability vide her
complaint dated 26.03.2021 submitted that the Central University of Himachal Pradesh had
advertised for recruitment to the post of Assistant Professors in their University. The
complainant submitted that she also applied to the post of Assistant Professor but she has not
being selected under PwD quota. She also belongs to backward community.

2. The Registrar, Central University of Himachal Pradesh vide letter dated 20.04.2021
submitted that their University had started direct recruitment of Assistant Professors during tl1e
year 2011-12. Initially 80 Professors were recruited. The 3% reservation were given at that
time to candidates with disabilities and the following candidates were appointed under PH
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1) Dr. Muhammad Atif, Assistant Professor - VH
2) Dr. Saima Banu, Assistant Professor- VH
3) Dr. Prakrati Bhargav, Assistant Professor - VH

In the year 2019, the University had advertised for filling up of 128 teaching posts under direct
recruitment. Out of the total of 128 posts five posts were reserved for persons with disabilities
as per 4% reservation quota. Out of 5 posts, 02 posts were reserved for persons with visual
impairment and the remaining 03 posts were reserved for persons with locomotor disabilities
because in the earlier recruitment the University had utilized the two posts of OH category
along with posts of VH category. Hence, the advertisement was given showing reservation of
05 posts of OH category. In the meantime, a case was filed with the Commissioner for
Persons with Disabilities, Govt. of Himachal Pradesh by the National Platform for Disabilities
Rights and Duties, Chandigarh against the reservation of persons with disabilities in the
employment advertisement issued by the Central University of Himachal Pradesh. The
Commissioner for Persons with Disabilities, Govt. of Himachal Pradesh vide an order dated
03.06.2019 recommended Central University of Himachal Pradesh to reserve one post for VH
candidate out of 05 posts reserved for locomotor disabilities. Thereafter, their University
accordingly revised the reservation in posts in the employment advertisement.

OBSERVATIONS &. RECOMMENDATIONS

3. Plethora of Complaints are filed in this court pointing out irregularities in recruitment of
PwD candidates on different types of posts. Therefore, this court is compelled to attract the kind
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4. Whole recruitment cycle can be divided into following parts 
a) Identification of Posts suitable for PwD candidates.

b) Reservation given to Persons with Disabilities

c) Issuance of Notification
d) Examination Fees
e) Examination Process - Facilities provided during examination and Examination

Centres.

f) Relaxed minimum criterion for PwD candidates
g) Selection and Non selection

5. Before proceeding further, it is important to elicit objective of Rights of Persons with
Disabilities Act, 2016. Basico aim of the legislation is to implement the principles adopted in United
Nations Convention on Rights of Persons with Disabilities. The basic essence of these principles
is same as that of Fundamental Rights as enshrined in Part - Ill of Indian Constitution. These

principles focus on ensuring equal and equitable rights to Persons with Disabilities, for example
respect for inherent dignity, individual autonomy including freedom to make one's own choice; full
and effective participation and inclusion in society; equality of opportunity; non-discrimination;
accessibility. Keeping these principles in consideration, Parliament enacted Rights of Persons
with Disabilities Act, 2016, whereby provisions are laid down to ensure that Persons suffering

from one or more types of disabilities are able to lead their lives with dignity and without
discrimination.

6. For the present complaint whole summary of the statute is unwarranted, hence, relevant
provisions for relevant portions are hereafter identified and mentioned.



IDENTIFICATION OF POSTS SUITABLE FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES

7. In an organisation there may be number of posts which can not be filled with person
suffering from any specific disability. Hence identification of posts suitable for PwDs is the most
basic part of the any recruitment cycle. Relevant provision of RPwD Act, 2016 on this point
is Section 33. As per the provision it is positive obligation of the Appropriate Government to
identify posts in the establishments which can be held by respective category of persons with
benchmark disabilities in respect of the vacancies reserved in accordance with the provisions of
section 34. Thereafter, on the recommendations of expert committee, Ministry of Social Justice

and Empowerment vide Notification No. 38-16/2020-DD-III dated 04.01.2021 issued list of
identified posts. The whole list can be accessed online on website of MoSJE on following link 

http://disabilityaffairs.gov.in/content/upload/upfoadfiles/files/224370.pdf

8. Addition of any post from this list 

a) DoPT OM No 36035/2/2012-Estt.(Res) dated 08.01.2014 lays down that this fist is
illustrative and not exhaustive. Hence, any department or ministry can add other posts in

the list to suit their job requirements. The same is mentioned in Note 2 of Notification
dated 29.07.2013 issued by Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities
(DoEPwD) which can be accessed on the following link-

http://disabilityaffairs.gov.in/uoload/uploadfiles/files/Notification%20-%202013.pgdf

b) Further, it is also pertinent to mention that as per DoEPwD Notification dated
29.07.2013, NOTE 3, if any post is not mentioned in the MoSJE list and exemption has
also not been taken with respect to the post, however any person is already holding such

~
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post, then such post is automatically identified suitable for the person suffering from such
kind of disability with which the person holding the post is suffering.

c) Point4 of the notification dated 29.07.2013 is also indispensable to be mentioned.
As per the provision if the post is identified in the feeder grade, the post in the
promotional grade should also stand identified.

RESERVATION FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES

9. This category can be divided into following 6 sub categories
a) Quantum of reservation
b) Exemption

c) How vacancies shall be compute-cl
d) Maintenance of Roster

e) When not filled - Inter se exchange and carry forward
f) Nature - horizontal

10. Quantum of Reservation - Section 34 of RPwD Act, 2016 is the guiding principle on this
issue. As per the provision it is duty of every government establishment to reserve minimum 4%
of the total number of vacancies in the cadre strength in each group of posts. On the same line

DoPT OM No 36035/2/2017-Estt.(Res) dated 15.01.2018 lays down that 4 percent of the total
number of vacancies to be filled by the direct recruitment in the cadre strength in each group of
posts i.e. Groups A, B and C shall be reserved for persons with benchmark disabilities.



11. Hence, from the combined reading of Section 34 and DoPT OM it is certain position of
law that government establishments are bound to reserve minimum 4 percent of vacancies for
persons belonging to PwD category.

12. Exemption - A government establishment may be exempted from reservation for PwDs.
The exemption cannot be arbitrary, nor an establishment can exempt itself from reservation for

PwDs. Para 3 of DoPT OM No 36035/2/2017-Estt.(Res) dated 15.01.2018 establishes procedure
for exemption of any establishment from reservation for PwDS. As per the procedure
established in the OM, exemption can only be granted by Department of Empowerment of
Persons with Disabilities. As per the procedure if any ministry or department seeks exemption
from reservation for PwDs then a reference along with full justification is given by such
ministry/department to Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities ('DEPwD' in
short). DEPw then considering the type of work carried out in such establishment and after
consultation with Chief Commissioner of Persons with Disabilities may exempt such
establishment either fully or partially.

13, How Vacancies can be Computed -- The number of vacancies to be reserved with
persons with disabilities shall be computed by taking into account the total number of vacancies

arising both in the identified and non-identified category of posts under the establishment. It is to
be taken care of that the recruitment of the persons with disabilities would only be against the
categories of posts identified suitable for them but while computing number of vacancies to be
reserved, both identified and non-identified category of posts are taken into consideration. Method

is same for recruitment to group A, Band C posts. (DoPT OM No 36035/2/2017-Estt.(Res) dated
15.01.2018)
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14. Maintenance of roster - Para 7 of DPT OM No 36035/2/2017-Estt.(Res) dated
15.01.2018 lays down detailed method of maintaining roster. As per the OM every government
establishment has to maintain group wise vacancy based Reservation Roster Register. Detailed
method of maintaining and ear marking vacancies is laid down in Para 7.1 to 7.8 of the OM.

15. When vacancies cannot be filled - It may happen that in recruitment year some or all
vacancies may not be filled up due to non-availability of suitable person with disability or for any
sufficient reason. Under such circumstances, government establishment cannot convert such
vacancies to unreserved category. Detailed procedure for conversion of such unfilled

vacancies is laid down in

Para 8 of DPT OM No 36035/2/2017-Estt.(Res) dated 15.01.2018. As per the instructions
mentioned in the OM, following steps have to be followed by government establishment-

a) Such unfilled vacancy shall be carried forward in the subsiding recruitment
year.

b) Even if in subsequent recruitment year no suitable persons with disability is
available then in next recruitment year, t may first be filled up by interchange
among 5 categories, i.e. blindness and low vision; deaf and hard hearing;

locomotor disability, intellectual disability or any specific learning disability and
mental illness; multiple disability from amongst persons above mentioned for

disabilities.

c) Even when there is no persons with disabilities available for the post in that year
the employer may fill up the vacancy by appointment by a person other than up

the persons with disabilities.



It is to be noted that when such unfilled vacancy is filled by inter se exchange in the
subsequent recruitment year, it will be treated to have been filled by reservation.

16. Nature of reservation - lt is settled position of law that reservation for PwBD is horizontal
and vacancy based, unlike reservation for SC/ST and OBC which is post based and vertical in
nature. Therefore, specific method for earmarking selected PwBD candidates has to be adopted.

Reference can be made to Para 9 to DOPT OM No 36035/2/2017-EslL.(Res) dated 15.01.2018
and DoPT OM No. 36035/2/2017-Est.(Res) dated 25.03.2019.

ISSUING OF NOTIFICATION

17. DoptOM No 36035/2/2012-Estt.{Res) dated 26.11.2012 lays down certain points which are
to be kept in mind while advertising the vacancies. Summary of the point is as follows.

a) Number of vacancies reserved for different categories of disability should be
indicated clearly.

b) If any post is identified suitable for any particular kind of disability then it shall
be indicated clearly.

c) Persons with disability belonging to such category for which the post is
Identified shall be allowed to apply even if no vacancies are reserved for
them. If such candidate qualifies examination on his merit then he will be
considered for selection for appointment against unreserved post.

d) It shall also be indicated that persons suffering from not less than 40% of
disability shall alone be eligible for the benefits of reservation.



EXAMINATION FEES

18. DoPT OM 36035/2/2017-Estt.{Res) dated 23.08.2019 clearly lays down that persons with
disability shall be exempted from payment of examination fee prescribed in respect of competitive
exams conducted by various agencies.

EXAMINATION PROCESS

19. Objective of RPwD Act 2016 as mentioned above is to bring persons with disabilities at
par with those who don't suffer from any kind of disability. Therefore, equality of opportunity is the
most fundamental element which has to be ensured.

Hence, while conducting examination government establishment has to ensure that test centers
as well as rooms, seating facilities, question papers and medium of answering the question asked
are accessible for PwBDs.

20. Reference can also be made to Ministry of Social Justice & Empowerment OM No. 34
02/2015-DD-III, dated 29.08.2018. Para I to XVII of the OM lays down detailed provisions related
to facilities which shall be provided to PwBDs during examination.

21. Scribe -- Para IV, V and VI of the OM lays down detailed guidelines related to
Scribe/Reader/Lab Assistant. In these paragraphs exhaustive guidelines are provided as to when
it is mandatory and when discretionary to provide for Scribe/Reader/Lab Assistant. Similarly, Para
VIII contains guidelines with respect to mode of answering the questions asl<ed.

22. Para X, XIV, and XVII of the OM relate to accessibility. These paragraphs deal with suitable
seating arrangement and accessibility of examination centres. Other Paras of the OM are also to
be considered.



23. At this point relevant provisions related to 'Reasonable Accommodation' need to be
mentioned. Section 3 of RPwD Act, 2016 lays down that appropriate government shall ensure

reasonable accommodation for persons with disabilities. Reasonable Accommodation is defined
in Section 2(y) of RPD Act, 2016. As per the provision 'reasonable accommodation' means
necessary and appropriate modification and adjustments, without imposing a disproportionate or
undue burden in a particular case, to ensure to persons with disabilities the enjoyment or exercise
of rights equally with others.

24. MoSJE OM dated 29.08.2018 and concept of 'Reasonable Accommodation' go hand in
hand. Hence, every government establishment is bound to follow guidelines laid down in MoSJE
OM in letter and in spirit.

RELAXED MINIMUM CRITERIA

25. Reference can be made to DoPT OM No 36035/2/2017-Est.,(Res) dated 15.01.2018,
whereby Para 11 talks about relaxation of standard of suitability. As per the OM if sufficient
number of candidates are not able to qualify, the examination on the basis of general standards,
candidates belonging to PwBD category may be selected as per relaxed standards to fill up
remaining vacancies reserved for them.

SELECTION ON MERITS

26. It is settled position of law that person with benchmark disability cannot be denied the right
to compete against unreserved vacancy. Therefore, a person with benchmark disability can also
be appointed against vacancy not specifically reserved for PwBDs. Under such circumstances if
any persons with bench mark disability is selected on merits without relaxed standards along with



other candidates. He will not be adjusted against the reserved shared the vacancies. The

reserved vacancies will be filled up separately by people with persons with benchmark disability

IRREGULARITIES IN THIS MATTER:

27. In the present complaint it is stated that the Respondent Establishment issued
advertisement for recruiting various teaching positions in their University. However, the
Respondent University did not give reservation for visually impaired persons for the post of
Professors and Associate Professors.

28. As stated above, as per DoPT OM dated 15.01.2018, it is positive obligation of government
establishments to make 100 points reservation roster. Further, as per Section 34 of RPwD Act,
2016, it is mandatory for government establishment to reserve minimum 4 percent of total number
of vacancies for PwBDs.

29. This court concludes that Respondent has failed to fulfill the statutory duties and follow
DoPT guidelines with respect to maintenance of reservation roster and reserving vacancies for
PwBDs. Therefore, the Court reiterate its earlier recommendation issued in the Case
No.11877/1011/2020 dated 18.01.2021 in the matter of Ms. Geetayani Mishra and Central
University of Himachal Pradesh. Respondent establishment is recommended to re notify the

whole advertisement after calculation of reservation in accordance with Section 34 of RPwD Act
2016 and concerned OMs issued by DoPT.

Dated: 15.06.2021

Accordingly the case is disposed off.

(Upma Srivastava)
Commissioner for

Persons with Disabilities
11[Page
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2. The matter was taken up with the Respondent vide letter dated
18.11.2022 under Section 75 of the RPwD Act, 2016 followed by Reminder
dated 30.01.2023 but till date no response has been received. Therefore,
hearing scheduled on 07.03.2023, but due to administrative exigency, the
scheduled hearing re-scheduled on 10.03.2023.

3. During on line hearing the Respondent has informed that as per the
disability certificate/Concession Certificate, the Complainant is able to
travel without escort. The Complainant countered the Respondent's
stands. The Respondent failed to give concrete reply to the queries raised
by the Court. The respondent was directed to file a detailed reply along
with the copies of all the concession certificates issued to the
Complainant within 7 days from date of receipt of the Record of
Proceedings. The Complainant was also advised to file all the copies of
disability certificates, concession certificates and letter dated 22.12.2022
of the Railway Ministry referred by him during the hearing.

4. After receipt of the Record of Proceedings, Senior Divisional
Commercial Manager, Eastern Railway, Maida vide letter dated
17.04.2023 filed a reply and submitted that the Complainant is not
eligible for Railway Concession as per the guidelines/provisions of IRCA
coaching tariff No. 26 (part-I, Vol. ii) which stated that the Railway
Concession shall be issued to only those handicapped persons who
cannot travel without the assistance of an escort. He also enclosed the
copies of the following documents: 

(i) Concession Certificate issued on 01.07.2019 by Dr. Dilip Kumar
Singh, M.S. Ortho, JLNMC Hospital, Bhagalpur;
(ii) The verification report issued on 28.02.2020 by Dr. D.K. Singh,
M.S. Ortho, JLNMC Hospital, Bhagalpur stating that the
Complainant can travel without the assistance of an escort; and
(iii) The Railway Id-Card (Card No. ERMLDT005509) was
erroneously issued on 08.06.2020 by their Office.

5. Observation &z Recommendations:

5.1 Grievance of the Complainant is related to non-issuing of
Concession Certificate of permanent nature. Hearing was conducted on
10.03.2023 during which the Respondent refuted the claims of the
Complainant. The Respondent was directed by this Court to file relevant
documents to support its contentions.
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5.2 The Respondent filed its documents by email dated 17.04.2023
along with written arguments. The Respondent claims that Concession
Certificate of permanent nature cannot be issued to the Complainant
because as per IRCA Coaching Tariff Rules, Railway Concession Certificate
is issued only to those Persons with Disabilities having Locomotor
Disability, who are not able to travel without escort. Further the
Respondent submitted that the Complainant was referred to JLNMC
Hospital (hereinafter called 'Hospital'), Bhagalpur for determining the
ability of the Complainant to travel without escort. The Hospital certified
that the Complainant can travel without escort. Considering the report of
the Hospital, the Complainant was considered as ineligible for Concession
Certificate. The Respondent has submitted relevant documents in
support of the submissions. The documents were perused and found to
be in consonance with the written submissions made by the Respondent.

5.3 This Court is satisfied with the Reply of the Respondent.
Intervention of this Court in the present Complaint is not warranted.

5.4 Accordingly, the case is disposed of.

(Upma Srivastava)
Chief Commissioner

for Persons with Disabilities

Dated: 06.06.2023
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COURT OF CHIEF COMMISSIONER FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES (DIVYANGJAN)

[arjrura qzufhuaur f#a/ Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities (Divyangjan)
arfGas uq 3ik 3pf@eraRa +inaa/ Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment

'+TRcl"~/Government of India

Case No: 13540/1022/2022

Complainant:

Shri Amzad Alam,
Employee: 003738,
North Eastern Electric Power Cor. Ltd.,
NEEPCO Bhawan, RGB Road, Sunderpur,
Guwahati, Assam -781005

Respondent

The General Manager (HR),
North Eastern Electric Power Corporation 1wined- A6}
Brook.land Compound, Lower New Colony, / \v
Shillong, Meghalaya-3793003

GIST OF COMPLAINT

The Complainant, Shri Amzad Alam, working in the North Eastern

Electric Power Corporation Limited, has requested tor cancellation of his

transfer order from Guwahati to Arunachal Pradesh as he is care giver to his

son Master Anjum Sayeed, a person with 85% Thalassemia disability.

1.2 He has submitted that he was posted at Guwahati. His only son Master

Anjum Sayeed is suffering from "Thalassemia Major" since October, 2003.

As a course of treatment, he has been receiving 2 Units of Packed Red Blood

Cells (PRBC) transfusion at a regular interval of 3-4 weeks along with oral

medication. He requires utmost medical care and constant support of a care

giver to prevent him from infection/sepsisas as he is a post Splenectomy

patient. After his transfer from the Guwahati to Tawang HE Project,

Arunachal Pradesh, he submitted a representation to the Competent Authority

ofNEEPCO for retention ofhis service at Guwahati for continuing ofhis son's

regular treatments at Guwahati, but, NEEPCO rejected his prayer and released

month ofJune, 2022.
him from present place ofposting even without releasing his due salary for the

#
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Case No. 13540/1022/2022

2. REPLY OF THE RESPONDENT

2.1 General Manager, The North Eastern Electric Power Corporation filed

reply vide letter dated 27.12.2022 and inter-alia submitted that the Corporation

had formulated the NEEPCO Transfer Policy and the said policy shall be

applicable to all the regular employees ofNEEPCO in all three categories viz

Workmen, Supervisors and Executives and shall also include work charged

category and deputations. The said policy makes provisions for special cases.

The Corporation after knowing the Complainant's son's condition transferred

and posted the Complainant at the O/o the Executive Director (P), NEEPCO

Limited, Guwahati and thereafter the Complainant was a long being posted at

Guwahati during the last 18 years.

2.2 The Complainant was transferred from O/o the Executive Director

(Hydro), Guwahati to Tawang Hydro Electric Project, Arunachal Pradesh, in

order to meet the urgent organizational requirements and in the interest of

works of the Corporation and the same by no means can be construed as a

regular rotational transfer. The said project is a new project and a time bound

project located in the District of Tawang. He further submitted that the

Competent Authority after considering the Complainant's representations has

retained his services at the O/o the Executive Director, Project (Hydro),
Guwahati.

2.3 As regards non releasing of salary, the Respondent submitted that as the

Complainant did not join his new place of posting and remained

unauthorizedly absent w.e.f. 04.07.2022 to 30.10.2022, the Complainant was

not entitled for salary during the said unauthorized period of absence, till

regularization.

2.4 He also informed that the Complainant also filed a WP before the

Hon'ble High Court of Guwahati on 19.10.2022 in the matter and the Hon'ble

High Court passed an interim order dated 26.10.2022 directing that the transfer

order in so far as it relates to Complainant shall not be acted upon. Thereafter,

the Complainant filed an application before the Hon'ble High Court for

withdrawing the said WP which was allowed by the Hon'ble High Court vide
order dated 21.12.2022.
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3. REJOINDER OF THE COMPLAINANT

3.1 The Complainant has not filed the rejoinder. However, the Complainant

vide letter dated 03.01.2023 has informed that his complaint has been

redressed and he has no further complaint against the Respondent. He has

requested for withdrawing his complaint.

4. OBSERVATIONS /RECOMMENDATIONS: 

4.1 On going through the record of the case and the request of the

Complainant for withdrawing the complaint, this Court has decided to close
the case as withdrawn.

4.2 The case is disposed of accordingly.

PMA SRIVASTAVA)
hiefCommissioner for

Persons with Disabilities
Dated: 06.06.2023
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mrznarzr gsr srja fairs
COURT OF CHIEF COMMISSIONER FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES (DIVYANG.JAN)

ReaqjyGra agrfqaar fqT/Department of Empowerment of Persons wth Disabilities (Divyangyan)
1fa qr.3ik 3pf@erafa +iarea/ Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment

~~/Government of India

Case No.13536/1024/2022

Complainant:
Shri N. Suresh
E-2, Jauhari Nagar,
Type-4, OCF Estate,
Avadi Chennai 600054,
Tamil Nadu
Email: nsnv201 O@gmail.com

Respondent:
The Director ~ _
sores srorder pwe

(Gr. 'B' Division),
10-A, S.K. Bose Road
Kolkata- 700001
Email: perng@ord.gov.in
perpolicy@ord.gov .in

1. Gist ofComplaint:

1.1 Shri N.Suresh, Complainant, a person with 50% locomotor disability

filed a complainant dated 17.10.2022, regarding reservation in promotion.

1.2 The Complainant submitted that the Rights of Persons with

Disabilities Act, 2016 came into effect from 19.04.2017 and 4% of

reservation in promotion to PwBD category was not implemented. Though

D/oP&T vide O.M. dated 17.05.2022 issued consolidated instructions

regarding reservation in promotion yet the same was not implemented.

Directorate of Ordnance (C&S) vide letter dated 14.10.2022 has sought the

Data for holding DPC for promotion to JWM (SG) (Tech/Non-Tech) from

JWM (Tech/Non-Tech) for the Vacancy Year 2023 and it is evident that

APAR, along with Disciplinary Clearance and Vigilance Status for

incumbent from JWM (Clothing) was sought in respect of Gen/SC/ST

categories only, but the APAR, along with Disciplinary Clearance and

llPage
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Case No. 13536/1024/2022

Vigilance Status has not been sought from PwBD even though the eligible

candidate is available as per SRO in PwBD category ofJWM (Clothing).

2. Submissions made by the Respondent

2.1 On behalf of the Respondent, Deputy Director/G.B., vide letter dated

12.12.2022 has filed the reply and inter-alia submitted that the instructions

contained in the DOPT's O.M. dated 17.05.2022 can only be given effect

prospectively and prior to the said O.M, there was no provision/order for

providing reservation for PwBDs in case of promotion within Group B. He

further submitted that the DPCs which are mentioned in the paras 1-3 ofthe

Complaint were conducted before issuance of the above referred O.M. As

such, the promotion from Junior Works Manager (Tech and Non-Tech) to

the post of Junior Works Manager (Selection Grade)/(Tech and Non-Tech)

being within the Group B and hence, the question of reservation for PwBDs
did not arise at that point oftime.

2.2 As regards para 5 of the Complaint, the Respondent submitted that

the DPC for the promotion order referred by the Complainant was held on

17.02.2022 i.e. prior to issue of DOP&T's O.M. dated 17.05.2022.

2.3 As regards para 6 and 7 of the Complaint, the Respondent submitted

that as per available vacancy for promotion to the post of JWM

(SG)/Clothing discipline the name of the Complainant does not come within

the extended zone of consideration. Hence, the relevant details required for

DPC in respect of the Complainant were not sought for from the concerned

Unit. Nevertheless, the DOP&T's O.M. dated 17.05.2022 for grant of

reservation in promotion to PwBDs will be taken into account while

conducting DPC for promotion against the vacancy year 2023.

2.4 As regards para 13 of the Complaint the Respondent submitted that

DPCs for promotion to the posts of JWM (SG) to be held for the current

vacancy year i.e. 2023 which is under process will be conducted providing

reservation for persons with disabilities in accordance with DOP&T's O.M.

&2
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dated 17.05.2022 provided the post is identified as suitable for Persons with

Benchmark Disability ofthe relevant category.

3. Submissions made in Rejoinder

3.1 The Complainant filed rejoinder dated 30.12.2022 and reiterating his

Complaint refuted the reply filed by the Respondent. He submitted that the

original Complaint was filed on 17.10.2022 and the statistical data indicated

therein has been slightly changed in the light ofRTI reply and the promotion

order dated 01.12.2022 as well as the promotion orders dated 19.09.2022.
He also filed additional information.

4. Hearing: The case was heard va Video Conferencing by Chief

Commissioner for Persons with Disabilities on 09.05.2023. The following
were present in the hearing:

Shri N Suresh -Complainant

• ShriP.K Kar, Deputy Director - Respondent

5. Observations & Recommendations:

5.1 The Complaint is related to reservation in promotion from the post of
'Junior Work Manager' to Junior Work Manager (Selection Grade), [JWM

to JWM (SG) in short]. The Complainant submitted that in 2020 total 41

employees were promoted and reservation in promotion was not extended.

Similarly, in 2022 promotion process no reservation in promotion was

extended. Complainant further submitted that in 2023 also, Respondent is

going to promote certain employees, and employees with disabilities have
been left out deliberately.

5 .2 The Respondent submitted that the instructions contained in the

DOPT's O.M. dated 17.05.2022 can only be given effect prospectively and

prior to the said O.M there was no provision/order for providing reservation

for PwBDs in case of promotion from Group B to Group B. It is further

submitted that the DPCs which were conducted in 2020 and 2022 were

conducted before issuance ofthe above referred O.M. As such the promotion

from Junior Works Manager (Tech and Non-Tech) to the post of Junior

3]Page
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Works Manager (Selection Grade)/(Tech and Non-Tech) being within the

Group B and hence, the question of reservation for PwBDs did not arise at
that point oftime.

5.3 Further, the Respondent submitted that as per available vacancy for

promotion to the post of JWM (SG)/Clothing discipline, the name of the

Complainant does not come within the extended zone of consideration.

Hence, the relevant details required for DPC in respect of the Complainant

were not sought for from concerned Unit. Nevertheless, the DOP&T's O.M.

dated 17.05.2022 for grant of reservation in promotion to PwBDs will be

taken into account while conducting DPC for promotion against the vacancy
year 2023.

5 .4 The Court is satisfied with the Reply of the Respondent. Further

intervention ofthis Court is not warranted.

5.5. The case is disposed ofaccordingly.

(Upma Srivastava)
CfiefCommissioner for
Persons with Disabilities

Dated: 06.06.2023

4[Page
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COURT OF CHIEF COMMISSIONER FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES (DIVYANGJAN)

Ranjua aglf#au; faaT/Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities (Divyangjan)
I#Ria qr3}h 3rf@afar +iaaa/Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment

~ mcfITT"/Govemmentoflndia

Case No: 13529/1022/2022

Complainant

Shri Gulshan Manchanda,
34, N.E.B. Subhash Nagar
Near Agrasen Circle, Alwar,
Rajasthan - 301001
Mobile No. 9828591594
Email:

Respondents

I. The Chief Commissioner, o)
Central Goods and Service Tax & Central Excise~\J\ 0 I
New Central revenue Building,
Statue Circle 'C' Jaipur - 302005
Email Respondent. .. 1

2. The ChiefCommissioner,
Central Go. ods and Service Tax & Central Excise. A\uo 6{6
2nd Floor, Central Excise Building, / \I/"\
Race Course Circle,
Vadodara - 390007

Affected Person : The Complainant, a person with 40% Locomotor

Disability

GIST OF COMPLAINT

I. I Shri Gulshan Manchanda, a person with 40% Locomotor Disability

filed a Complaint dated 10.10.2022 praying for the following:-

(i) To stay his relieving till the Respondent frames a fresh Inter

Commissionerate Transfer (JCT) Policy;

(ii) To consider the representation on humanitarian ground ensuring that

the rights under Articles 14, 15 and 16 and 21~ofthe Constitution are

duly protected;
1[
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Case No. 13529/1022/2022

(iii) To prevent the Department from taking any harsh action which may

negatively impact his personal, professional and family life and enable

him to be considered for being posted at his native place i.e. Alwar on

absorption basis under ICT as a special ground.

1.2 The Complainant submitted that he is working as an Inspector at Central

Goods and Service Tax (CGST) Audit Commissionerate, Jaipur and

presently posted at COST Audit Circle D, Alwar. He joined the CBEC now

CBIC under Physically Handicapped Quota and posted at Central Excise

Commissionerate, Daman under the Cadre Controlling of Vadodara Zone,

Gujarat. As per the erstwhile Recruitment Rules, 2002, ICT was permissible.

Prior to joining CBIC, he was in Income Tax Department (CBDT) and posted

at Alwar, Rajasthan i.e. his home town and he hadjoined the CBEC at Gujarat

Zone tendering technical resignation after serving the Income Tax

Department for 2 years considering the fact that Inter Commissionerate

Transfer were opened in the Central Excise Department.

1.3 The Complainant further submitted that due to his disability his leg's

strength is not so much that he can do all the daily works andmost ofthe time

requires support for the basic works of daily life. He made a request

application for ICT from Vadodara Zone Gujarat to Jaipur Zone, Rajasthan

on 28.03.2016 which was duly considered and forwarded by the Chief

Commissioner, Vadodara Zone for consideration by the Chief

Commissioner, Jaipur Zone as per the provisions of lCT in the cadre of

Inspectors. Accordingly, he joined Jaipur Zone on 01.02.2017 consequent

upon which his name was absorbed in the seniority list ofZonal CCA Cadre

ofJaipur Zone and subsequently, vide Order dated 13.02.2017, he was posted

in Central Excise Commissionerate, Alwar.

1.4 The Board issued a circular dated 20.09.2018 stating that Recruitment

Rules, 2016, do not have provisions for recruitment through absorption and

all past orders of transfer/absorption issued on or after 26.12.2016 were in

contravention of Recruitment Rules, 2016 and invalidated such

absorption/transfer orders w.e.f. 26.12.2016. AII such absorbed/transferred

21
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inspectors were converted into deemed loan/deputation without providing

any opportunity either to the Jurisdictional Chief Commissioners to justify

their actions or to such absorbed/transferred inspectors to rule out any

violation ofRecruitment Rules in their cases of 'absorption/transfer'.

1.5 Aggrieved by the above circular, the Complainant along with other

affected Inspectors have filed representations before the Hon'ble Central

Administrative Tribunal (CAT). The CAT relying upon the order passed by

its Bench at Bangalore by which the circular dated 20.09.2018 was quashed,

had passed order in favour of the petitioners. The Respondent filed Appeals

before the Hon'ble High Court of Rajasthan against the order passed by the

Tribunal vide various Writ Petitions. The Hon'ble High Court vide its

Judgement dated 18.08.2022, had decided the case in the matter of 54

respondents, out of 69 relying upon the Apex Court Judgement in the case of

SK Nausad Rahman & Ors. Vs Union of India and Ors. and issued the

instructions for the Department to consider the representations of affected
Inspectors.

1.6 He further submitted that the policy for ICT for the employees working

in the grade of Inspectors has not been consistent and the same has been

subjected to revisions from time to time. The above is evident from the fact

that ICT was permissible prior to the year 2004 and the ICT ofOfficers/Staff

belonging to Group B, C and D was banned vide order dated 19.02.2004.

Further, there was no provision for ICT in the Recruitment Rules ofinspector,
2016.

2. SUBMISSIONS MADE BY THE RESPONDENT

2.1 Additional Commissioner (CCU), CGST & CE, Jaipur, Respondent No.

1 filed reply vide letter dated 30.11.2022 and inter-alia submitted that the

CGST and Central Excise, Jaipur Zone, Jaipur is the Subordinate Office of

the CBIC under Ministry of Finance, Department of Revenue. There are

several zones ofCustoms, CGST and Central Excise in all over India and the

Cadre Controlling Authorities upto Group B Officers are separate in each

Zone. The position of sanctioned posts and working strength in respect of

Group B and C posts is maintained by the concerned Cadre Controlling
3[
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Authority ofZone. The Seniority List ofGroup Band C Officers are prepared

Zonal wise. The Appointing Authority is separate for Group B and C posts in

each Zone. The functions related to promotions, appointments etc. up to

Group 'B' posts in respect of Jaipur Zone are done by the CCA. The CBIC

issues Recruitment Rules of different posts and instructions in the service

matters from time to time for implementation.

2.2 He further submitted that the Complainant has already been relieved

vide Speaking Order dated 15.11.2022 for his parent zone. They have no

objection to grant a similar benefit as granted to Shri Braj Lal, Inspector and

to post the Complainant on loan basis in their zone provided application for

posting on loan basis along with NOC is received through proper channel

from his parent Zone i.e. CGST and CE Vadodara Zone.

2.3 Further, the Review Petition in the case of Shri S.K. Nausad Rehman

and Ors. vs UOI and Ors. filed by the similarly situated ICT Inspectors like

ICT Inspectors ofJaipur Zone whowere already transferred after 26.12.2016

has also been dismissed by the Hon'ble Supreme Court vide Order dated

18.10.2022 on merit after carefully gone through the Review Petition and the

connected papers. In view of the above, the Complainant is not entitled for

grant of any reliefwhatsoever and the complaint may be dismissed.

2.4 In the meantime Joint Commissioner (CCU), CGST, Jaipur vide letter

dated 16.12.2022 informed that though in his Complaint dated 10.10.2022

the Complainant has given an undertaking that the matter is not sub-judice in

any other Court of Law within the territory of India, but the Complainant

along with other 9 ICT Inspectors have filed an OA No. 291/530/2022 before

the Hon'ble CAT Bench, Jaipur against the Establishment Order dated

15.11.2022 in which the Complainant's name is mentioned at SI. No. 2 in the

list of the applicants. The Hon'ble CAT Bench, Jaipur has granted interim

relief at the time of the admission stage.

2.5 Assistant Commissioner (CCO), CGST & CE, Vadodara, Respondent

No. 2 filed a para wise reply vide letter dated 08.12.2022 and inter- alia

submitted that ICT is a policy matter and decided by the CBIC with
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consultation of DOP&T and other Ministry/Department as per extant

Recruitment Rules. As per existing policy and guidelines issued by CBIC,

ICT in the grade of Inspectors is banned. He has requested that the

submissions of the Department may be considered at the time ofhearing and

passing of decision in the matter.

3. SUBMISSIONS MADE IN REJOINDER

3. I The copies of replies received from the Respondents were forwarded to

the Complainant vide letter dated 13.12.2022 and 13.01.2023 respectively for

filing the comments but no rejoinder was filed by the Complainant.

4. OBSERVATIONS /RECOMMENDATIONS:

4.1 The Complainant filed a complaint dated I 0.10.2022 regarding Inter

Commissionerate Transfer. The Respondent No. I informed that the

Complainant was relieved vide Speaking Order dated 15.11.2022 for his

parent zone. In response to Speaking Order dated 15.11.2022, the

Complainant filed an OA before the Hon'ble CAT Bench, Jaipur. The Hon'ble

Tribunal granted interim relief at the time of the admission stage. The

Respondent No. 2 replied that this is a policy matter.

4.2 In view of the above, since the matter is pending before Hon'ble CAT,

Jaipur Bench, intervention ofthis Court is not warranted.

4.3 Accordingly, the case is disposed of.

( PMA SRIVASTAVA)
ChiefCommissioner for
Persons with Disabilities

Dated: 06.06.2023
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czrzuerzr gr srga Rarirsa
COURT OF CHIEF COMMISSIONER FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES (DIVYANGJAN)

R&1i~IGM X1:tlfcfacf>xo1 ~/Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities (Divyangjan)
'<il&Jlf'Gtcf> ~ .afix~~/Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment

~~/Government of India

Case No: 13527/1022/2022

Complainant:

Shri Sanjay Kumar Chaudhary rA
Inspector of Income Tax, j \J\,l:>q,o \
ReFAC (AU) Ward-1(4)(4) /\V
Kamal Station at Faridabad.
Haryana.
Mobile No: 07289071948
Email:

Respondent :

The Additional Commissioner of Income Tax (HQ and Admn)
Aayakar Bhawan,
Sector-17E, Chandigarh-160017
Email: !- a•· 6.·. ..

Complainant: 50% Locomotor Disability

GIST OF COMPLAINT
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[kart frat1aaaf at #ear ? f# slaraaer# zit 10 ar; star 2jag ~kn
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._.:, ._.:,
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._.:, ._.:,
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5'h Floor, NISD Building, Plot No.G-2, Sector-10, Dwarka, New Delhi-110075; Tel.: 011-20892364, 20892275

E-mail: ccpd@nic.in ; Website: www.ccdisabilities.nic.in
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(Please quote the above file/case number in future correspondence)
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3g/3TT 3rra 3Ta (TIT6) (gTrs)/s 3rm snge (rrre)
(ggITe )/rear snzrmt 3nge (TPS)/r 3nr# 3nga (PwD), Liasion

Officer/Ombudsman, 3nrra raa, i€hra at fkaia 25.08.2022 atsfa
mrzrr agrks mt 3rvk sqlm 3n#a ii 3tar #a 2f 34t ii RR,l 3
92 are?sh rr tad a 3f3ft kenak are az t kt srat aaa? fa
3..~ Depression and Anxiety DisorderRtml ? ui srar gen 2019 if
Rll~a ~ if Asian Institute of Medical Science, Faridabad,

Psychiatry Departmentue tar ?sit CGHS Empanelled eiRsza at

1. 3 ff at agar f 3aft fa«ju a 1 gi 3+t a(Raia frf #t son ii
aa gu 3rat err1.awla tarala i t aat tar sh ftau an

0 c

2. SUBMISSIONS OF THE RESP-ONDENT:

2.1 In response, Sh. Robin Bansal (IRS), Deputy Commissioner of Income

Tax vide letter and affidavit dated O 1.12.2022 has inter-alia submitted that the

contention of the Complainant is accepted being a matter of fact. The

Complainant was transferred to Faridabad after spending 3 years at Bathinda

Station. The officials are rotated internally within the Station as per

administrative requirements. There is no hardship faced by the officials, since

all offices in Faddabad are located in the same building. However, he has been

transferred since he had already spent 6 years and 10 months at Faridabad

whereas the normal tenure of this station is 4 years. As regards the

representation against order number 83 of 2022 dated 25.08.2022 he has

submitted that the same was disposed off on 14.09.2022. The guidelines ofthe

DoPT and CBDT have been followed while making the transfers.

2.2 He submitted that the fact is that the prescribed tenure for

Faridabad Station for transfer is 4 years whereas the Complainant was posted

at Faridabad station from 08.01.2016 till passing ofAGT Order, 2022 issued

vide order Number 83 of 2022 dated 24.08.2022, thus, the official has spent

more than 06 years at a station whose prescribed station tenure is 4 years for

all other employees. Therefore, the official was granted exemption from

transfer as per DoPT's OM dated 31.03.2014 for past 3 years. Further, the

21
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Faridabad Station is a demanding station as 58 officials demanded the same

during AGT 2022, but only 14 officials were given Faridabad Station in AGT

2022 against the officials who were due from the Station which included the

Complainant as well.

2.3 The officials who were posted were those also having extreme pressing

and compassionate grounds, officials who had already spent tenure at Hard

Station or officials who have joined this region on loan basis only for a period

of 3 years in their entire career. Since, the Complainant had already completed

prescribed station tenure of 4 years and had maximum tenure (i.e., more than

6 years) his further retention at the station was not possible due to above

mentioned constraints. Further, the Complainant has a disability in his left arm

which does not in any way restrict his movement from one place to another.

3. SUBMISSIONS MADE IN REJOINDER:

3 .1 The copy of the Respondent's reply was forwarded to the Complainant

vide letter dated 07.12.2022 for filing the rejoinder. The Complainant in his

rejoinder dated 04.12.2022 has prayed that paras 5-6 of the guidelines issued

by the Chandigarh Office may be read, as there is no mention of employees

with disabilities. He has requested for cancellation of his transfer order from

Ludhiana to Faridabad.

4. Hearing: The case was heard va Video Conferencing by the Chief

Commissioner for Persons with Disabilities on 27.04.2023. .The following

were present:

(i) Shri Sanjay Kumar Chaudhary

(ii) Sh. Robin Bansal, Dy. Commissioner of Income Tax

5. OBSERVATIONS /RECOMMENDATIONS:

Complainant

Respondent

5.1 The Complainant was appointed in February 2013 and was posted in

Bhatinda. Thereafter in December 2015, he was transferred to Faridabad.

Thereafter by Order dated 24 August 2022, he was transferred to Ludhiana. He

further submitted that within Faridabad Station he has been transferred I 0

times. He requests that his transfer must be cancelled and he must be retained
in Faridabad.

3[
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5.2 Respondent submitted that the Complainant was posted in Faridabad for

more than 6 years. Normal tenure ofposting in Faridabad is 4 years. Moreover,

Faridabad Station is a demanding Station and hence, Complainant cannot be

posted at same place.

5 .3 During online hearing, Respondent assured this Court that the

Complainant shall be transferred to some station near to Faridabad during next

transfer cycle.

5.4 At this stage further intervention of this Court in the present Complaint

is not warranted. The present Complaint is disposed ofwith liberty granted to

the Complainant to approach this Court again in case the Respondent does not

execute the assurance made during online hearing.

6. The case is disposed of accordingly.

(UPMASRIVASTAVA)

ChiefCommissioner for
Persons with Disabilities

Dated: 06.06.2023

4]
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arrerz4 gsr snrgari f?en4iruar
COURT OF CHIEF COMMISSIONER FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES (DIVYANGJAN)

~o!.liJfGF'I fl~1Rtl¢x0 1 ~/Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities (Divyangjan)
fll+ilfu:1¢ ~ .afix~~/Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment

mm~/Government of India
Case No: 13523/1022/2022

Complainant:

Shri Ashish Bansal,
Manager, Rio C-50, Mahavir Suncity, ~V\,ir~cfJ
Near D-Mart Maal,Distt.: Rajnandgaon,
Chhattisgarh-491441
Email: asshishbansalcse@gmail.com
Mobile: 8721092691

Respondent

The ChiefManager,
State Bank of India,
Main Branch Rajnandgaon,
Shridevi Shukla Apartment.
Karnptee Line, Rajnandgaon-49 I 441,
Distt- Rajnandgaon, Chhattisgarh

GIS1' OF COMPLAINT

~lchF'-lcichdT mr 37q# f@tantra qrRia 31.08.2022 if™"%fcnc:IB 100~~
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'V

G-1 f@a~-;:rm~
sT-car amskmmzna finer{errar#qrarrharfa qara
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44IT

• f&ant-s 31f@rat ar k R?star ±fl ez #a fr [Ira#rra
~ 'V 'V

Paro1 3rf@natlgr fIat1a#af ft f91arra #taf aaT

0 ~lchl4dchdTcnf™"%fcn R&JiJl-~ifl~~-2016 cfiTW&R!"UsR
"' 'VWf f.n ch 14 d chd T if> ~ I..J 1.-a{U I cfiT RU-a" cfl8 cITT cfiqT ~b ~

'V C ,,,,.,,,.
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2. The matter was taken up with the Respondent vide letter dated
07.11.2022 under Section 75 of the RPwD Act, 2016.

3. 9far tst amarrira arr furgRi# 02.02.2023 a aan ?
fa fl 37ftsia, }ks,+trez?aa ziragr fat+rm, fafa
#as# saria fenma a, ilf uaa Rt 3nsftsairer taruiaia

\::)

racer 2), 3rs aarsat4arum uaisria # gag{ staratn??
4. A copy ofthe respondent's reply was forwarded to the Complainant vide
email dated 17.03.2023 for filing the rejoinder. Respondent filed their reply on
dated 02.05.2023.

OBSERVATIONS /RECOMMENDATIONS:

5. The grievance of the complainant has been redressed by the bank by
posting him back to Rajnandgaon Branch. However, the respondent is advised
to ensure that the instructions of DOP&T vide OM No. 36035/3/2023
Estt.(Res.) dt. 31.03.2014 circulated to all banks by the Department of
Financial Services vide their circular No. F.No. 3/13/2014 Dt 18.11.2014 and
statutory guidelines under section 20(5) of the RPwD Act, 2016 are followed
in the establishment.

6. Respondent is directed to submit the Compliance Report of this Order
within 3 months from the date of this Order. In case the Respondent fails to
submit the Compliance Report within 3 months from the date of the Order, it
shall be presumed that the Respondent has not complied with the Order and the
issue will be reported to the Parliament in accordance with Section 78 ofRights
ofPersons with Disabilities Act, 2016.

7. Accordingly, the case is disposed of.

( PMA SfilVASTAVA)
thief Commissioner for
Persons with Disabilities

Dated:06.06.2023

2\
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vnyaa gr zija Reanisrera
COURTOF CHIEF COMMISSIONER FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES (DIVYANGJAN)

~01.-ll'IGJ-i -t·Pi!tfcklcth!0t~/Department of Empowennent of Persons with Disabilities (Divyangjan)
arr~a qr .sh 3pf@eraRa inraa/ Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment

1lR'a'~/Government of India

Case No.13495/1024/2022

Complainant:
Shri Visakh s. a.e
Kizhakke veedu Tc 48/96418/1292) q'VP
Aramada, Trikkannapuram, Thirumala
Thiruvananthapuram,
Kerala State
Post Office: Aramada, Pin code: 695032
Tel:9567447263, 8921759908
Email: sreevisakh.s.7@gmail.com

Respondents:
The General Manager
see.oms"qys
Park Town, Chennai, M
Tamil Nadu State
Pin Code: 600003
Email:gm@sr.railnet.gov.in
Tel: 044-25332157

.....Respondent No.1

The Divisional Railway Manager .....Respondent No.2
Thiruvannathapuram Railway Division
southerRailway A-q?)
Thycaud Thiruvananthpuram, ,/\Vv~
Kerala -695014
Email: drm@tvc.railnet.gov.in
Tel: 0471-2325828

1. Gist ofComplaint:
1.1 Shri Visakh S., Complainant, a person with 40% locomotor disability filed

a Complainant dated 23.09.2022, regarding engagement of contract staff on

paramedical categories (Safaiwala).

1.2 He submitted that he qualified the examination conducted by Railway

Recruitment Cell Chennai held on 07/10/2018, as per the notification. After

successfully completing the document verification and clearing medical

examination on 14.11.2018, he joined Thiruvananthapuram Railway Division in

Medical Department under Southern Railway Chennai Zone near to his home on

23/01/2019. Thereafter, he performed his job assig\}) to ~- He fell ill from

y 1I Page
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October 2021 onwards and recovered from his illness in January, 2022. He applied

to join duty with proper medical certificate, but his application was rejected by the

Thiruvananthapuram Railway Division Office. When he joined in June, 2022 he

was asked to join at Alappuzha Railway Station which is 300 Kms away from his

home. His disability and penury prevent him from joining at such a far place from

his home. He has requested for justice and to ask the authorities concerned to

transfer him back to his native town Thiruvananthapuram. He has also requested

the commission to help him to make his job a pennanent one.

2. Submissions made by the Respondent

2.1 Shri M.P Lipin Raj (IRPS), Sr. Divisional Personnel Officer, Southern

Railway, Trivandrum Division, filed the reply affidavit dated 09.11.2022 on

behalf of both the respondents. He has submitted that the Complainant was

recruited through Railway Recruitment Cell, Chennai, in continuation of the

notification for "Engagement of contract staff on Paramedical Categories

(Safaiwala)". He was recruited for the post of full time contract Safaiwala, on

23/01/2019 and had been working as House Keeping

Assistant/Colony/Trivandrum from 23/01/2019. From, 18/10/2021, he was on

unauthorised absence and as per the existing norms, in such cases, his employment

gets terminated automatically after 3 days. He had submitted a representation,

requesting to take him back for duty, on 29/11/2021, duly producing a medical

certificate from Dr. Suresh S (retired Major), Ex Servicemen Contributory Health

Scheme Poly Clinic, Trivandrum. As per the certificate, he was suffering from

chronic Back pain. His case was recommended by the Chief Medical

Superintendent and considering his physical condition even though he was

terminated later he was taken back, as a special case. His disability was duly

considered by Railway administration and his period ofunauthorised absence was

regularized.

2.2 The Respondent further submitted that the work of Sanitation of TVC

Colony was outsourced from 01/01/2022 and the staffworking under ChiefHealth

Inspector was proposed to be redeployed. The Complainant was contacted for his

preferred place of redeployment. He gave a reply that he was selected and

shortlisted for State Govt. Services and he is awaiting a osting order. The senior

2]Page
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most regular employees, who were due for retirement in one year or 2 years were

posted in the available vacancies at Nagercoil and Railway Hospital /TVP, which
are nearest to their home town during the redeployment.

2.3 The Complainant gave a representation on 28/04/2022, to the Chief

Medical Superintendent that he may be considered for rejoining back for duty. His

representation was duly considered by the ChiefMedical Superintendent and he

was also given a personal hearing. As there was no vacancy available at Railway

Hospital/Pettah, Health Unit/Nagercoil/ and Health Unit/Quilon, he was advised to

join at the nearest vacant post, which was at Alleppey Colony, which he agreed.

He was also assured that he will be given posting to his home town as soon as a
vacancy arises.

2.4 Accordingly, he was posted at Alleppey, vide order Sr. DPO/TVC 0.0 No.

41/2022/MD dated 14/07/2022, but he failed to join at Alleppey colony and the

post is still remaining vacant. He was not ready even to communicate the reason

for his non-joining. From the time of inception in service till his redeployment, he

has not given any representation regarding his difficulty in working as Safaiwala.

He can rejoin duty any time duly submitting a request. At present there is no

vacant post at Trivandrum, Nagercoil and Quilon colonies for accommodating
him.

3. Submissions made in Rejoinder

3.1 The Complainant filed rejoinder dated 04.12.2022 submitting that he is not

satisfied with the reply of Respondent. He also submitted that the Southern

Railway Administration has done things to get rid of him as a person with

disability from the post of House Keeping Assistant in the

Southern Railway. He alleged that in the next two months after he was transferred

from Thiruvananthapuram, the Home Town where he was working, to Alappuzha,

there was a vacancy in Thiruvananthapuram Railway Hospital and Nagercoil

Health Unit but other people were appointed instead ofallotting him that vacancy.

4. Hearing: The case was heard via Video Conferencing by Chief

Commissioner for Persons with Disabilities on 16.05.2023. The following
were present in the hearing:

3]Page
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o Shri Visakh S- Complainant

® Shri Rahul, Divisional Personnel Officer, Southern Railway 
Respondent

5. Observations & Recommendations:

5.1 The Complainant submitted that he qualified the examination conducted by

Railway Recruitment Cell, Chennai held on 07.10.2018. He joined

Thiruvananthapuram Railway Division in Medical Department on 23.01.2019.

Thereafter he fell ill in October 2021 and could not attend his office.

5.2 Thereafter when he applied again in the month of June 2022, he was asked

to join at Alappuzha Railway Station, 300 kms away from his home. He also

submitted that because of his disability, he cannot join his Alappuza office as it is
situated 300 kms away from his home.

5.3 The Respondent submitted that the Complainant was recruited for the post

of full time contract Safaiwala, on 23.01.2019. He was working as House Keeping

Assistant/Colony/ Trivandrum from 23.01.2019. From, 18.10.2021, he was on

unauthorised absence and as per the existing norms, in such cases, his employment

gets terminated automatically after 3 days. The Complainant submitted his

representation, requesting to take him back for duty, on 29.11.2021. Considering

the physical condition of the Complainant even though he was terminated later he
was takenback, as a special case.

5.4 His disability was duly considered by Railway administration and his

period of unauthorised absence was regularized. The Complainant was contacted

for his preferred place of redeployment. But he gave a reply that he was selected

and shortlisted for State Govt. Services and he is awaiting a posting order. The

senior most regular employees, who were due for retirement in one year and 2

years were posted in the available vacancies at Nagercoil- and Railway

Hospital/TVP, which are nearest to their home town during the redeployment.

5.5 The Complainant gave a representation on 28.04.2022, to the Chief

Medical Superintendent that he may be considered for rejoining back for duty. He

was posted at Alleppey, vide order Sr. DPO/TVC 0.0 No. 41/2022/MD dated
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14/07/2022. But he failed to join at Alleppey Colony and the post is still remaining

vacant. He was not ready even to communicate the reason for his non-joining.

From the time of inception in service till his redeployment, he has not given any

representation regarding his difficulty in working as Safaiwala. He can rejoin duty

any time duly submitting a request. At present there is no vacant post at

Trivandrum, Nagercoil and Quilon colonies to accommodate him.

5.6 After hearing both the parties, this Court concludes that the Complainant

was engaged on contractual basis and, hence, the rules related to termination of

service of regular employee does not apply on him. Moreover, it is also noted that

the Respondent has already adopted humanitarian approach by not terminating his

services, despite ofhis unauthorized absence for long time.

5.7 In the light of above, further intervention of this Court is not warranted and
the case is disposed of.

5.8 The case is disposed of accordingly.

(Upma Srivastava)
CiefCommissioner for
Persons with Disabilities

Dated: 06.06.2023
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znrznrr gr 3rIga fragiysa
COURT OF CHIEF COMMISSIONER FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES (DIVYANGJAN)

Rearirura qgkraut fa/ Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities (Divyangjan)
mat~Ga arr k 3pf@eafa +iarr/ Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment

'+JTm~/Government of India

Case No: 13491/1024/2022

Complainant:
Shri Ashok Kumar Gata Aw%
H.No.1/954, Ruchi Khand-2 ~ ~vv \
Sharda Nagar Yojna
Raibareli Road, Lucknow- 226012
E-mail:<samratashok1965@gmail.com>
Mob:9415446880

Respondent:
The ChiefExecutive Officer .......Respondent No.1
Prasar Bharati, Prasar Bharati Secretariat
Tower 'C', Copernicus Marg, New peti-11ooo1 Ks
E-mail: ceo@prasarbharati.gov.in
Tel: 011-23118803

The Director General
All India Radio,
Akashvani Bhawan,
Parliament Street
New Delhi- 110001
E-mail:dgair@air.org.in
Tel: 011-23421300

The Dy. Director General (E)
(UP & Uttarakhand Zonal Office)
All India Radio,
Akashvani Bhawan
18, Vidhansabha Marg,
Lucknow- 260012

......Responcllent No. 2

...•••.Responcllent No. 3

E-mail :lucknow@prasarbharati.gov. in
Tel: 0522-2237476

1. GIST of the Complaint:

1.1 Treffa3rs# f?arr f@Gia 26.09.2022 i #zal& 3.ai fcaia
05.07.1988 at fee1ia1 37grUT # 317cl ate j ". h uz T

...:)
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qairrRatzfz i aeeic, una3 h gr rf ii aria
cJJs-1 ~ clJs- 2 ~l$cl{l cf;)-~~ -a"f4T 6 I

1.2. 3ai ch I ch$ ai I 6 fcl:; 3ifcnT~TcffU11- '511 ai 61 ch 14i 6i 4 Qi,@crl3i rn Rc,Q id I...
~cfif~ Rc4ia1 JfR"B;fUT~~ 30.06.2022 c=fch'~ 3fi"tm"t:R:~
4 c\l a-a-iRt ~W 3i a-414~ ifRlT I 3-Ticnf~rcrrofi aI cr16i cfi 14i 6i 4 6i .w a-1:,;

arr rar ±rat Real a 3ns Rcr1ich 14.12.2016 ~ 3-ia1t11{ {lfc.{ *
... ..._J~ .:i

1995 i al{f Rs wt saa fecia 01.01.1996 a gm @lz feczaiat
3-TR."8.fOT a101a-11 ~fii§4I 1, 33 3fR"67 fci-l4c-1 a=Jtr~'JT"Q"I ~~3 -4
q\5IT n c1--11rach fcitrac-1 a G&i 3ramica urau .3TT91T~rcrrofr ';11la16i
3-11T\fifi 6i :@a-13i rn 3 2 asf hcaarrareva ,3TTqdf* Rc,Q id I JfR"B;fUT...
z fsz an fan warrra fciar 3rr&Ur 4at.frz

{fulfc{/ Review DPC *Manipulation~~~r Rcr1ich 05.07.2022, .q_s'lfi1

* 4c\la-a1R\ cnT~~r Rfi"1c1 cnUa7ff# urrera# 31+zIrzI fcl:i4T
°d"Rfl cfl!lfch 3Rlc-l~'CR" facllia1 JfR"a=JUT {lfc.{ {fulf-6{ * 3Rlc-l t=mtR
fczja1 qff at ff@era3rarur ha fqzzlR =re qatef 5&f

.::,

fear arznrl

1.3. m2ff ar 3-TTaT che;a-11 6 fcl:i Review DPC Promotion order * Ra1ich
31.12.1991 * Ra1ich 2s.11.2001 'ffcFi ~mr 10 c11SIT 'ffcFi .3TT91T~rcrrofr,
gm3 arr fat aft friar at al± sir slaf mgi aft srafa I2ff...

cR'l" fa?t4fcra Ra1icfi os.01.19ss102.09.1989 * 3a1c:h't 4c\la-a1f8 1993-1994 *.:i

fai4J-lla-lfil{~61.::,

1 .4. m~~ Fai chii fcit raa Fai tj~a-1 Fcl,m 6:

0 Q 6islfi1 * 451#1 ~ tm' tR 4eila-a-ik\ 6<1 05 af# qualifying (Eligible)" .::,

Service qur~~DOPT Order 22011/7/86 -Estt (D) dated 19.07.1989 ~
"

®
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t}tt #~ c=rt<T '11" 3-lo-l.fl F{ fac<l id I ~ cfil"~ 3,RB;fOT q~u 11Jfl
' .::,

'5)l\6cil ~ 3-lcrlfll{ 3-lcfc~{ 1994 *™ crIT~f<i=lc>r q~)crcrlfa <-lf31ftl ~ 'Cf{ "Qci-
-=> " "

cU"9" 'm' ti°~ <-lf31fi"t ~ Head Clark~~ 'Cf{ 05 ~ cfi'r qualifying (Eligible)
.::, "
Service (year) pf at 8r qut circa qi=fa 31#;cs 1999 a Head

Clar h ra s 3it s# az amar 3r@la ri (rnrf@a 3f@art,
afornr@a 3#f@era1l, 3 fGers (gen=ca) w aucast qatafe
fearm izaaavu3mer5stat.::,

o ~~~ flt; I <-I cfi 3-rt<-I I fq chi ~~ 'Cf{fan fa3mar, a =@a-I£ ti° ~
aria ?kvi fez1i1al #ra,mff at au3& sat.cf farag
Ta fl ti SIT~ 3f9Cifr 82~crtc;T J:JT cfil a=rn{:rn ~~ fl tj,d II Ic..

a fGeur a 3ra?hr gRzr snlf ar nsr fa gT1al v#
.::,

~{4cl--l<-lisl<;_~~~ cfi{cllQj

2. The matter was taken up with the Respondent vide letter dated
19.10.2022 under Section 75 ofthe RPwD Act, 2016.

3.1 3Cf cl--lt;ITiila~lch/cho-~lit<Ja,:f, 3-lTcfiT~rcrrufr, cii=@a-1£ cnf~~ faa1ich

17.11.2022 ii cfit;a-11 6 ~ 3nr4rararufr ami gIza 3ik aaic hai
Iga mr iair 3rar-3mar ?vi gee, ragas hmil great qr viair
Tiil <ht a I 3-ITcfiT~rcrrufr, c>t =@a-I£ ~ "9Tfl" il5T 6, 3rc,: <::J:I cfi 141 (l,f <-I rn q)5 ~c>Ig)"<'' .. "
3-lR8:fUT ~~~ dfQ -t)fc-l ti"~~la-I", c>1:rna-1£ ~ ~1$ct{ cfiT flfchHffia
ilffe~ "JT<-IT 61 ITTafr cnf Jlld1 cfi5crl l 6~ cl--l Iii o·-t"i <-I o--41-41 c>i l!~~~
~ ;;:ro: 12541/1021/2021 faa1icfi 15.03.2021 ii fer arr 3rerh 31191aa

.::,

ti" ft&r tr.tft".m .~ tifa fa <-11 ~~ 'Cf{* CffCCTT cfi1 faa-1 i cfi 28.11.2001 *.::, .::, .::,

~.tr.ffr .~~'Cf{ q cO ;,..a-1 fa -c;JcJai~ar~6 I
.::, .::,

3.2 ITTafr cfi1 cfit;a-11 6 ~~ cfii41c>lll rn facllidl'5-Jcrl1 ~ 3-IT{a,:fUT tc=r.. .::,

f.t&f$.4.4 .#ra{1 fr @r.4.4# .3m tr.tft".m -~~ ar flcficti ks.::, .::,

$.4qt.# .rz #r5ra#rat] 3rr .1+tlRtRcr 3.#.ft .#r#o# #st.::, .::, .::,

~ 5 "Qci- aacar z «fswz hn fan arr ? fsruia Tiit<-1c1--11a1fll{
.::, ..,....,_~~~ ~~ .::,

3-IT{a,:fUT~~~ cllV 6 I 3crlcfil cfit;a-1 I 6 fa qf@a ~~ 'Cf{ cn)t
?.aITT~~~ci, .12541/1021/2021 ~ flcrlctl~~a-f~51Jct cl--llcrlu-t"i-4~··-· .::, .::,

o-.!l I <-11 c>I <-I ~~~ 11 a-I fl I { 3ci=rcfl cfi t .di cii <-I ~ cfi I ii cl I~ ~ aT t6(" 6 "Qci- 3-rraT.::, ..
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9ciT "CR" 9q)u-oiffi ~ ~ 3-Tfchf~rcrrofr 6Hgcrl£ lJcf J-lt;lfo-la~rn @t 9"{..:>

cfil .Q cl I g't ~ fcn" ~~ 5 I ~~ cii~d...,..,,.11~~dfQ"- 3-TRfCr fcn"~ g) 4"1t11 Jr
Manipulation fan aar , rezn@ta vi aafGzn &1 mffh arr arzffrr
~~~:mer m 3-la-.!.J I .Q a=rffe fcl:i<:rr "d1<TT 6 I cfil4i cii .Q q_c1m~ {)fc-l

.J.kl fc.J.~-~9"{~3-1) en~~~art,- fa:l .ll cl-lI c),- J=I crJ -RH ~~ fcl1<:rr
' ..:>

cJ"RITt 3-IR qa) crcrlkl ~ fa:! .Q cl-ll cfi" 3-1 ai .fi H er~t I
.:i

qr2ffarr#raftfru fecauf.

• meff arr gask zag#rrrsat.nf o5 afughrat- .
~ miff 3Rla c;,ffe 6 cflllfch 9qla-crlfa cfi" ~ "Rl¾ cr.llcrlciJ-1 eligibility t)°,
3-T)q~.QcF; c;,ffe 6 ~~~ fi;tQ {lfc.J. c),- 3-lcrJ-RI.J. qc; cfi'I"~, i:fiAt111{)

.::,

cR'r 39.llcfcil ~ 3-Tfq~<rcf; 61 fac.!.Jidfo-lail ~ 9qla-crlhl cfi" ~ review S14lfll.::,

~~ t I fa:l .ll J-11 crJ .fi I { review SI 4"1 t1"1 ~~ cR'r SI 4"1 t1"1 ~~ .fi i:fic1"1 kit.::,

SI 4"1 ftl ~ °ITT ~ °ITT I 3-TraT tJcJ" 9"{ qa) crcrl fa ~ m~ TJ-1 cfici I cfi" 3-lTUR" 9"{
.::, ~~ .::,

cfii 4 cl I g) ~ al" ~ t I 3-fct: cJcll 3 Rl ci c;,ffe t "Qcf -,-$crl-,-chi-1 ~~ fCII cfiF{
mnrc;,ffet;
· fr#ra micaz Ea 9"{ enra,r ~ c;,ffe t I c18J-11crJ ar
~ ~ ~ m Ge; q"{ 3-Tfcnf~rcnufr cii-&a-13i * t)" 2!crJlci t I fac.!.JiJl'5-laTI ~

q)fR.a1 cfi" .ficl--~a-lf * "11" ® fa:l.!.IJ-1~ 5 3"fil" cfi" 3-lai'{<\9 cfil4c11g't ~
.::,

srzrf ] arrraher aria#ca 3fa #gig~

0 ~ J-1 i J-1 ciil ii" J-11 crl oil .!.I 3 .:,tjci cl-I cr.!.11.!.I I cii .!.I rn art,- JfR;~IT "Qcf
'

3 .:,tj I fti cfi I~ lll cfi)" fi .f<jfa lll cfi" 3-lTUR" 9"{ t)° ch I 4 cl I t\'I ~ ~ .fi cfi c1"1 ~ I 3-fct:
miff 3Rl a irfffe t I

4.~~~~lc-.!.1-cH facrJii:fi 09.12.2022 JrcnITTt~ t;1fac11&! fro 1 "Qcf 2 ~.::,

m 3m c;,ffe~ t I 9fa1l pro 3 sf ma cfil' flc-.llcil en)- a=f {=@ct,{

cfiTt en)-~ t)" fcl:i<:rr 5 I 3crl ct, I ch$ crl I t fcr;- cf$" J-1 $ I fa:! a~rn * facrJ i ct,

01.09.1999 cfTI' cicho1"1ch) Fasta 3rt et ui facrJicfi 02.09.1999 cn)
azeicr# aun3 arfan augur# fan zn, 3ra .Traff fa4 gf

-R fch4 atam&i fan?] gaff Rra TJ-J a W=ri' facrJ i i:fi os.01. I 9 ss * fatafr
ara:fr ii I T5 g st faACPIMACP/Gratuity~ fa:! .!.I TJ-1 ci fa:! .ll ci~ cfil3c fcr;-

.::,

aRfr ~ 1 3a-t;1 cr1 3carsaila arr3r4 f?)at -ll a cnr a) e: .J. 1-!l I t 1

@@
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5. Hearing: The case was heard via Video Conferencing by Chief

Commissioner for Persons with Disabilities on 18.04.2023. The following
were present:

o Adv. Sachin Kr Pandey - on behalfofthe Complainant

a Shri K.M. Rasatogi, Sr. Administration Manager- on behalfofthe Dy.

Director General (E), (UP & Uttrakhand Zonal Office) All India

Radio- Respondent No.3

6. Observations & Recommendations:

6.1 The Complainant submits that he was appointed in 1989 on the post of

LDC. He claims that the Respondent establishment failed to give reservation

in promotion from 1991 to 2001. He has sought relief from this Court to

direct the Respondent to give him promotion w.e.f 1994 onwards.

6.2 The Respondent submits that the Complainant has already been given

promotion w.e.f. 28.11.2001. His claim of promotion to UDC post w.e.f.

year 1994 cannot be agreed to since apart from minimum eligibility criterion

there are other factors which are considered while giving promotion.

6.3 The Complainant has raised a cause of which arose in 1994. The

Complainant has not explained any reason for such inordinate delay. This

Court is satisfied with the Reply of the Respondent. Further intervention of

this Court in the present Complaint is not warranted.

6.4 The Case is disposed ofaccordingly.

(Upma Srivastava)
efCommissioner for

Persons with Disabilities

5]Page

Dated: 06.06.2023
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Complainant: l, O?
Shri Bhavnesh Kumar j'-)
S/o Later Sh. Kewal Krishan,
Rio H.No. 130, Street No. 4,
Near Gopal Bhawan,
Ahmedgarh, District Malerkotla 148021,
Punjab
Email: bahvnesh1965@gmail.com

Respondent:
The Principal Commissioner,
Central Goods & Service Tax Commissionerate
Rishi Nagar, F Block,
Ludhiana, Punjab

1. Gist of Complaint:
1.1 Shri Bhavnesh Kumar, a person with 40% mental illness suffering from

depression (OCD/General Anxiety Disorder) filed a complaint dated 02.10.2022

alleging non-sanction of half pay leave by his department despite

recommendation of his controlling officer.

1.2 The Complainant submitted that his daughter, aged 25 years, is suffering

from mental illness having 50% permanent disability for the last 10 years & she

requires round the clock care & supervision. His wife is working in a Govt. aided

school at his native place Ahmedgarh, Distt. Malerkotla. Moreover, she alone is

unable to take care of her daughter. Due to prolonged illness of his daughter his

wife has also developed many diseases.

1.3 He further submitted that due to compelling domestic circumstances, he

had to apply for half pay leave on 13/07/2021 for the period 01/09/2021 to

31/03/2023 and this leave was duly recommended 3 times by his immediate

supervisory officer for sanction to the competent authority, but the action on the

same is still pending. No action on his leave by the competent authority led to

defeat the purpose for which the said leave was sought. At one stage, it was

intimated by his Hqrs. Office vide letter dated 25.05.2022 that his leave

application has not been received in the Hqrs. Office.

sf ice, vs{«grl mraa , if no. fl-2, ha-1o zras1, { fen..
5 Floor, NISD Building, Plot No.G-2, Sector-10 D A 110075. 4HI 011-20892364, 20892275

rvsee.o-«.."2",7;",1,2tsy or-aswszs4. aseszars
(q1 fq j uaan 3 • .cisa ties.nc.an

re q a pr{/a in 3raga fa)
(Please quote the above file/case number in future correspondence}
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1.4 He had to again apply for leave preparatory to retirement on 27.06.2022

from 05/09/2022 to 02.01.2025 (half pay leave & earned leave) with an option of

VRS from 02.01.2025 under Rule 38 of CCS (Leave) Rules, 1972. A reply was

given vide email dated 02.09.2022 informing him to apply for leave and VRS

separately. Accordingly, he again applied for HalfPay Leave on 07.09.2022 which

was also rejected by the Competent Authority on 14.09.2022 with the remarks that

Leave cannot be claimed as a matter of right.

1.5 He brought the above facts to the notice of the Chief Commissioner,

Central Goods and Service Tax Commissionerate, Chandigarh vide email dated

21.09.2022 requesting for sanction of Half Pay Leave from 03.10.2022

to 05.05.2023 but no response has been received from the

O/o Chief Commissioner, Chandigarh Zone

2. Submissions made by the Respondent

2.1 Joint Commissioner (P&V), CGST Commissionerate Ludhiana filed reply

dated 17.11.2022 and submitted inter alia that keeping in view the disability of the

daughter of the Complainant, he was posted at Ludhiana which is nearest to his

hometown. As regards the illness and disability of the Complainant, the

respondent submitted that this is new fact which was not mentioned in the

previous leave applications. Further, as per the medical certificate submitted by

the Complainant, his condition has been marked as temporary for two years which

is likely to improve and this is non-progressive in nature. The medical certificate

needs to be verified from the issuing authority. This office will examine his leave

case considering this new fact of 40% mental illness once verified and then decide

subject to availability of staff so as to ensure smooth functioning of office.

2.2 The Respondent further submitted that the Half Pay Leave application of

the Complainant from 01.09.2021 to 31.03.2023 (577 days) was sent to the

Competent Authority i.e. Principal Commissioner, CGST Commissionerate,

Ludhiana. The complainant joined Ludhiana Hqs on 17.05.2022 and had made a

request for grant of leave preparatory to retirement under Rule 3 8 of CCS Leave

Rules 1972 vide letter dated 07.06.2022 whereby he applied for Half Pay Leave

from 05.09.2022 to 12.05.2024 (616 days) under Rule 29 (4) read with Rule 38

ibid, Earned Leave from 13.05.2024 to 02.01.2025 (235 days) and Voluntary

Retirement from 02.01.2025 under Rule 43 (1) read with Rule 43 (4) (a) of CCS

(Pension) Rules, 2021. The total leave applied are 851 days (616 half pay leave

+235 Earned Leave) which is beyond the purview of Rules 38 of CCS Leave

2[Page
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Rules, 1972. The leave of the Complainant was not recommended by his

Controlling Officer and as per Rule 7 of FRSR Leave Rules - Leave cannot be

claimed as of Right. The leave of the Complainant was rejected in view of acute

shortage of staff.

2.3 The Complainant again requested for Half Pay Leave from 20.09.2022 to

05.05.2023 vide letter dated 27.06.2022 mentioning Request for granting leave

preparatory to retirement under Rule 38 of CCS (Leave) Rules 1972. The

Competent Authority due to administrative reasons has rejected the request for

leave made by the Complainant. In view of the above, the Complainant is not

entitled to any relief and there is no violation of the provision of the RPwD Act,

2016.

3. Submissions made in Rejoinder

3.1 The complainant filed rejoinder dated 11.12.2022 reiterating his complaint

and refuting the reply filed by the respondent. He has requested that (i) directions

be issued to the Respondent to sanction half pay leave instead of earned leave as

applied by the Complainant vide his application dated 30.11.2022 for the period

05.12.2022 to 05.05.2023; (ii) He may be considered for posting at Malerkotla

which is the nearest place to his home town from where he could perform his

official duties and also take care of the disabled child; and (iii) any other relief as

deemed fit by this Court in the facts and circumstances of the case.

4. Hearing: The case was heard via Video Conferencing by Chief

Commissioner for Persons with Disabilities on 26.05.2023. The following were

present in the hearing:

(1) Kumar Bhavnesh-Complainant

(2) Sri Baljeet Singh, Asst. Commissioner - Respondent

5. Observations & Recommendations:

5 .1 During online hearing Respondent apprised this Court about latest

developments in the case. Respondent submitted that the Complainant was granted

6 months leave from 05.12.2022 till 05.05.2023. Respondent further submitted

that the Complainant has now been transferred to Custom Commissionerate,

Ludhiana which is in the vicinity of his hometown. Respondent further submitted

that leave for further period can be granted by Custom Commissionerate,

Ludhiana.

3[Page
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5.2 Complainant made claims during online hearing that some officers in

Respondent establishment are threatening to initiate proceedings under FR 56(J).

Respondent also confirmed that proceedings under FR 56(J) have been initiated

against the Complainant. Respondent reasoned that the Complainant himself

submitted Disability Certificate claiming to be person with mental illness hence,

he is not fit for thejob.

5 .3 On the issue of proceedings under FR 56 (J), this Court would like to attract

attention of the Respondent towards Section 20 (4) of Rights of Persons with

Disabilities Act, 2016 which lays down that no government establishment shall

reduce in rank or dispense with the employee who acquires disability during

service. Hence, it is against the provision of Rights of Persons with Disabilities

Act, 2016 to invoke FR 56 (J) against an employee only on the ground that he has

acquired disability.

5 .4 On the issue of leave, this Court recommends that whatever leaves are

admissible shall be granted to the Complainant as per the extant rules. A copy of

this Order shall also be forwarded to Custom Commissionerate, Ludhiana where

the Complainant has now been transferred.

5.5. The case is disposed of accordingly.

(Upma Srivastava)
Chi f Commissioner for
Persons with Disabilities

Dated: 06.06.2023

4[Page
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Complainant:
Shri Prosenjit Chakraborty I\ Go,
Email: eboxprosenjit@gmail.com~\vv\...,, \ I
Respondent:

The ChiefExecutive Officer
Prasar Bharati, Prasar Bharati Secretariat
Tower 'C', Copernicus Marg,
New Delhi-110001
Email :ceo@prasarbharati.gov.in

.....Respondent No. 1

The Dy. Director General .....Respondent No. 2
All India Radio, Akashvani Bhawan,
Parliament street, IM \sqq
New Delhi-110001 •"]

The Dy. Director General (E)
All India Radio, O/o SD,
AIR Kolkata at Dist. Kolkata, West Bengal

.....Respondent No. 3

1. Gist of Complaint:

1.1 Shri Prosenjit Chakraborty a person with 40% locomotor disability, filed a

complainant dated 26.09.2022 alleging non-implementation of reservation in

promotion for persons with disabilities category.

1.2 The complainant submitted that he has selected for under physically

handicapped (0) quota, he joined as clerk Grade-II on 15.03.1991 in the office of

Respondent No.3. The post of Clerk Grade-I were re-designated as LDC and UDC

respectively with effect from 12.06.1995. The applicant became eligible under
disability quota.

1.3 He submitted that he was illegally always treated under General Category

not under PWD category to cunningly deny/deprive him of the benefits of
Reservation under PwD Quota.

l!Page
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1.4 He further submitted that Prasar Bharati and DG: AIR on the directions of

the Chief Commissioner for Persons with Disabilities have issued strict guidelines

vide their No.1/51/2015-PPC(Vol.II) dt. 14.12.2016, copies of which are

Annexure Al.... Series to this application.

1.5 He stated that the promotion orders issued since 1995 against the

vacancies are required to be recomputed retrospectively earmarking the PH roster

points so as to do justice not only to the applicant but also to other PH candidates

eligible for promotion.

2. Submissions made by the respondent

2.1 On behalf of the Respondent, Shri Partha Pratim Pal, Deputy. Director

General (E), All India Radio, Kolkata vide letter dated 23.11.2022 submitted

affidavit dated 22.11.2022 and stated that as per DOPT's guidelines dated

29/12/2005 the office maintains the mandatory 100 point Reservation Roster for

PWD from both AIR and Doordarshan and seniority of which is being maintained

within the state of West Bengal & Sikkim. Whereas no promotion was denied in

respect of the applicant. As stated that separate Reservation Roster for PH/PWD

for promotion to the post of UDC from 1996 to 2020 is being maintained. There

was 05 members of PWD candidates were in seniority list of LDC at AIR &

Doordarshan at West Bengal & Sikkim. But all are locomotive disable candidates

including the petitioner.

2.2 Respondent further submitted that DPC held on 25-6-2013 & 23-06-2015

respectively where name of Shri Prosenjit Chakraborty , LDC, AIR, Kolkata was

considered as per the prevailing roster under PH Quota and promotion order issued

on 29.06.2015. Both Shri B.P. Roy Chowdhury and Shri Tushar Kanti Sarder

including the petitioner are all in 'Locomotive disable candidates/physically

disable candidates', not blind or else group disable.

2.3 The respondent stated that the DPC of 2015 overlooked the proposition

and direction of Hon'ble Apex Court while giving promotion to the complainant/

petitioner as actually that promotion should be given to the lees category of

disable candidates like (i) blindness or low vision, (ii) hearing impairment.

3. Submissions made in Rejoinder

3 .1 The complainant filed rejoinder dated 28.03.2022 and reiterating his

complaint and complainant not satisfied with the reply of respondent.
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4. Hearing: The case was heard va Video Conferencing by Chief

Commissioner for Persons with Disabilities on 15.05.2023. The following were
present in the hearing:

e Shri Prosenjit Chakraborty V. - Complainant

e Advocate. Rajorshi Halder -Respondent

5. Observations & Recommendations:

5 .1 During online hearing the Respondent reiterated the submissions made in

the written Reply. Respondent also submitted that in 2015 the Complainant was

duly promoted and since then he has not been denied promotion even once.

5.2 In written Reply the Respondent relied upon judgment of Supreme Court

and the Respondent claims that in the judgment Hon'ble Court held that

reservation should be given to more deprived categories of Person with Disability

such as Person with Disabilities having blindness or Low Vision. The submission

made by the Respondent is based upon wrong interpretation of the judgment and

hence this Court does not agree with this point raised in the Respondent's reply.

5.3 On other points, which are relating to the promotion of the Complainant,

this Court is satisfied with the Respondent's Reply. Further this Court observes

that the claim of the Complainant to seek promotion since 1996 is time barred.

Complainant cannot keep sleeping for more than 25 years over his claims. Hence

intervention of this Court in the present Complaint is not warranted.

5.4 Accordingly, the case is disposed of.

Dated: 06.06.2023

(Upma Srivastava)
@hief Commissioner

for Persons with Disabilities
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Case No.13470/1024/2022

"·
...Respondent No.1

Respondent:
The Secretary
National Council for Cooperative Training
3, Siri Institutional Area, August Kranti Marg o
Hauz Khas, New Delhi -110016 14%
The Director / •••RespondentNo.2
Regional Institute ofCooperative Management
Sector-32-C, Chandigarh-160030 {J6)

Accountant ft ...Respondent No.3
Regional Institute ofCooperative Management
Sector-32-C, Chandigarh -160030

Complainant:
Shri Shish Pal
CPWD Quarter No. 669,
Ground Floor, Sector 46 A,
Chandigarh-160047
Email: bhural 980@gmail.com

1. Gist ofComplaint:

1.1 Shri Shish Pal, Complainant, a person with 80% locomotor disability

filed a complaint dated 15.09.2022 regarding harassment by officers.

1.2 The complainant submitted that the Director, Regional Institute of

Cooperative Management (RICM), Chandigarh has intentionally

continuously mentally harassed, humiliated, treated him inhumanly and

exploited from re-joining the Institute on 25.11.2020 to the post of

Stenographer (English). He has not been given any work

from 25.11.2020 to 31.08.2021 without any order from the Head Office and

Hon'ble High Court in spite of verbal and written c

him.
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1.3 He further submitted that he had not been given Computer, Printer and

Landline telephone from 25.11.2020 to 31.08.2021. The printer had been

given to him on 09.05.2022 whereas all the Clerks and the other staff had

already having separate Printer. This clearly shows that Director RICM,

Chandigarh intentionally discriminated him and violated the human rights of

an employee with disability. He also submitted that though all the staff

working in the Institute have separate landline telephone but he has been

provided a parallel telephone on 13.05.2022.

1.4 The Complainant has prayed to take action against the erring

officer/official under Sections 6 and 92 ofthe RPwD Act, 2016 and to stay

the Office Order No. 3-1/1/2020-Pers dated 21.07.2022 received on

22.07.2022 for 1nqury 1 violation of D/o P&T

instructions mentioned in O.M No. 36035/3/2013-Estt. (Res) dated

31.03.2014 till the final decision ofthis Court.

2. Submissions made by the Respondent

2.1 Director, Regional Institute of Co-Operative Management,

· Chandigarh, Respondent No. 2 filed the reply affidavit dated 02.11.2022 and

submitted that he denies all the allegations levied upon by the Complainant

as the same are completely wrong, baseless and backed without

documentary evidence whatsoever. He further submitted that the

Complainant has been continuously given work and salary as per law and in

compliance of the orders of the Hon'ble Punjab & Haryana High Court.

Moreover, the issue regarding the appointment of the Complainant is

pending before the Hon'ble Punjab & Haryana High Court in CWP-19807

2020 titled as Shish Pal Vs Union of India and Anr. He also submitted that

an internal inquiry was initiated by the National Council for Cooperative

Training and reply ofthe proceedings ofthe same is awaited. The same will

be forwarded on receipt ofthe same from their Head Office.

2.2 Shri Pradeep Mukherjee, Accountant (Office Superintendent Ile since

2016), Regional Institute of Co-Operative, Chandigarh, Respondent No. 3
filed his reply affidavit dated 02.11.2022 and submitted that he denies all the
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allegations levied upon by the Complainant as the same are completely

wrong, baseless and backed without documentary evidence whatsoever. He

further submitted that the Complainant has been continuously given work

and salary as per law and in compliance of the orders of

the Hon'ble Punjab & Haryana High Court. Moreover, the issue regarding

the appointment ofthe complainant is pending before the Hon'ble Punjab &

Haryana High Court in CWP-19807-2020 titled as Shish Pal Vs Union of

India and Anr. He also submitted that an internal inquiry was initiated by the

National Council for Cooperative Training and reply of the proceedings of

the same is awaited. The same will be forwarded on receipt ofthe same from

their Head Office.

2.3 Director, Regional Institute ofCo-operative Management, Chandigarh

filed a detailed reply on behalf of all the Respondents vide letter dated

18.11.2022 and inter- alia submitted that on the complaint of the

Complainant over the same issue a One Member Fact Finding Inquiry was

got conducted by the Secretary, NCCT. The recommendations of the

Committee is as under:

(i) As it is already pointed out there is serious doubt on the percentage of

disability of Shri Shish Pal, Complainant which is certified to be 80% there

is an urgent need to refer the case of Complainant to a higher Medical

Board for review/second opinion in order to ascertain if the percentage of

physical disability is 80% or not. If, it is less than 80% then the Board may

be asked to determine and certify accordingly, the actual percentage ofhis

disability. Further action may be taken as deemed fit as per the findings of

the Higher Medical Board;

(ii) Since all the grievances of the Complainant including ones which are

apparently "perceived" have been addressed and resolved by the present

Director, RICM, Chandigarh no further action is recommended;

(iii) Since the appointment of Shri Shish Pal as Stenographer (English) as

contractual or regular is subjudice, no comments/recommendations are

offered; and

(iv) With regard to alleged irregularities in the appointment of

Stenographer (English) the competent authority may take further action as
3]Page
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deemed fit after the Civil Writ which is pending before Hon'ble High Court
of Chandigarh is finally disposed of.

3. Submissions made in Rejoinder

3.1 The complainant filed rejoinder dated 25.01.2023 and reiterating his

complaint refuted the reply filed by the respondent. He has requested to take

action against the erring officer/official under Sections 6 and 92 of the

RPwD Act, 2016 in the interest ofjustice

4. Hearing: The case was heard via Video Conferencing by Chief

Commissioner for Persons with Disabilities on 11.04.2023. The following

were present in the hearing:

(1) Shri Shish Pal- Complainant in person

(2) Shri Puran Chand, Advocate with Shri R.K. Sharma,

Director and Shri Manish Bhatia, Administrative Officer for

Respondents

5. Observations & Recommendations:

5 .1 The Complainant submitted that the Director, Regional Institute of

Cooperative Management (RICM), Chandigarh has intentionally and

continuously mentally harassed, humiliated, treated him inhumanly and

prevented him from joining the post of Stenographer (English). He claims

that he has not been given any work from 25.11.2020 to 31.08.2021 without

any order from the Head Office and High Court in spite of verbal and

written communication sent by him. He further submitted that he has not

been given Computer, Printer and Landline telephone from 25.11.2020 to

31.08.2021. The printer had been given to him on 09.05.2022 whereas all the

Clerks and other staff have already a separate Printer. Complainant has

prayed to take penal action against the Respondent.

5 .2 Respondents submitted that they denied all the allegations levied by

the Complainant are baseless and lack documentary evidence. He further

submitted that the Complainant has been continuously given work and salary
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as per law and in compliance of the orders of the Hon'ble Punjab & Haryana

High Court.

5.3 Moreover, the issue regarding the appointment of the Complainant is

pending before the Hon'ble Punjab & Haryana High Court in CWP-19807

2020 titled as Shish Pal Vs Union of India and Anr.

5 .4 It is further submitted that on the complaint of the Complainant over

the same issue a One Member Fact Finding Inquiry was got conducted by

the Secretary, NCCT. The Committee recommended that Medical Board

shall ascertain the percentage of Complainant's disability. Further, on the

issue of appointment the Committee did not make any recommendations

because the issue is subjudice before the Hon'ble High Court.

5 .5 The issue of appointment has already been inquired into by this Court

as per Section 75 of Rights of Persons with Disabilities Act, 2016. It is also

to be noted that the issue is now pending before the Hon'ble Punjab &

Haryana High Court as both the Complainant as well as the Respondent

have approached the Hon'ble High Court, therefore, this Court shall not

intervene on this issue.
I

5.6 Another issue raised by the Complainant is related to harassment. The

Complainant has alleged that the work is not assigned to him and derogatory

words referring his disability are used.

5.7 Respondent countered the claim and submitted that the work is

assigned to the Complainant but every time he refuses to perform the

assigned work. His output is also very less as compared to other employees.

Respondent claimed that the Complainant did only 4 programs whereas

other employees did 10-25 programs in a year.

5.8 The Complainant has not given any proof to support the allegation of

using of derogatory terms or other allegations relating to harassment.

However, it is evident that there is complete absence of cordial relationship

between the Complainant and the Respondent. Reference may be made to

Section 20 (2) of the Rights of Persons with Disabilities Act, 2016. The
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provision provides that government establishment is bound to provide

conducive environment to employees with disabilities. The intent behind the

provision is that employees with disabilities can make the best use of the

cordial environment and produce optimum output of their performance.

5.9 This Court concludes that the Respondent is bound to provide

conducive environment to the Complainant. Therefore, this Court

recommends that the Respondent No. 2 shall conduct sensitization and

training program of all the employees so as to train them about appropriate

terms and sensitive approach.

5 .10 Further, this Court disposes of the present Complaint with liberty

granted to the Complainant to approach this Court again along with

evidence, if the Respondent is not able to adopt disability sensitive approach

even after 3 months of the date of this Order.

6. The Case is disposed of.

(Upma Srivastava)
Ch ef Commissioner for
Persons with Disabilities

Dated: 06.06.2023
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Case No. 13485/1032/2022

Complainant:
Shri Saiyed Daud Rizvi,
Ph.D. Candidate,
Department ofHindi,
The English and Foreign Languages University,
Hyderabad-500007;
Mobile: 9701042118;
Email: daudrizvi05@gmail.com

Respondent:
The Registrar,
The English and Foreign Languages University,
Administrative Block,
Near Tamaka, Ravindra Nagar,
Hyderabad-500007 (Telangana);
Phone: 27689483;
Email: registrar@efluniversity.ac.in

Affected Person: The complainant, a person with 60% Locomotor Disability

1. Gist of Complaint:

1.1 Shri Saiyed Daud Rizvi, a person with 60% Locomotor Disability, filed a
complaint dated 05.09.2022 against the English and Foreign Languages
University [EFL University], Hyderabad regarding denial of additional time of
2 years over and above the normal stipulation of 6 years for submission of
thesis of his Ph.D. as applicable to a person with disability made available at
clause 4.4, of Notification of the UGC dated 05.05.2016 published in the
Gazette ofIndia on 05.07.2016.

1.2 The Complainant has submitted that he got enrolled in the Ph.D.
programme in the Department ofHindi at the EFL University in August, 2016
having Roll No. HOPHDHIN20160003. He could not complete his Ph.D.
thesis because of not having access to physical classes and library during
Covid-19 from March, 2020. He was forced to stay back at home. The
University has denied him the additional time. He also submitted that in terms
of another UGC Notification No. Fl-I 0/2021 (CPP-II) dated 17.05.2022
extension upto 06 months beyond 30 June, 2022 was also allowed due to
Covid-19 pandemic. Hence, he is entitled for the extensions. % .. . .
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1.3 The Complainant prayed for extension of at least one year to complete
his thesis and also, to direct the EFL University to ensure that his scholarship
be issued on time as he has no money from the past one year and he is
borrowing from friends in order to survive.

2. Submissions made by the Respondent:

The matter was taken up with the respondent vide Notice dated
14.10.2022 followed by reminders dated 01.11.2022 and
17.11.2022. However, no response has been received from the respondent.

3. Hearing: The case was heard via video Conferencing by the Chief
Commissioner for Persons with Disabilities on 07.02.2023. The following
persons were present during the hearing:

1. Complainant: Shri Saiyed Daud Rizvi
2. Respondent: Prof. Narasimha Rao, Registrar

4. Record of Proceedings:

4.1 Complainant submits that he got enrolled in the Ph.D. program in the
Department of Hindi at the EFL University in August, 2016 having Roll No.
HOPHDHIN20160003. He could not complete his Ph.D. thesis because of not
having access to physical classes and library during Covid-19 from March,
2020. He was forced to stay back at home. In terms of Clause 4.4 of the
University Grants Commission Notification dated 05.05.2016 published in the
Gazette of India on 05.07.2016, a person having more than 40% ofdisability is
entitled to get extension of 02 years in addition to maximum 06 years
prescribed for the Ph.D. course. As per him, by default he is entitled to submit
the thesis within 08 years of enrollment. In terms of another UGC Notification
No. F1-10/2021 (CPP-II) dated 17.05.2022 extension has been given up to 06
months beyond 30 June, 2022 due to Covid-19 pandemic. Hence, he is entitled
automatically for an extension of06 months.

4.2 The complainant prayed for extension of at least one year to complete
his thesis; and also, to direct the EFL University to ensure that his scholarship
be issued on time as he has no money from the past one year and he is
borrowing from friends in order to survive.

4.3 During online hearing Respondent refuted the claims ofthe Complainant
and submitted that the Respondent establishment asked the Complainant to
forward application but he failed to file the same and misbehaved instead.
Complainant claimed that he forwarded the application but no action was taken
by the Respondent.

4.4 This Court asked the Complainant to forward the copy of application
forwarded by him seeking extension. However, till date no documents have
been submitted by the Complainant.
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4.5 This Court granted opportunity to the Complainant to file the copy ofthe
application which he forwarded to the Respondent establishment to seek
extension.

5. Observations & Recommendations:

5.1 Complainant's grievance is related to extension of time for completing
Ph.D. thesis. The complainant prayed for extension of at least one year to
complete his thesis and also to direct the EFL University to ensure that his
scholarship be issued on time as he has no money from the past one year and
he is borrowing from friends in order to survive.

5 .2 During online hearing Respondent submitted that the Respondent
establishment asked the Complainant to forward application seeking extension
of time but he failed to file the same and misbehaved instead. Complainant
claimed that he forwarded the application but no action was taken by the
Respondent.

5 .3 Thereafter, this Court granted opportunity to the Complainant to file the
copy ofthe application which he forwarded to the Respondent establishment to
seek extension. Complainant filed a document which is dated 07.02.2023. The
document was perused. The document does not contain any 'receiving' mark or
any other form of signature/mark which can prove that it was submitted with
the Respondent establishment.

5.4 However, considering the fact that the Respondent is proactive and is
ready to consider the application of the Complainant, this Court recommends
that the Complainant shall file an application seeking extension of time.
Further this Court recommends that if the Complainant will file such
application, the Respondent shall examine the same leniently considering the
hardships the Complainant had faced during Covid pandemic.

5.5 Accordingly, the case is disposed of.

Dated: 06.06.2023
(Upma Srivastava)

Chief Commissioner
for Persons with Disabilities
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Case No. 13817/1041/2023/185722

Complainant:
Km Reema JI \ A \ [IVL
A-23/D Gali No-1, Shashi Garden, /\VV\ · l
Mayur Vihar Ph-1 Delhi - 110091
Contact No. - 8979340044
Email - garg.reema777@gmail.com

Respondent:
Registrar (Admin),
National Centre for Disability Studies,
Indira Gandhi National Open University
Zakir Hussain Block (Ground Floor)
Maidan Garhi, Delhi - 110068
Email - registrar@ignou.ac.in; registr~ed@ignou.ac.in

Affected Person: The complainant, a person with 100% Visual
Impainnent

1. Gist of Complaint:

Km Reema, a person with 100% visual impairment, filed a
complaint dated 03.01.2023 and submitted that she is student ofcourse
BA in Indira Gandhi National OpenUniversity (IGNOU). IGNOU did
not conduct the exam for the first year. On asking about the first-year
result, she was informed that the result for the first year will be
published with that of the second year. She further alleged that her
marks were reduced and she has been failed in two papers.

2. Submissions made by the Respondent:

2.1 The Deputy Registrar (Exam-III) filed reply dated 21.04.2023 on
behalfofthe Respondent and inter-alia submitted that the Complainant
is registered for BA Programme of the University from the July 2020
(wrongly mentioned as 2022 in the reply) session. The maximum
validity of the programme is up to June 2026.
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2.2 As per the notification dated 28.10.2021, all candidates who are
enrolled for the July 2020 session and eligible to give their first-time
exam in 2021 are exempted from appearing the Term-End
Examination (TEE) of first year in view of the COVID pandemic.
However, their marks/grade of the Term-End-Examination of first
year will be assigned based on the average marks/ grades obtained by
them in the Term-End-Examination of the second-year courses. The
result/marks in the Term-End-Examination offirst year, covered under
the exemption scheme, will be updated by the University only after the
completion ofthe Term-End-Examination of all the courses of second
year.

2.3 As per grade card record ofthe Complainant, Ms. Reema has not
successfully completed the following two courses of second year, for
which she has appeared in the June 2022 Term-End-Examination i.e.,
(@) BEGLA-137 and (ii) BEGS-183. The Complainant has applied for
re-evaluation for the BEGS-183, however she did not pass this course.
The mark obtained by her is 12 out of 50 in re-evaluation.

2.4 On scrutiny/cross checking of the answer script for the above
mentioned two courses, there is no evidence that marks have been
deducted because ofwriting.

3. Submissions made in Rejoinder:

The respondent reply was forwarded to the complainant vide
letter dated 01.05.2023 for submission of rejoinder. However, no
response has been received from the complainant.

4. Observation & Recommendations:

4.1 The reply filed by the Respondent is satisfactory. No further
intervention is warranted in this matter.

4.2 Accordingly, the case is disposed of.

Dated: 06.06.2023 .-1±
Upma Srivastava)

C ief Commissioner
for Persons with Disabilities
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Case No: 13393/1022/2022

Complainant:

Smt. Snehalata Das
Wlo Shri Jyotiprakash Das
Email:
Mobile No: 08768537826

Respondent:

The Sr. Superintendent of Post oms q/\
Asansol Division, Asansol-713301 /~v
Dist. West Burdwan, West Bengal
Email:
Contact No: 03412303661

GIST OF COMPLAINT

The Complainant Smt. Snehalata Das W/o Shri Jyoti Prak.ash Das, a

person with 85% locomotor disability filed a complaint dated 23.6.2022

regarding cancellation of transfer order of her husband and posting him near

their home town.

1.2 The Complainant submitted that her husband is an employee of the

Postal Department. He was posted at Asansol, West Burdwan and recently

been transferred to a distant office. She further submitted that her husband

would not attend to his duties at the new posting due to amputation ofhis right

leg from above the knee joint after an accident. He appealed to his Divisional

Superintendent for cancellation ofposting. But all his efforts went in vain. She

is very much anxious for her husband. as it is not possible for him to travel

there in such a grave condition. The Complainant has requested this Court to

get posting ofher husband to a near place ofhis residence.
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2. The matter was taken up with the Respondent vide letter dated

23.08.2022 under Section 75 ofthe RPwD Act, 2016.

REPLY OF RESPONDENT

3. In response, Sr. Supdt. of Post Office, Asansol Division, Asansol, Vide

their letter dated 08.09.2022 submitted that there is a policy of rotational

transfer ofofficials working in LSG/Postal Assistant Cadres in Department of

Posts, for every three years. The Competent Authority has constituted a Board

ofTransfer & Posting Committee consisting three members to do the task. The

Board meets every year and after observing due formalities takes a unanimous

decision to transfer such officials who have completed three years in same

office and need to transfer to other office. An option from all the officials who

have completed their tenure of three years, is called before the meeting.

3.1 The Board met on 24.05.2022.and after observing due formalities as per

departmental rules, took unanimous decision to transfer 42 officials who have

completed three years ofservice (as on 30.09.2022) in same post/office. Before

holding the meeting an option call from all the officials who completes their

tenure ofthree years was made. The officials were allowed give three choices

of posting. Shri Jyoti Prakash Das, Complainant's husband had completed

three years of service in Sepco Sub Post Office as SPM. He is needed to be

transferred to other office. Shri Das has given only one option i.e. Amrabati

SO. However, Amrabati SO is a single-handed Post office and as per the

Directorate's Guidelines dated 17.01.2019, the officials who are due for

retirement within two years shall not be posted as sub Postmaster/Postal

Assistants in a single Handed or Double Handed Post office. Shri Jyoti Prakash

Das is on the verge ofretirement (Date ofRetirement 31.12.2024) and hence,

he has been transferred to Durgapur Head Post Otlice as CC- I vide memo

dated 27.05.2022. Besides, a female official Smt. Archana Chakraborty was

given posting at Amrabati SO.

3.2 The Respondent further submitted that Complainant's husband had

given a representation dated 28.05.2022 for change ofhis place ofposting from

Durgapur HO to Amrabati SO. He cannot change the decision at his own,
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because it is the unanimous decision of the Board Members consisting three

Members. Hence, the representation of Shri Das was duly forwarded to

Regional Office, South Bengal Region, Kolkata vide this office letter dated

27.06.2022 with recommendation. Later a clarification letter dated 08.07.2022

was received from the Regional Office. The reply ofthe same has already been

sent vide letter dated 21.07.2022. Once, the instruction from the Regional

Office received the necessary action will be taken accordingly.

3 .3 The Respondent also submitted that the Complainant's indifferent

attitude shown by the under-signed is fully biased, derogatory and most

unfortunate. The place of posting ofher husband is well within 7.3 Kms ofhis

residence at Sepco and he has not been given any harsh place where he finds

trouble to commute everyday.

4. The Complainant vide email dated 28.10.2022 filed rejoinder and

submitted that the Postmaster General, South Bengal Region and Sr. Supdt. Of

Post Offices', Asansol Division, Asansol have been pleased to consider the

case of her husband as per their letters dated 14/09/2022 and 23/09/2022

respectively. Sr. Supdt. of Post Offices', Asansol Division, Asansol asked her

husband to submit an option of alternative office of posting other than single

hand and double handed office and accordingly her husband submitted fresh

option on 30/09/2022. So far as the Complainant know that the case is under

process on sympathetically ground and she will in for the development of the

case to this court.

5. OBSERVATIONS /RECOMMENDATIONS:

5.1 The Complainant submits that her husband, namely Shri Jyoti Prakash Das

is employed in the Respondent establishment. She submits that the employee

was transferred to Durgapur Head Office. She claims that because of the

employee's disability he faces problem in commuting between his home and

office.

5.2 Respondent submits that the employee completed 3 years of posting at

his old location. Hence a committee which was formed to decide the transfers

of similarly placed employees was constituted. Before the committee decided
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the issue of transfers, all such employees were given option to file choice of

their posting. Employee Shri Jyoti Prakash Das filed Amrabati as his option.

He could not be posted there because it is Single-Handed Post Office.

Therefore, he was transferred to Durgapur Post Office.

5.3 The Complainant apprised this Court by email dated 25.04.2023 that the

issue has been resolved by virtue ofMemoNo. B2/National Promotion/ LSG/

2023 dated 17.04.2023.

5 .4 Further intervention of this Court m the present complaint 1s not

warranted.

@

6. The case is disposed of accordingly.

(Upma Srivastava)
ChiefCommissioner for
Pelrsons with Disabilities

Dated: 06.06.2023
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ifffil~/Government of India

Case No: 13626/1022/2023

m7Complainant: z
Shri Vipin Chander,
Ee No.112460, Officer (Jiv.IG-1)
Bank ofBaroda,
Email:vipin.chander@bankofbaroda.com

Respondent:
The General Manager,
Head office: Bank ofBaroda,
Baroda Bhawan, 7th Floor, R.C. Dutt Road,
Vadodara-390007
Email: dgm.sgz@bankotbaroda.com

The General Manager,
Bank ofBaroda, Zonal office
Building No.2, Overbridge Sector 17B Chandigarh-160017
Email: zm.chandigarh@bankofbaroda.com

GIS'f OF CASE

Shri Vipin Chander, a person with 45% locomotor disability, filed a

complaint dated 02.12.2022, working in the Bank of Baroda requesting to

retain him in any branch ofthe Bank at Amritsar.

2. The matter was taken up with the respondents under Sections 75 and 77

ofthe RPwD Act, 2016 vide letter dated 16.01.2023 .

3. In response, the GM & Zonal Head, Bank ofBaroda, Chandigarh, vide

their letter dated 07.02.2023, submitted that Shri Vipin Chander E.C. No.

112460, presently working Jandiala Guru Branch, Amritsar Region, Bank of

Baroda and informed that the representation of Shri Vipin Chander has been

considered favourably and transfened him to Jandiala Guru Branch, Amritsar

Region. Also enclosed a copy of their letter dated 31.01.2023 with an
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endorsement by the Complainant dated 07.02.2023 stating that "his grievance

has been resolved".

4. Considering that the grievance ofthe Complainant has been redressed, no

further intervention is required in this matter. The case is disposed of

accordingly.

(Upma Srivastava)
Chief Commissioner for
Persons with Disabilities

Dated: 19.06.2023
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COURT OF CHIEF COMMISSIONER FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES (DIVYANGJAN)

Rearirur vzufhiaur f@/ Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities (Divyangjan)
am(fGa qa 3#k 3rf@rarRar riarc/Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment

mxcr mcmx/ Govemment of India

Kn the matter of -:

Case No.: 13518/1021/2022

Complainant:

Shri Ritesh Kumar Khare
S-1182, Near Police Public School,
NehruNagar, Bhopal - 462003
Email - rkkharedms@gmail.com

Respondent:

The Director
National Council ofEducational Research & Training,
Sri Aurobindo Marg,
New Delhi - 1 10016

2. Thereafter the Complainant filed an application for

clarification/modification of Order dated 03.05.2023 contending that certain

factual error has crept in Order dated 03.05.2023. Two factual errors pointed

out are in Para. 5.10 and 5.11.

Corrigendum:

1. Shri Ritesh Kumar Khare filed Complaint dated 02.10.2022, whereby

issue relating to transfer of the Complainant was raised. This Court by virtue

of Section 75(l)(b) of Rights of Persons with Disabilities Act, 2016 took

cognizance of the issue raised and inquired into the Complaint. Reply was

sought from the Respondent and thereafter hearing was conducted on

10.03.2023. after hearing both the parties and perusing the documents

submitted by the parties, this Court issued Order dated 03.05.2023.

3. Order is re-examined and it is observed that in Para 5 .10, error is caused

as term 'qualifying marks' is mentioned instead of 'transfer'. Further in Para

5.11, term 'Primary teacher' is mentioned instead of 'TGT (Mathematics)'.
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4. It is apparent that clerical error is caused which is not touching the

merits of the case. Moreover, Hon'ble Supreme Court in the matter of RAM

CHANDRA SINGH v. SAVITRl DEVI; Civil Appeal No. 8217 of 2003

decided on 29 July 2004 held that in appropriate case Court can pass an order

ex debito justitiae by correcting mistakes in the judgment. Clerical or

arithmetical mistake or an error arising from an accidental slip or omission

may happen and to vary its judgment so as to give effect to its meaning and

intention is permissible. The Hon'ble Apex Court relied upon earlier judgment

of Hon'ble Supreme Court in Samarendra Nath Sinha (1967) 2 SCR 18.

5. Hence, this Court modifies the Order dated 03.05.2023 to certain extent

and therefore Para 5.10 and 5.11 are hereby modified. Para 5.10 ofOrder dated

03.05.2023 may be read as under -:

"5.10 - In the present case Respondent can opt to apply the concept
of Reasonable Accommodation and make some changes to
accommodate the Complainant. In the present circumstances
'Reasonable Accommodation' can be applied and the Complainant
can be posted to his native place as per DoP&Tguidelines laid down
in O.M No. 14017/16/2002 dated 13.03.2002 issued by DoP&Twhich
provides that the government employee must be posted near to their
native place. Further, the Respondent is recommended to examine and
resolve the issue of T.A./D.A. in accordance with extant rules."

6. Para 5.11 ofOrder dated 03.05.2023 may be read as under-:

"5.11 - Considering the fact that the post of TGT (Mathematics) 1s
vacant in Bhopal, this Court recommends that the Respondent shall
post the Complainant to Bhopal, which is his native place.

7. Accordingly, the Order dated 03.05.2023 issued in the Complaint No.

13518/1021/2022 stands modified.

Dated: 19.06.2023

( pma Srivastava)
chiefCommissioner

For Persons with Disabilities
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Re4ariura vu[huaw faaaT/ Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities (Divyangjan)
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1dal/Government of India

Case No: 13603/1022/2022

Complainant:

Smt. Gopika Dinkar Gaikwad
Manager Agri, Loni Kalbhor Branch
Bank ofMaharashtra
Pune East Zone, Hadapsar, Tal Haveli
Distt. Pune, Maharashtra
Email: gaikwadgopika@gmail.com
Mobile No. 09975439645

Respondent:

The Assistant General Manager,
HRM Department
Bank ofMaharashtra Head Office
4th Floor, Lokmangal Building,
1501, Shivajinagar, Pune - 410005
Email : agmhrm2@mahabak.co.in
Contact No. 020-25614280

GIST OF CASE:

Smt. Gopika Dinkar Gaikwad has filed her complaint dated 10.12.2022

working in the Bank ofMaharashtra, requesting cancellation ofher transfer as

she is a care-giver ofher daughter who is a child with 87% multiple disability,

on the ground that her daughter's rehabilitation process is going on in KEM

Hospital and Jellybean Child and Development Centre Pune for Nephrotic

Syndrome & ASD.

2 The matter was taken up with the Respondent vide letter dated 30.12.2022

under Section 75 of the RPwD Act, 2016. In response, the Asst. General

Manger HRM, Bank of Maharashtra, vide email dated 21.01.2023 has

submitted that Smt. Gopika Dinkar Gaikwad joined the services on the Bank
1[0a.
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on 08.02.2010 and she is working in Pune City Agglomeration from the date

ofher joining. The Complainant was promoted as Manager on 30.06.2012, but

Bank has retained her in Pune City Agglomeration, ever though she was liable

to be transferred on promotion, as per Clause 9 ofBank's Transfer Policy.

3. The Respondent further submitted that in the year 2022, even though she

was transferred to Kolhapur Zone, taking a lenient view Bank has allowed her

to continue in Pune City Agglomeration till 31.03.2023. Accordingly, she will

be completing 13 years of service in Pune City Agglomeration on 07.02.2023.

It is pertinent to note that maximum period of stay of an officer employee in a

zone is 6 years. Further, as per Regulation 47 ofBank ofMaharashtra Officers'

Service Regulations, 1979, says that "Every officer is liable for transfer to any

office or branch ofthe Bank or to any place in India".

4. The Respondent also submitted that since the Bank is committed to the

well-being and welfare of its employees and also considering her request on

Sympathetic grounds, Mrs. Gopika Dinkar Gaikwad is once again allowed to

be continued in Pune City Agglomeration till 31.03.2024. The Bank requested

to CCPD office to advise Mrs. Goipka Dinkar Gaikwad that the said retention

given by Bank in Pune City Agglomeration cannot be claimed as matter of

right.

5 The Complainant in her rejoinder dated 20.03.2023 has submitted that in

the year 2022 she was transferred to Kolhapur Zone. Then she have submitted

his representation to HR department through post. She have also met 2-3 times

personally to AGM, HR with officers union lady representative also. But HR

department was only saying that they will think over it. She was on leave

during that stressful situation and Kolhapur Zone was continuously taking

follow-up with her for joining.

5.1 She submitted that she had sent medical certificate of her daughter to

Kolhapur Zone also. After some days, Bank issued her show cause letter for

further disciplinary action. HR department has not credited her salary ofJune

2022 because she did not join the Kolhapur Zone. Bank has deducted her PF,

Union Fee, Housing loan instalment, Income Tax etc. from her gross salary

2]Page
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but till date her net salary ofRs.76000/- of June 2022 has not been credited to

her account. Though one of the bosses of her department took the medical

history ofher daughter and suggested to the HR to modify their order. But HR

department has done her retention in Pune upto 31.03.2023 only. Meanwhile,

she registered her complaint with CCPD in Dec.2022 and then again Bank has

allowed her to continue in Pune till 31.03.2024. Finally, she got justice from

CCPD but every year she will have to face this issue and due to her transfer

issue, her daughter's treatment, her rehabilitation process will stop which is

injustice for her daughter. As a mother, she is main caregiver ofher daughter

and providing High Support to her. As per Home and Family concept of

RPWD Act, 2016, no child with disability shall be separated from his or her

parents on the ground of disabilities except on an order of competent court, if

required, in the best interest of child.

6. Observations /Recommendations:

The matter has been examined and after taking into consideration all

relevant provisions regarding grant of relief to the caregiver of a child with

disabilities, such as O.M. No. 42011/3/2014 dated 08.10.2018 issued by

DoP&T, it is recommended to consider the posting of the Complainant at the

desired place in the overall interest ofthe child with disabilities.

7. In view ofthe above, the case is disposed of.

lPMA SRIVASTAVA)
ChiefCommissioner for
Persons with Disabilities

Dated: 19.06.2023

3]Page
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Reanjucra gr[qua5or fqa/ Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities (Divyangjan)
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'+fffi'f~/Government of India

Case No: 13554/1022/2022

Complainant

Shri Ved Prakash,
Tax Assistant
PO 2ML, 4 E Chhoti SSB Road,
Distt: Sriganganagar, Rajasthan-33500 l
Email: prakashved935@gmai1.com

Respondent

The Chiefcommissioner, n(3o
CGST and Central Excise, /\"" ·
Jaipur Zone, NCRB, C-Scheme,
Statue Circle, Jaipur,
Rajasthan-302005 Respondent. ... 1

The Commissioner, 1,\
CGST Commissionerate, ~~\\
G-105, New Jodhpur Industrial Area,
Basani, Jodhpur,
Rajassthan-342003. Respondent. ...2

1. GIST OF COMPLAINT

1.1 Shri Ved Prakash, a person with 50% locomotor disability has filed a

complaint for being transferred in routine manner and being treated at par with

his non-disabled colleagues. He joined the Central Excise and Customs

Department, Jaipur Zone, Jaipur as a Tax Assistant on 02.01.2012 as a PwD

and then transferred to Sri Ganganagar (native place of the Complainant) on

25.05.2012. The Complainant stated that the Respondent transferred him to

Jodhpur vide Establishment Order No 09/2021 dated 17.08.2021 and relieved

him on 20.08.2021 to join his duty at Jodhpur, which is 600 Kms away from

his native place in contravention of the guidelines by the DoPT, New Delhi Tu
vide Memorandum Nos. dated 31.03.2014, 10.05.1990 and 13.03.2002. '1Jr{'
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1.2. The Complainant further stated that this transfer order is not in

accordance with the transfer policy which was set by themselves with consent

ofstaff associations. Therefore, he made various representations in person and

also by letter mentioning his problems. He also stated that he has no family

support and facing various challenges to cover frequent distances about 600

Km. to reach new posting station (Jodhpur) from his native place (Sri

Ganganagar) but respondents did not give any attention towards it.

1.3 The Complainant also stated that there are adequate officers (18) in the

cadre under the jurisdictions of the respondents and he is the only PwD, still

he was singled out for transfer to Jodhpur in non-conformity with the above

said guidelines of the DoPT. They are of the opinion that in the present

situation of the Complainant, he is not fit for considering the exemption

because it is available to only such PH candidates who walk with the help ofa

stick. This understanding ofthem is sufficient to know the knowledge and the

sensitivity ofthe Department about the candidates under PH category. Hence,

his appeal is to restore his rights to serve at native place given by the

Government of India by way of the aforesaid guidelines in respect of PH

Candidate.

2. SUBMISSIONS OF THE RESPONDENTS:

2.1 Vide e-mail dated 09.01.2023, Shri Mahipal Singh, Additional

Commissioner (P&V), CGST and Central Excise, Jodhpur submitted

on affidavit a common Reply on behalf of the Respondents. The Respondent

stated that the Complainant joined the Department on 02.01.2012 at Jaipur on

the post ofTax Assistant. Further, after considering his request for posting at

his Home Town i.e., Sri Ganganagar, vide order dated 24.05.2012 from Jaipur,

he joined at Sri Ganganagar on 28.05.2012 and remained posted at Sri

Ganganagar during the period from 28.05.2012 to 20.08.2021 which is more

than 9 years out of his total service tenure of 10 years. Further, due to acute

shortage of staff at Hqrs. Level and high work load, he was transferred to

Jodhpur. As per Transfer Policy 2018 dated 06.04.2018 (as amended on

15.04.2019) issued by Chief Commissioner, Jaipur Zone. Normally, before

2 I r c·t ., "
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completion of four year tenure, the officer will not be transferred back to

his/her previous station/Commissionerate from where he/she was transferred.

3. SUBMISSIONS MADE UNDER REJOINDER:

3.1 The complainant file the rejoinder dated 09.02.2023 against the letter

issued by the Court of ChiefCommissioner for Persons with Disabilities vide

email letter dated 27.01.2023. Besides, reiterating his request for posting to his

native place, i.e. Shri Ganganagar, he made further imputations of

discrimination such as assigning duties during Covid period, not getting the

lift in the office building operational, non-availability of disabled friendly

toilet, hostility in the form of recording video to create evidence ofthe degree

ofhis disability and making joke ofhis disability, etc.

4. Hearing: The case was heard via Video Conferencing by Chief

Commissioner for Persons with Disabilities on 15.05.2023. The following

were present:

(i) Shri Ved Prakash Complainant

(ii) Ms. Shashi Pawar, Add. Commissioner, O/o the ChiefCommissioner

CGST and Central Excise, Jaipur Zone

(ii) Shri Mahipal Singh, Addl. Commissioner,

CGSTCommissionerate, Jodhpur

5 Observations /Recommendations:

Respondent No. 1

Respondent No. 2

5.1 The Complainant submitted that he joined the Central Excise and

Customs Department, Jaipur Zone, Jaipur as a Tax Assistant on 02.01.2012 as

a PwD then transferred to Sri Ganga Nagar (Native place ofComplainant) on

25.05.2012. The Complainant stated that the Respondent transferred him to

Jodhpur vide their Establishment Order No 09/2021 dated 17.08.2021 and

relieved him on 20.08.2021 tojoin his duty at Jodhpur, which is 600 Kms away

from his native place in contravention of the guidelines by the DoPT. He

further submitted that he has no family support and facing various challenges

to cover frequent distances about 600 Km. to reach new posting station
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(Jodhpur) from his native place (Sri Ganganagar) but respondents did not give

any attention towards it.

5.2 The Respondent stated that the Complainant joined the Department on

02.01.2012 at Jaipur on the post of Tax Assistant. Further, after considering

his request for posting at his Home Town i.e., Sri Ganganagar, vide order dated

24.05.2012 from Jaipur, he joined at Sri Ganganagar on 28.05.2012 and

remained posted at Sri Ganganagar during the period from 28.05.2012 to

20.08.2021 which is more than 9 years out of his total service tenure of 10

years. Further, due to acute shortage of staff at Headquarter Level and high

work load, he was transferred to Jodhpur. As per Transfer Policy 2018 dated

06.04.2018 issued by Chief Commissioner, Jaipur Zone, "Normally, before

completion of four year tenure, the officer will not be transferred back to

his/her previous station/Commissionerate from where he/she was transferred.

5 .3 During online hearing Respondent informed this Court that family

accommodation is available in Jodhpur. Complainant has been allotted the

same. Distance between the accommodation allotted and the office is also less.

Further it was informed and confirmed by the Respondent that he can drive 2

wheeler. Considering the factual matrix of the case this Court concludes that

the Complainant has not been able to prove any violation of guidelines with

respect to divyang employees. Further intervention of this Cami is not

warranted.

5.4 This case is disposed of.

(UPMA SRIVASTAVA)
ChiefCommissioner for
Persons with Disabilities

Dated: 30.06.2023
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inw fflcf5N/Govemment of India

Case No: 13714/1144/2023

Complainant: r
Shri Amit Kumar Sadh \3/
Rio B- 72, Friends Tower, Sector -09 ~v\
Rohini, Delhi - 110085
E-mail - amitkumarsadh1974@gmail.com
Mobile: 8800331369

Respondent: ("l
The Dy. Commissioner ofPolice Jl

1
\/\'0

A-127, Rohini Institutional Area
Sector 5, Rohini, Delhi-I I 0085
E-mail - dcp-rohini-dl@delhipolice.gov.in

Affected Person: The Complainant, a person with 56% locomotor disability

1. Gist ofComplaint:

1.1 Shri Amit Kumar Sadh, the Complainant in this case, filed a complaint
against the Delhi Police vide e-mail dated 08.11.2022 regarding no action
taken by the Police Station of Sector-7, Rohini on his complaints dated
22.08.2022 and 21.10.2022.

1.2 He has inter-alia submitted that he presented all the evidences to the I. 0.
showing that FIR lodged by his partners Ms. Bhavana Mehrotra and Ms.
Komal Bisht is just a counter action to his complaint dated 22.08.2022 filed in
PS Rohini Sector 7. He also submitted that the Complaint filed by them is
false and was filed by them to pressurise him to withdraw his Complaint
because he has been asking them to settle the funds and dissolve the
partnership in the Company for the last 5 months as they are not able to work
together anymore. He has requested for intervention of this Court in the
matter.

2. Submissions made by the Respondent:

2.1 Addl. Dy. Commissioner of Police I, Rohini District vide letter dated
19.04.2023 submitted that an enquiry into the matter has been conducted
through ACP/Rohini. During the course of enquiry, it has come to the light
that the Complainant Shri Amit Sadh and alleged persons were jointly running
an online business i.e., 'Book Bargain Buy'. A dispute arose amongst the
Complainant and alleged persons. One of the alleged person Ms. Bhavana
Mehrotra alongwith her brother namely Mr. Arpit Gupta & Ms. Komal Bisht
went to the office of Complainant to resolve the dispute with regard to their
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business monetary as the Complainant has not been paying the pending dues
since long when they jointly started the business. When the alleged persons
asked for the details of business accounts etc., the Complainant neither
explained nor gave any details of accounts etc. and called the police to avoid
the remaining payment. The alleged Ms. Komal Bisht has further stated that the
Complainant became aggressive and stated that he would file false complaints
against them to harass a physical disabled person. During course of enquiry,
both the complaints i.e., dated 22.08.2022 and 02.10.2022 were filed as the
matter was found to be of civil nature. Both the parties are partners in business
i.e., 'Book Bargain Buy'. Moreover, a civil dispute is sub-judice in the Hon'ble
Court in this regard.

2.2 The Respondent also submitted that a case vide FIR No. 755/22 dated
18.10.2022 u/s 354/354-A4/506/509 IPC PS Okhla has been found registered
against the Complainant. The Complainant neither made any PCR call nor gave
any other relevant information to PS North Rohini at the time of incident.
There is no evidence i.e., CCTV footage or any witness to prove the
allegations.

2.3 The Respondent further submitted that allegations made by the
Complainant against police official are false, fabricated, vague, baseless,
afterthought with no iota of truth. After considering all the facts and
circumstances, no cognizable offence has been made out as the matter is purely
civil in nature. The allegations leveled against ASI Ravinder could not be
substantiated. The Complainant has filed the present Complaint in order to
pressurize police officials. Hence, the present Complaint may be filed.

3. Submission made in Rejoinder:

3.1 Complainant vide rejoinder dated 14.05.2023 inter-alia submitted that it
seems like the Police haven't taken any cognizance of his Complaint seriously
and are now trying to suppress the matter. At prima facie, it is clearly evident
from the vetting of reply submitted by the DCP that it was specially prepared
after thorough discussion with the attorney of Ms. Bhavana Mehrotra & Ms.
Komal Bisht. Beyond doubt, there are ample oddities in the reply which
indicates that IO Ravinder is conceited and is trying to apprehend him because
he consistently cautioned him to investigate the Complaint scrupulously.

3 .2 He further submitted that IO Shri Ravinder never called him or
conducted an on-site investigation (200 mts from PS Rohini Sector-7) where
the incidents happened twice and never provided him any follow-up on his
complaints despite several visits to PS Rohini, Sector-7. He has intentionally
tried to dispose of the criminal complaint referring to a civil dispute and IO
Akash (Okhla PS) has contently registered a criminal FIR against him without
knowing the facts.

3 .3 The Complainant also said that after 6 months, the DCP Rohini has
submitted a mock-up report stating that the matter is subjudice in court,
which means that he is not aware even after 180 days as to why IO Akash
couldn't file a chargesheet in CRN DLSEO 10102402022 referred to FIR No
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755/2022 lodged in Okhla industrial area PS on 18-10-2022. And he doesn't
know what is the status of this FIR till date.

3 .4 He has requested to take immediate action by assigning a Mediation
Officer who can call him, Ms. Bhavana Mehrotra and Ms. Komal Bisht for a
direct confrontation on this matter with all evidence, so that the matter is
resolved once and for all. By doing so it will save time involved in the legal
course.

4. Observation & Recommendations:

4.1 This Court observes that the issues raised by the Complainant does not
amount to discrimination on the ground of his disability. Since the matter has
been investigated by the Police and another related matter is also under
investigation/inquiry for filing a charge sheet before a Court of appropriate
jurisdiction, it is felt that intervention of this Court is not warranted in the
matter.

4.2. The case is disposed ofaccordingly.

pma Srivastava)
Chie Commissioner for
Persons with Disabilities

Dated: 16.06.2023
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